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ABSTRACT 

This research is a 1mely opportunity to review the responses by sonic cultural prac11oners to the 
lockdowns of the early COVID-19 period in China. In the process we will address the ways in 
which the emergence of these prac1ces could inform debates on the value of non-mainstream 
sonic culture under condi1ons of domina1on and authoritarianism, as well as their applica1on to 
other geographies. 

Through the lens of these prac1ces, this research addresses its main topic of agency in the 
context of China. What forms of agency can cultural actors in that context realise in concrete 
acts? How does a “cri1cal” agency emerge in domina1ng environments and how do prac1ces 
cri1cally address the affordances of live-streaming pla_orms? Can we say that the rela1on 
between non-mainstream sonic culture and a live-streaming pla_orm bears witness to an 
emergent public sphere? And may this emergence equate to the poten1al for change in society? 

The geographical focus for this research is on Mainland China, henceforth referred to simply as 
“China”, and builds upon this researcher’s exis1ng work on the appearance of non-mainstream 
sonic culture there. These prac1ces were followed as they entered the field of live-streaming in 
response to the COVID-19 restric1ons in early 2020. The rela1on between sonic culture and 
online performance has been covered in various research areas from the point of view of actors’ 
engagements with media technologies and under pre-COVID-19 social condi1ons. However, the 
rela1vely short dura1on of the COVID-19 lockdown period posed a limit to the amount of 
relevant ac1vity and therefore of the resul1ng research that has been produced on this subject, 
par1cularly on the experience in China. This research addresses this lack in quan1ta1ve data and 
qualita1ve analyses of the ac1vi1es which took place during this period, filling a gap in a+en1on 
towards this ephemeral but what this research will argue was a significant set of prac1ces. 

Building on social theory related to non-mainstream groups, this research’s answers to the 
research ques1ons above augment our understanding of the role of sonic culture in the agency of 
groups that lie outside of the norms that society establishes and enforces. In parallel, the 
answers address those group’s responses to their progressively mediated interac1ons under 
condi1ons of technological domina1on. 

This research adopts Par1cipant-Observa1on as its primary mode of ethnography, gathering 
qualita1ve and quan1ta1ve data from both offline and online loca1ons. This approach includes 
the self-reflexive concerns of Performa1ve Ethnography to recognise the researcher’s exis1ng 
links to the field. The need to a+end to mul1ple loca1ons and forms of loca1on, leads to a Mul1-
Sited Ethnography, also involving a Patchwork Ethnographic approach proposed to respond to 
the COVID-19 restric1ons on travel to research loca1ons. To address the move online, forms of 
Digital Ethnography are adopted. 

In this research, cri1cal agency is a form of agency that ins1tutes contradic1ons and difficul1es 
that reveal poten1al for change in the situa1ons that they engage with. Based on the analysis of 
the actors’ live-streaming ac1vi1es, two modes of cri1cal agency are found to occur: firstly, there 
are experiments which are cri1cal of the forms of appearance, but which do not depart from the 
pla_orms’ affordances; secondly, there are a+empts to translate the prac1ces and ideologies of 
live performance into live-streamed equivalents in which the resul1ng contradic1ons are argued 
to open up spaces for change. 

Sonic culture, as it appeared in China under COVID-19, is here presented as a vibrant means of 
establishing cri1cal engagements and agency under the condi1ons of live-streaming. This 
research will relate this cri1cal agency to wider socio-poli1cal cri1cal prac1ces, in China and 
elsewhere, proposing that nonconfronta1onal and re1cent forms of appearance serve as forms 
of cri1cal agency for sonic culture under condi1ons of authoritarian domina1on. 
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Introduc#on 

Summary 

This research was inspired by the developments in non-mainstream sonic culture in China as it 

adapted to COVID-19 restric1ons on live performance, involving the adop1on of live-streaming as 

an expression of agency under the epidemiological restric1ons between February and April 2020. 

While having very different ideological aims, the prac1cal results of the COVID-19 restric1ons are 

argued to have some similari1es to wider socio-poli1cal restric1ons under authoritarian 

domina1on. This thesis begins by developing an argument that technological and social 

condi1ons of domina1on that actors work within lead them to prac1ce forms of pragma1sm in 

the presenta1on of their prac1ces. This pragma1sm is chiefly apparent through displays of 

re1cence in rela1on to the pla_orms that host the actors’ live-stream performances. It will be 

argued that this form of pragma1sm can be effec1ve under the condi1ons of domina1on of the 

pla_orms, as well as retaining poten1al for socio-poli1cal significance in wider condi1ons of 

domina1on in society at large. 

The prac1ces that this research addresses represent appearances of non-mainstream sonic 

culture in China. For the purposes of this research, when referring to “China” this will mean the 

geographical area of Mainland China and so does not extend to considera1ons of Hong Kong SAR. 

While there is a longer history of non-mainstream sonic culture in China, it is here considered 

from the middle of the 1970s, with the death of Mao Zedong. Since then, it has been 

documented and analysed mainly as an episodic progression through a series of styles of music, 

which was a useful method to understand the very early stages of this history. But since the 

diversifica1on of styles that began with the influx of material during the Reform and Opening Up 

period in the ‘80s, and the development of the technical means for produc1on and dissemina1on 

with the spread of Internet access in the early 2000s, such a method has become too simplis1c 

for analysing the more recent prac1ces. While this research reviews aspects of this historical 

material in Chapter 3, it also builds upon and supplements the more recent a+en1on to non-

mainstream sonic culture which goes beyond stylis1c limita1ons, considering it as a more general 

underground prac1ce – a field whose analysis which remains limited in scope, in the view of this 

research. Central to this analysis, this research focuses on the recent events of the COVID-19 

pandemic, and the responses by non-mainstream sonic culture to this unique situa1on, about 

which li+le in-depth analysis has been undertaken so far. 

This research builds upon Marxist sociological theory and ethnographic studies of offline and 

online prac1ces of non-mainstream sonic culture and expands on this knowledge by analysing 

the experiences of a small but noteworthy group of actors and events in China responding to the 

unique condi1ons of the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. While the prac1ces that this 
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research addresses do not usually suffer from explicit suppression, they nevertheless sit 

uncomfortably in mainstream society, especially in the context of China where appearing outside 

of the mainstream can lead to conflict with authori1es of various kinds.  

The ethnography undertaken as the basis for this research recognised early on that, rather than 

prac1cing ac1ve dissent towards situa1ons of social domina1on, the actors realise their prac1ces 

pragma1cally. They do this deliberately and/or ins1nc1vely based on the contexts within which 

they have grown up, and the contexts in which they have learned about and developed their 

prac1ces. In their pragma1c crea1vity and performances, they inevitably express those contexts’ 

prac1cal structures and ideological orienta1ons, but the actors also retain agency to interpret 

those structures and create their own means to express themselves within them, responding to, 

building upon, and depar1ng from these prac1cal and ideological contexts. Some thinkers have 

seen prac1ces that result in these ways as opening-up avenues of communica1on with an 

audience which avoid co-opta1on by their domina1ng contexts, and which can plausibly be 

understood as emergent public spheres, with the democra1sing poten1al that the public sphere 

implies. This research agrees with such arguments, and in this thesis the researcher aims to 

present evidence of this process, allowing the actors’ own backgrounds and understandings of 

their prac1ces to speak as well as bringing the researcher’s own interpreta1on to bear on them in 

order to show their extended agency under various types of domina1ng condi1ons. 

The aims and objec7ves of this research 

The original impetus for this research was to inves1gate and analyse the rela1ons between space 

and agency, in par1cular for non-mainstream sonic culture. Spaces are understood as real-world 

or virtual loca1ons, but in all cases, they express forms of domina1on on the actors and prac1ces 

under considera1on, domina1on here understood as forms of prac1cal and ideological coercion 

that divert actors’ prac1ces from the actors’ desired ends, to ends which benefit the coercive 

authori1es. By inves1ga1ng non-mainstream sonic cultural prac1ces as they have responded to 

these spaces of domina1on, the aim of this research was to show the ways in which spaces of 

agency nevertheless become available even under such condi1ons. To support that conjecture, 

this research aimed to provide an overview of real-world spaces for non-mainstream sonic 

culture in China, beginning with the emergence of underground music scenes in China in the mid-

1990s. 

But with the onset of the COVID-19 epidemic this approach was necessarily adjusted due to the 

ensuing restric1ons which forced most live venues to temporarily close and performances to be 

cancelled or indefinitely postponed. This change in the research subject area was also reflected in 

the adop1on of a more compressed 1me-scale for the scope of this research. The period now 

addressed begins with the announcement of the presence of the COVID-19 virus within China at 

the end of January 2020. This marked the start of local and interna1onal restric1ons on 
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gatherings and travel in China.1 This first period of lockdown effec1vely ended four months later, 

in May 2020, at which point COVID-19 was deemed to have been brought under control within 

the country. At this point limited group events were allowed to resume. Permission for full 

capacity events would require a longer 1me to be granted, and events such as these con1nued to 

be subject to ongoing intermi+ent restric1ons depending on the local COVID-19 condi1ons. 

This research aimed to reflect upon the results of two parallel forms of limita1on on appearance, 

expression, and consequently agency. These are the established (although not strictly delimited) 

socio-poli1cal limita1ons, and the ephemeral limita1ons related to the epidemiological situa1on. 

These two forms of limita1on were superimposed upon one another in China during the COVID-

19 lockdowns, spotligh1ng the overlap between epidemiological necessity and ideological 

asser1veness. While the causes which occasion epidemiological control and ideological control 

vary, in both cases the effects of the limita1ons are state-mandated, and inadvertently or 

deliberately serve each other’s purposes. In the case of authoritarian control, state-imposed 

restric1ons are designed to have the effect of suppressing the causes of social change which 

would put that state at risk. In the case of epidemiological mandates, these are designed to 

suppress the spread of contagion and protect the general popula1on from harm. One observed 

parallel between the two has been the preven1on of live performance – mainstream or 

otherwise. 

This research therefore provides accounts for the responses to this situa1on by non-mainstream 

sonic culture. Under the circumstances, in the parts of the world with developed internet 

infrastructures, live-streaming was a means adopted to connect actors with their audiences. As 

Ng and Thomson reported at the 1me: 

“Many presenters have opted to livestream concerts as a way to offer programming of 
some sort, and independent musicians have likewise live-streamed concerts as a way to 
generate revenue, engage in some kind of performance prac1ce, and connect with 
audiences.”2 

Such streams ranged from live performances presented by individual ar1sts, to extensive fes1vals 

with large numbers of performers from all over the world,3 and took place in many different 

 
1 The first ‘hard’ lockdown in China related to COVID-19 (where ‘hard’ refers to denial of movement outside 
of one’s place of residence) was for Wuhan City and other cities in Hubei Province, on 23 January 2020, 
lasting until 8 April 2020. General restrictions on public events were put in place throughout China from 
February to May 2020, with intermittent restrictions thereafter. Müller et al., ‘COVID-19 Control’; Lu et al., 
‘COVID-19 in Germany and China’. 
2 Ng and Thomson, ‘COVID-19 and the Creative Music Ecology’, 2. 
3 Those that I have direct experience of, include: “Voluntary Garden Online Concert: Sonic Cure” hosted by 
UCCA in China curated by Colin Siyuan Chinnery: https://v.kuaishou.com/sFav7C;  
“Remote Concerts” organised by People, Places and Things in Japan: https://youtu.be/-8bpDXSE9Dw ;  
“Anthology” organised by FIGYA in Japan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gmj1RiKmmrQ&t=11s ; 
“Tusk Virtual 2020” organised by TUSK in the UK: http://tuskmusic.org/archive/ ; “OsCiLlaTioNs Summer 
Solstice Event” organised by IKLECTIK in the UK: https://fb.me/e/25IKtKoUQ . 
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sezngs, ranging from in1mate domes1c interiors to the outdoors, and from professional studios 

to the stages of music venues. While live performances were common, in which the “live” 

implica1ons of live-streaming technology were exploited, in some cases sound art and pre-

recorded pieces were developed and presented via the live-stream.4 

Since the onset of COVID-19, some literature has already appeared analysing the live-streaming 

of performances of sonic culture, with accounts of the local experiences being presented from 

many parts of the world.5 While it is difficult to generalise on the value and popularity of live-

streaming, many texts suggest that live-streaming was welcomed as a temporary solu1on to the 

restric1ons in place. Actors in China also moved their prac1ces to the many live-streaming 

pla_orms in China, seeing them as spaces and means to perform when live venues were closed.6 

Placing the social and the epidemiological situa1on within the broader historical context, this 

research shows that the actors’ nego1a1ons with live-streaming were influenced by already 

established approaches to non-mainstream cultural expression. With respect to these condi1ons, 

this research addresses the literature on the effects of top-down governance of non-mainstream 

cultural prac1ces and the bo+om-up responses. 

In terms of the theory adopted in this research, it will be argued that a work of construc1on takes 

place in establishing what can be perceived, and this also establishes spaces of agency. In the 

context of this research, this will refer to what can be seen and/or heard. From the actors’ point 

of view, they enter this work of construc1on as a nego1a1on between it and themselves. This 

process is described in the two linked forms of “making do” and “making sense”, the former 

directly drawn from the work of sociologist Michel de Certeau7, and implying a characteris1c 

pragma1sm in those nego1a1ons, and the la+er indirectly developed by this researcher through 

their reading of the philosopher Jacques Rancière, to imply a nego1a1on dependent on sensory 

phenomenon. The sensory is seen as a vola1le space where agency exists and through which 

socio-poli1cal change is possible. 

 
4 The musicologist Meri Kytö provides a selective list of live-streams of sound art that took place during the 
COVID-19 lockdowns (thanks to François Mouillot for pointing this out): 
https://merikyto.net/2020/05/13/pandemia-sound-music-environment-list-of-web-content-from-spring-
2020/ 
5 Mouillot, ‘Countering Ephemerality: The Re-Territorialization of the HK Experimental Music Scene Through 
Digital Platforms’; Mouillot, ‘Streaming and the Online Hong Kong Underground’; Taylor, Raine, and 
Hamilton, ‘Crisis as a Catalyst for Change’; Taylor, Raine, and Hamilton, ‘Reconceiving Spatiality and Value in 
the Live Music Industries in Response to COVID-19’; Taylor, Raine, and Hamilton, ‘COVID-19 and the UK Live 
Music Industry: A Crisis of Spatial Materiality’; Lu et al., ‘COVID-19 in Germany and China’; Müller et al., 
‘COVID-19 Control’; Vandenberg, Berghman, and Schaap, ‘The “Lonely Raver”’; Watson, Lupton, and 
Michael, ‘Enacting Intimacy and Sociality at a Distance in the COVID-19 Crisis’; O’Connor, ‘Art and Culture 
After Covid-19’. 
6 Kirn, ‘In Quarantined China, Concerts and Clubs Are Going Online as a Safe Place to Meet’; Kirn, ‘In 
Pandemic Year Two, Streaming in China Builds Underground Electronic Music Community’. 
7 de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 29. 
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Agency is oMen equated with ac1ve resistance – a strand of Marxist theory strongly argues in 

favour of this as the effec1ve means for social change, for instance. But this research argues that 

there are other, less obvious realisa1ons of agency, which can also be seen within other 

interpreta1ons of Marxist theory. The cases of socio-poli1cal ac1vity addressed in much exis1ng 

research are oMen acts of explicit poli1cal resistance, as such acts oMen leave the most eviden1al 

material, and their goals and methods can be interpreted rela1vely clearly. While the lessons 

learned from such ac1vely resistant approaches are valuable, this research has come to 

understand that in authoritarian contexts, such as that of China, more nuanced nego1a1ons and 

theories of resistance through cultural prac1ces develop. It is important to recognise that the 

subjects of this research do not iden1fy themselves as poli1cal ac1vists. They are not ac1vely 

dissen1ng in any “direct” sense which would correspond to extant defini1ons of “ac1vism” or 

“dissidence” – the actors are not explicitly advoca1ng for socio-poli1cal change through their 

prac1ces, for instance. It has been observed that their approaches reflect forms of “re1cence”, 

and therefore this research draws a+en1on to the agency of non-conten1ous prac1ces and 

spaces in everyday life that avoid antagonising the holders of power. 

“Making do”, then, becomes the ways that these prac1ces of sonic culture pragma1cally respond 

to their lived condi1ons, in this case under the COVID-19 restric1ons, and the ways they have 

nego1ated their situa1ons to present their ac1vi1es in public. For instance, the actors that this 

research addresses are understood as par1cipa1ng in a “hidden and subtle resistance”, as 

Amarasuriya et al8 describes it, as it was found that working under authoritarian condi1ons 

makes mere existence and day-to-day survival in society a direct, con1nuous nego1a1on of the 

meaning of one’s ac1ons in rela1on to state-mandated meanings. To that end this research 

adopts social theorist Jing Wang’s concept of “nonconfronta1onal ac1vism” in her wri1ngs about 

NGO ac1vity in China. While Wang is certainly focused on techniques of social ac1vism, it is again 

important to clarify that this research does not address formal ac1vist NGOs but sees Wang’s 

arguments as more widely applicable to non-mainstream socio-cultural ac1vity under 

authoritarian condi1ons. 

This argument for a nonconfronta1onal resistance is here developed from social theories of the 

organisa1on of society and of the play of power rela1onships therein. Sociologist and 

philosopher Pierre Bourdieu has been influen1al for this research in proposing a model of socio-

historical rela1ons which a+empts to come to grips with the power rela1ons between structural 

elements and actors, proposing that the dominant and the dominated actors in society co-exist 

within fluid fields of power in which neither necessarily en1rely co-opts the other. Also influen1al 

for this research has been Jacques Rancière’s concept of “dissensus” and its rela1on to sensory 

percep1on – what can or cannot be perceived as being related both to bodily facul1es and to the 

 
8 Amarasuriya et al., The Intimate Life of Dissent. 
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social construc1on of percep1on. It is argued here that the fields that Bourdieu iden1fies as 

construc1ng the norms of society relate to “making do”, while Rancière’s no1on of dissensus can 

work to cri1que those fields, which relates to “making sense”. The norma1ve fields of society are 

realised by the selec1on of things to be made percep1ble or impercep1ble, while those norms 

also become available for cri1que through our perceptual facul1es. It is through these 

interpreta1ons that an understanding of the space of “agency” can be formulated for the 

prac1cal purposes of this research, and modes of agency which can be classed as “effec1ve” in 

terms of what appearance is made possible, and which can then be iden1fied and analysed. 

The changing media environment for performance reflects this sensory change, and 

consequently changing socio-poli1cal condi1ons. This was evident in the way that (for a certain 

period) internet pla_orms came to be the dominant condi1ons of appearance for the prac1ces 

under considera1on. It was seen that these pla_orms adopted many of the roles of the state to 

create controlled spaces of appearance. Technological pla_orms are an embodiment of forms of 

socio-poli1cal control over that which appears and that which is denied appearance, and the 

forms of appearance that must be adapted or conformed to. These controls enforce restric1ons 

upon the prac1cal poten1al which these pla_orms afford—the ways in which they can be used—

as well as give material form to the ideological premises of their structural biases. As has already 

been said, these techno-ideological premises oMen overlap with state-ideological standpoints, 

and—par1cularly in China where public appearance is highly regulated by the government—the 

pla_orms are in a very real sense adjuncts of the wider authoritarian socio-poli1cal environment. 

From the perspec1ve of the actors, there are therefore rela1onships between the ways that they 

experience the pla_orm environment and their experience of the condi1ons of everyday life. This 

research therefore examines cri1cisms of the cultural environments that these pla_orms 

establish, inquiring into the agency of actors under those condi1ons. 

The analysis of the prac1ces that is then undertaken by this research shows how the sensory and 

technological contexts that they enter nego1a1ons with create a number of stumbling blocks and 

difficul1es to their ability to realise their aims. Rather than consider such difficul1es as poten1al 

points of failure for the prac1ces, marking a lack of effec1veness, this research aims to show that 

they are indicators of an emergent cri1cal agency. This cri1cal agency is where the actors put 

forward their “difficult” prac1ces as ways to prevent their own co-opta1on by the pla_orms’ 

prac1cal and ideological domina1on, and therefore these prac1ces act as modes of 

communica1on with an audience that appear in parallel to the pla_orms’ own proscribed modes. 

In this way, forms of public sphere and their democra1sing poten1al are said to be emergent. 

Ul1mately, this research asks how non-mainstream sonic culture conforms to or diverges from 

controls established by its pla_orms, and how do re1cent, non-confronta1onal approaches work 

to become agency in a domina1ng online environment? The response to these ques1ons will be 
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the highligh1ng of the appearance of difficulty as evidence of a cri1cal engagement with live-

streaming, whereby emergent public spheres may be witnessed. 

The researcher’s background 

This thesis follows my long-term interest in the poten1al of non-mainstream sonic culture 

generally, and par1cularly as it has developed in China. 

I am from the UK where I originally studied as an ar1st and subsequently as an art historian. From 

2007 to 2019 I was living in Beijing and was involved informally and professionally with the non-

mainstream music and contemporary art scenes there. The non-mainstream music scene was 

small but ac1ve during this period (a statement which con1nues to apply), was geographically 

limited to a limited number of the major ci1es in China, and appeared under ins1tu1onal 

auspices in only a few sympathe1c venues. Much like the prac1ces themselves, their 

rela1onships with venues existed in con1nual states of precarity – the larger venues’ interest in 

these prac1ces was tenuous due to the economic limita1ons of the prac1ces, and the smaller 

venues seemed to themselves be at permanent risk of closure, oMen only exis1ng for a few years 

before succumbing to financial and/or official pressures. 

In 2008, it seemed as if the Beijing Olympics had an energising effect on all areas of society. Both 

mainstream and non-mainstream cultural prac11oners exploited the energy (and income) that 

accrued to this event which a+racted local and interna1onal a+en1on, and people, to the capital. 

I arrived in China in 2007 as the prepara1ons for the Olympics were entering their later stages, 

inadvertently finding myself taking up a small role in the efforts to smarten up Beijing and 

present its cultural life in the best light. Throughout 2008 the gallery I worked with benefi+ed 

from the influx of visitors which accompanied the growing recogni1on and reputa1on of a 

“Chinese Contemporary Art”. On the one hand the local art world and its actors made great 

efforts to assimilate themselves within the interna1onal art system, but on the other hand this 

interna1onal system played an exaggerated role in promo1ng only the forms of work that suited 

it, those which were mainstream and marketable forms of primarily visual art, while leaving other 

forms bereM of support. My frustra1on with this bias led to my paying more a+en1on to the 

works which cri1cised these hegemonic forms of presenta1on and performance, having always 

been interested in prac1ces that were cri1cal of their own forms and meanings, wherever these 

forms materialized themselves. I no1ced that in Beijing and other parts of China prac1ces and 

spaces existed outside of the mainstream and oMen outside of ins1tu1onal forms, proposing 

alterna1ve forms of art prac1ce and of life and it was within these spaces that forms of non-

mainstream sonic culture were finding their home. The exis1ng gallery and museum sezngs 

seemed to find sonic culture difficult to integrate and appreciate on a formal and conceptual 

level. It was this difficulty that alerted me to the poten1al of sound to act as a cri+cal medium. In 

my opinion, one of the most cri1cal features of this work was the fact that it did not fit easily into 
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either the music scenes or the art world, where the favoured terms “Experimental Music” or 

“Sound Art” (respec1vely) failed to account for the reality of these prac1ces. I felt such terms 

limited the understanding and poten1al of the works. 

I therefore began to organise events for actors associated with sonic culture in my gallery. This 

space closed during the economic downturn of 2009, but I con1nued working as a cultural cri1c, 

focusing on the same alterna1ve spaces and non-mainstream sonic culture. 2008 to 2017 was a 

very ac1ve decade for experimental music in China, and par1cularly in Beijing. My ini1al 

involvement with the subjects of this research began very simply by a+ending their concerts and 

events, becoming a recognised member of the audience, and eventually engaging them in 

informal conversa1ons. This semi-social ac1vity was complemented by a series of formal 

interviews conducted with a number of the actors for research and, in some cases, publica1on. 

AMer repor1ng on and recording the people and the events they organised, I began to create 

original material by cura1ng exhibi1ons of sound art and performance events. In addi1on to 

working with other actors, my own sonic material was also published in casse+e form by a label 

run by one of the subjects of this research, Wenbo Zhu’s Zoomin’ Night label. Most recently as 

part of this research, I arranged live-streamed events as a means for local and interna1onal 

ar1sts to experiment with online performance. 

 

 
fig. 1: Laoban Soundsystem Xmas Mixing Event, 
organised by Jon Phillips at CPU:798 gallery, Beijing 
13 December 2008. 

 
fig. 2: Laoban Soundsystem Xmas Mixing Event, 
organised by Jon Phillips at CPU:798 gallery, Beijing 
13 December 2008. 
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fig. 3: (rear) artists Ake (Yueyuan Zhang), (front) 
Wenbo Zhu, Song Li, and the researcher Edward 
Sanderson at fRUITYSPACE, Beijing 19 September 
2016. (photo courtesy Cong Zhao) 

 
fig. 4: Discussion with Samson Young, Changcun 
Wang, and Edward Sanderson at OCAT Shenzhen 
10 August 2019. (photo courtesy of OCAT Shenzhen) 

 

 
fig. 5: Poster image for the 
exhibition Self-Criticism: Grounds 
for Sound, curated by Edward 
Sanderson at Beijing Inside-Out 
Art Museum, May 2017 

 
fig. 6: Edward Sanderson conducting a curator’s tour of the exhibition  
Self-Criticism: Grounds for Sound, at Beijing Inside-Out Art Museum, 
May 2017. (photo courtesy of Beijing Inside-Out Art Museum) 

 

 
fig. 7: Beijing 2016–2017, by Edward Sanderson, cassette 
published by Zoomin’ Night, Beijing 2017. 
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A cri7cal summary of terminology 

Having provided some background to my own work and my rela1ons to the subjects of this 

research, it will be useful, prior to examining these subjects in detail, to clarify the use of several 

terms: “avant-garde” and “experimental” music  – as broad categories for the prac1ces 

addressed in this thesis; “sound art” – as a term that will here be avoided; “sonic culture” – that 

will be used in its place; “non-mainstream” – as a general term for the space where the relevant 

prac1ces take place; and finally, “actors” – the term adopted for the people involved. (Other 

specialised terms more closely related to specific features of the research will appear over the 

course of this text and will be explained in those contexts.) 

“Avant-garde” and “experimental” music 

In the context of the development of sonic culture in China, the term “avant-garde” (in most 

cases translated from the Chinese qianwei or qianxian, with the English meanings of “vanguard” 

and “frontline”, respec1vely) infers military condi1ons, and such militarism might be said to 

relate to the tendency towards revolu1onary thought in Maoism and its influence over the 

general socio-poli1cal atmosphere in China – which can certainly be said to pertain prior to the 

end of the Cultural Revolu1on in 1976. Since 1958, for example, Qianxian has been the 1tle of 

the publica1on dedicated to new music in China. According to the cultural commentator Jun Yan 

(a pivotal figure in the development of experimental music in China, and who we will return to 

many 1mes in this account), there is no “The avant-garde” in China, but only avant-garde 

subjects: 

“In Chinese, ‘avant-garde’ is only ever used as an adjec1ve; it is never a noun. All 
Chinese avant-garde musicians work in the field of experimental and free improvisa1on 
music.”9 

The term “experimental music” appears many 1mes in the literature on the development of non-

mainstream sonic culture in China, and therefore might seem to be a suitable candidate for 

categorising the prac1ces under considera1on in this thesis. However, this researcher has chosen 

to avoid this term due to its perceived vagueness, as well as the intellectual baggage that it 

carries. 

In terms of defini1ons of experimental music outside of China, musician and theorist Michael 

Nyman proposed a series of forms for its iden1fica1on in the context of an1-tradi1onal music 

produc1on in 1950s North America. Piekut paraphrases Nyman’s forms as follows: 

“[…] fluid processes instead of sta1c objects; an1teleological procedures instead of goal-
driven works; new roles for composers, performers, and listeners instead of the 
hierarchies of tradi1onal art music; nota1on as a set of ac1ons rather than as a 

 
9 Yan, ‘RE-INVENT’, 346. 
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representa1on of sounds; a momentary evanescence instead of temporal fixity; an 
ontology that foregrounds performance over wri1ng; and a welcoming of daily life 
instead of its transcendence.” 

Piekut, however, takes a step back from Nyman’s forms to focus on what he sees as their 

unspoken assump1on of a pre-exis1ng grouping of the ar1sts involved. Because of this he 

proposes the term “experimentalism” to categorise the subjects. According to Piekut, 

experimentalism is not defined by rela1ons of genre or style, but by groupings in their act of 

forma1on. Such an a+en1on to processes would be interpreted by this researcher as emergent 

networks of people: 

“Experimentalism is a grouping, not a group, and any account of it must be able, in the 
words of Michel Foucault, ‘to recognize the events of history, its jolts, its surprises, its 
unsteady victories and unpalatable defeats.’”10 

While not a term used for this thesis, “experimentalism” as an ac1ve process reflec1ng the 

forma1on of its subjects reflects the arguments here and contrasts with the common term 

“experimental music” that is here felt to be too generic to be useful as a means to iden1fy the 

subjects. Indeed, Jun Yan has made the argument for an all-encompassing understanding of the 

word “experimental” in which it reflects a society-wide condi1on in China – a condi1on that he 

sees as a response to the rela1ve freedoms afforded by the Reform & Opening period in China 

from the 1970s on, and which he feels persist up to the present day.11 

Piekut’s understanding of groupings plays an important role in the realisa1on of a scene, in his 

case that of the new musicians performing in New York in the 1970s. This understanding is useful 

for this research as a means to demarcate the set of actors under considera1on. This research 

does not iden1fy these actors through a considera1on of musical or performance genres – they 

do not represent a group that follow a consistent and recognisable “sound”, and this differs from 

the approach for theorising subcultural groups in the past. The actors find themselves in a 

rela1on to each other through a network that has developed around them. For this research, this 

focus on network rela1ons rather than formal rela1ons reflects Piekut’s understanding of 

experimentalism, which therefore—for the purposes of this research—provides a way to 

understand these actors as a group. 

These experiments are heuris1c, trial-and-error means to find their way to realise their ac1ons. In 

this sense they are proposed in this thesis to be processes of “making sense” and “making do”, 

using a pragma1sm that becomes subversive. This experimental approach to prac1ce will be 

addressed in more detail in Chapter 1, where the actors are introduced and their prac1ces 

described, and in Chapter 2 where it is seen as being relevant to concep1ons of DIY prac1ces 

 
10 Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise, 6; quoting Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice, 144. 
11 Yan, ‘RE-INVENT’, 345. 
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through which the actors’ ac1vi1es inves1gate the everyday condi1ons they work within, and the 

socio-poli1cal significance of these condi1ons. This experimenta1on is argued to also appear 

when the prac1ces move into the online environment of live-streaming, and this thesis analyses 

these in Chapter 6. 

“Sound art” 

The term “Sound Art” designates a development in the field of Contemporary Art. Contemporary 

Art is an aspect of the globalisa1on of the art world, of which the art world in China has been a 

part since at least the 1990s. The manifesta1on of Contemporary Art in China occurs as a hybrid 

of “interna1onal” norms for the prac1ce and commodifica1on of art works, as the ways these 

norms have entered and been adapted to the local, Chinese situa1on. Sound Art, as the name of 

a dis1nct form of Contemporary Art prac1ce, was originally coined in this interna1onal art 

environment and has subsequently been adopted by actors in China. 

Formally speaking, the existence of a category of Sound Art implies that it must reflect a specific 

mode of art produc1on assumed to be iden1fied by the use of sound. Yet this category of works 

has proven difficult to clearly iden1fy, and its usefulness is increasingly understood to be limited. 

Despite a+empts to encapsulate what Sound Art might be, most efforts in this direc1on have 

resulted in diffuse and sprawling results which fail to make a convincing case for a dis1nct field of 

prac1ce. The coining of the term Sound Art to represent a category of art produc1on has been 

traced back to the mid’-1970s in North America.12 Sound Art developed in parallel with 

Conceptual Art’s concern with the non-visual and the ephemeral in art. There is now an extensive 

bibliography of a+empts to produce defini1ons and review the Sound Art scene at large,13 while 

other texts have dealt with the socio-poli1cal and the philosophical implica1ons of sound.14 

Notably, Brandon LaBelle has developed an understanding of the poten1al of sound over a series 

of publica1ons. In the socio-poli1cal context LaBelle understands the crea1on of Sound Art works 

as a process of searching for the unknown that has been excluded from mainstream 

environment: 

“[…] an essen1al sonic ac1vity found within sound art, [is] that of rela1ng to the 
unknown that lives beyond our experiences or habitats. A kind of primary fieldwork is 
embedded in sound art – an i1nerant curiosity – leading ar1sts to extend our listening 
sense toward (other)worldly understanding, affec1ve intensity, and animate 
a+unement.”15 

 
12 Dunaway, ‘The Forgotten 1979 MoMA Sound Art Exhibition’. 
13 Cox and Warner, Audio Culture; Drobnick, Aural Cultures; Kahn, Noise, Water, Meat; Kim-Cohen, In the 
Blink of an Ear; Licht, Sound Art; Licht, Sound Art Revisited. 
14 LaBelle, Sonic Agency; LaBelle, Acoustic Territories; Barrett, ‘Critical Music »After Sound«’; Voegelin, Sonic 
Possible Worlds; Voegelin, The Political Possibility of Sound; Hegarty, Noise/Music; Priest, Boring Formless 
Nonsense. 
15 LaBelle, ‘Sonic Site-Specificities’, 520. 
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Given the genealogical development of this concept of Sound Art in the West, much of the 

literature on this field is wri+en from a Western perspec1ve. In some cases, discussions of Sound 

Art in China also build upon these texts as they have entered the local discourses. However, the 

differing socio-poli1cal histories of the West and of China mean that interpreta1ons of the term 

Sound Art have diverged and been complicated by differing circumstances, and over the past 

decade several authors have addressed these complex and intertwining histories.16 For example, 

the curator and scholar Dajuin Yao has organised a series of museum exhibi1ons which embody 

an eclec1c approach to the defini1on of Sound Art, as well as releasing a compila1on CD in 2013 

en1tled “Sound Art China | Revolu1ons Per Minute” that may be considered a companion to 

these exhibi1ons. Yao recently ar1culated that a, “[…] strong interest in human-related sonic 

phenomena might be considered a defining trait of Chinese phonography, or Chinese sound art in 

general.”17 The scholar Adel Wang has also ar1culated a rela1on between tradi1onal qi 

philosophy and Sound Art that could serve as a dis1nguishing feature in the Chinese context.18 

Some have begun to contend that a defini1onal difficulty is actually a feature of sound as a 

prac1ce and therefore a+empts to define a “Sound Art” are essen1ally fu1le. This research tends 

to agree with this argument, and for that reason, the nebulous term “Sound Art” will be avoided 

in this disserta1on unless explicitly adopted by the prac11oners. 

“Sonic Culture” 

That being said, this research is focused on prac1ces within the fields of Contemporary Art, 

music, and culture in which sound is privileged as a dis1nct form of sensorial produc1on, and for 

this research a convenient and appropriate term must be established to address this dis1nc1on. 

In the context of this research, therefore, “sonic culture” refers to organised ac1vity involving 

sound as it relates to a social environment, i.e., as a cultural ac1vity. 

The “sonic” of sonic culture reflects the centrality of sound to this research, while not limi1ng this 

focus to specifically “aural” phenomena which might be understood as related to solely human 

percep1on.19 “Culture” reflects the inten1onal and deliberately aesthe1c nature of these 

ac1vi1es, and their links to society, which may or may not be ins1tu1onalised as “official” 

culture. An ambiguity between “official” and “unofficial” culture is common for these prac1ces 

and actors and this disserta1on will propose this ambiguity as an important factor in their 

meaning. 

 
16 Wang, Half Sound, Half Philosophy; Yao, ‘Sound Art in China: Revolutions Per Minute’; Yao, ‘[Sound Art 
Does (Not) Exist in China]’; Yan, ‘RE-INVENT’; Worby, ‘An introduction to sound art’. 
17 Yao, ‘Sound Art in China: Revolutions Per Minute’, 649. 
18 Wang, Half Sound, Half Philosophy. 
19 A reason why I haven’t adopted the term “Audio Culture”, despite this being the title of a major 
publication on this subject. Cox and Warner, Audio Culture. 
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While this term sonic culture is not commonly used by other researchers to denote an iden1fied 

set of sensorial ac1vi1es which can be examined in isola1on, when used it indicates a general 

concep1on of the wider environment of sound-related ac1vity, which is also reflected in this 

research. The important work on sound studies by Brandon LaBelle and Salomé Voegelin, for 

instance, only use the term sonic culture in isolated instances, and do not supply a specific 

defini1on for it, merely men1oning it as a general concept. Although LaBelle talks about a “sound 

culture”, he only brings up a specifically “sonic” culture when a+emp1ng to describe some 

general features of sound art, placing sonic culture in parallel with “aurality” (rela1ng to the 

ear/hearing) and “audi1on” (the ability to hear/listen): 

“While at 1mes incorpora1ng, referring to, or drawing upon materials, ideas, and 
concerns outside of sound per se, sound art nonetheless seems to posi1on such things 
in rela1on to aurality, the processes and promises of audi1on, and sonic culture.”20 

Voegelin uses the term in rela1on to the “sonic possible worlds”, and provides a geographical (in 

a broad understanding of the term) interpreta1on where it incorporates an “invisible agency” 

that is mobile, engaging, connec1ng, and disconnec1ng, which comes through a process of 

listening: 

“A sonic culture produces an affec1ve geography in that it maps the world through the 
pathe1c triggers of its soundscape, ac1vated in listening and building a plurality of life-
worlds from which we nego1ate con1ngent actual worlds rather than assume one 
autonomous and singular actuality.”21 

For these, and other, writers it seems this term is too broad to be useful. In the context of this 

research, however, sonic culture has the benefit of rela1ng to sound in general without reducing 

it to something heard and/or dependent on the ear. Words such as “auditory” or “aural” derive 

from the La1n roots of audire (to hear) and auris (ear) respec1vely and so incorporate this 

concern with the ear and the process of hearing. To refer to “sonic” phenomena, however, avoids 

this seman1c limita1on by connec1ng to sound in general, prior to its aural recep1on, through 

the root La1n sonus (sound). The recep1on of sound is, of course, very important to their 

apprecia1on, but precisely because of this each mode of recep1on should be understood as 

par1cipa1ng in sound’s social context and incorporated into the interpreta1on of its meaning in 

the world. 

It should also be noted that this research focuses on the poten1al of instances of sonic culture, 

but not categories of sonic culture. Any par1cular category of sonic culture, as in styles of 

performance or genre of music, is not necessarily valorised over any other, but their specific 

 
20 LaBelle, Background Noise, 151. 
21 Voegelin, Sonic Possible Worlds, 46–7. 
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appearances and poten1al in specific contexts are considered as more meaningful in the context 

of this research. 

“Non-mainstream” 

Sonic culture’s rela1on to society brings us to its role in sites of social cri1que. In the context of 

this research this is encapsulated by a dichotomy between the “mainstream” and the “non-

mainstream”, whereby this research focuses on the role of the “non-mainstream” as a space of 

cri1cal agency. 

The no1on of the “mainstream” implies the existence of a mass audience which the actor then 

mediates their produc1ons to, while its opposite, “non-mainstream”, implies a niche audience. 

Throughout the history of China this mainstream/non-mainstream dichotomy has reached high 

levels of differen1a1on because of repeated, top-down imposi1ons of standards for acceptable 

culture which are permi+ed to appear in public in the mass media.22 The media of mass 

communica1on takes on a specific form in China, whereby the ul1mate meaning of the 

informa1on they provide is state support, which Liu characterises as “metacommunica1on”: 

“A key role of mass communica1on in China, through its service as part of the stock of 
socially constructed and distributed knowledge created for the general public to make 
sense of the changing environment,23 is to legi1mize and maintain the Communist 
Party’s rule and their con1nued policies.24”25 

If mainstream culture is that which dominant forces of authority and/or the systems in place 

allow to appear in public, then the non-mainstream is prevented from appearing by these same 

authori1es and/or systems. This exclusion can assume many forms, either through direct 

interven1on, benign neglect, or systemic suppression. For this reason, the non-mainstream 

becomes the space of agency for alterna1ve prac1ces under such condi1ons of domina1on. This 

dichotomy of mainstream/non-mainstream appears to be ubiquitous across all cultures; there is 

always a hegemonic and dominant mainstream, and then everything else, with sec1ons of this 

“everything else” forming recognisable structures of their own in contrast to their mainstream. 

The field of the “non-mainstream”, then, stands in sharp contrast to “ins1tu1onalised” ac1vi1es. 

The “non-mainstream” is expressed, for example, through sonic prac1ces taking place in 

alterna1ve cultural spaces. It is argued in this research that such spaces nego1ate their rela1ons 

with society through the ethos of DIY, which generally applies to self-organised and non-

ins1tu1onal prac1ces and their spaces, as well as the sonic culture associated with them (e.g., 

punk). Such sonic prac1ces implicitly develop rela1ons of dissent and resistance to norma1ve 

 
22 Bai, ‘Cultural Mediation and the Making of the Mainstream in Postsocialist China’. 
23 Chang, Wang, and Chen, ‘News as Social Knowledge in China’. 
24 Brady, ‘Mass Persuasion as a Means of Legitimation and China’s Popular Authoritarianism’. 
25 Liu, Shifting Dynamics of Contention in the Digital Age, 73. 
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posi1ons in society, and it is this concep1on of nonconfronta1onal yet dissen1ng sonic prac1ces 

that will be addressed here. 

“Actors” 

A further clarifica1on is necessary regarding how this research will collec1vely refer to its 

subjects. The terms that are used in exis1ng literature and in general parlance depend upon the 

context in which they are being addressed, but at 1mes they are “musicians”, “performers”, 

“ar1sts”, or “prac11oners”. But these terms tend to limit the subjects’ poten1al by collapsing 

their ac1vi1es into codified cultural norms, and not adequately reflec1ng the somewhat more 

open nature of the subjects of this research. In this context the subjects’ ac1vi1es are oMen non-

specific and non-professional, they also do not belong to self-designated groups towards which 

we could point – they are not organisa1ons or movements. A term is needed that indicates their 

agency without restric1ng it. Informed by Emirbayer and Mische’s wri1ng on this subject, when 

specifically addressing the subjects of this research this set of people will be referred to as 

“actors”. The subject of “agency” might suggest that these people should be termed “agents”, 

but Emirbayer and Mische consider this an unsa1sfactory way to speak of human poten1al as it 

implies an idea of “concrete agents” – as beings which are capable of performing autonomously 

from their environment. The authors argue that all ac1ons take place in rela1on to structuring 

environments, and so human agency can only be understood as involved in this interac1on. As 

such, “[…] there are no concrete agents, but only actors who engage agen1cally with their 

structuring environments.” Contexts support different agen1c orienta1ons that cons1tute 

different structuring rela1onships between actors and their environments.26 

These “actors”, then, are the ar1sts, performers, musicians that are under analysis, and this 

research a+empts to qualify them as “agents of change” within their given contexts – as realisers 

and actualizers of the agency in the sezngs they find themselves within. 

Specifically, the actors who took part in the ini1al research for this disserta1on were the three 

main organisers of live-stream event series in this milieu – Chenchen Ding, Changcun Wang, and 

Cong Zhao. Chenchen Ding lived in Dali in Yunnan Province in the South-West of China, Changcun 

Wang in Shanghai, on the East coast, and Cong Zhao in Beijing, towards the North-east of the 

country. They are all established actors working in various fields of experimental music. Ding is 

known as a noise musician, Wang works with genera1ve computer music, while Zhao is an 

improviser with amplified electrical machinery and other objects. These three acted as curators 

or organisers of the live-streamed performances which took place between February and May 

2020, and which are the main content this research analyses. Chenchen Ding and Changcun 

Wang presented their own solo performances, while Cong Zhao curated a series of 

 
26 Emirbayer and Mische, ‘What Is Agency?’ 
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performances, invi1ng other actors in China (as well as one member of the diaspora from China) 

to take part. Ding’s series was en1tled “120mins”, while Zhao gave her series the umbrella 1tle of 

“Prac1ce”.  

In addi1on to these three, the par1cipant actors in Cong Zhao’s Prac1ce series were also 

interviewed for this research. These were Song Li, Lu Liu, Mai Mai, Yizhou Sun, Wei Wei & 

Jianhong Li, Dong Xing, dogCO3 (Di Xu), Jun Yan, Yi Zhou, Songjie Zhu, and Wenbo Zhu. The 

interviews with the three main organisers took place over Zoom video mee1ngs in October and 

November 2020, while those with the Prac1ce actors were conducted via email during April and 

May 2021. 

Further research 

There are some areas where this research can be extended, and gaps filled. From the point of 

view of the actors, it would be useful to conduct a wider systema1c analysis of their background 

contexts, and the amateur or professional milieus in which they operate understood within a 

sociological framework supplied by the likes of Bourdieu. It is also recognised that, in terms of 

data, a limita1on of this research is the lack of evidence drawn from the audiences of the events 

addressed, most of the informa1on being gathered from the actors and organisers involved. This 

is a gap that ideally would be addressed in future research to provide a more rounded view of 

this subject. Audience data is not en1rely lacking, though, as this researcher a+ended most of the 

events and speaks as an informant in this text, providing first-hand accounts of interac1on with 

actors and audience members. However, this data is recognised to be a singular, subjec1ve 

viewpoint. 
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Chapter 1: The research subjects 

From February 2020 COVID-19 lock-downs were imposed across China. At best, people were 

unable to leave their local areas, and at worst were confined within their own homes. For those 

interested and involved in live culture, even if one could go outside and felt the urge to take part 

in a performance, there were no opportuni1es as all live venues were closed and group 

gatherings were banned. 

As the Introduc1on above explained, my research ini1ally expected to address a defined set of 

physical spaces and actors which comprised the field of non-mainstream sonic culture in China. 

With the COVID-19 lockdowns, the defining features of this set shiMed from the physical spaces 

and the actors who occupied them, to the online spaces and the actors from my original set of 

subjects that were to be found there. 

During this first lockdown, I was in the UK but was able to join the audience for the live-streams 

of several of these actors. At the 1me, I had no expecta1on that these ini1al stages of the spread 

of COVID-19 would lead to the complete disrup1on of my field work, and so my interest in the 

live-streams was simply to keep in touch with the ac1vi1es of the actors who were my friends or 

in whom I had a general interest. As will be seen later in the analysis of these prac1ces, they 

themselves adopted live-streaming as also a way to keep in touch with their communi1es. My 

standard way of working in face-to-face situa1ons is to take photographs and audio recordings 

for my own records and archive, and fortuitously I con1nued with this habitual record-keeping 

during the online events. With the realisa1on that COVID-19 would prevent any further field-

work trips, these records proved essen1al in enabling me to shiM my research to the subject of 

live-streaming, and this thesis is therefore focused upon those actors and events which I 

witnessed over that period. 

In terms of these individual actors who undertook to live-stream, Table 1 (below) provides the 

details of their events: 
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Date (y/m/d) Organiser Actor Event 7tle Pla:orm Time Loca7on 
2020/02/02 Chenchen Ding 120min Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/02/08 Cong Zhao Wenbo Zhu PracBce #1: Zhu Wenbo bass clarinet 

improvisaBon 
Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Beijing 

2020/02/09 Chenchen Ding 120min Bilibili 19:00 Dali 
2020/02/10 Cong Zhao Wenbo Zhu PracBce #2: Zhu Wenbo uses a 

casseJe player and tape loops 
Bilibili 21:00 Beijing 

2020/02/13 Cong Zhao Yi Zhou PracBce #3: Zhou Yi on upright bass Bilibili/YouTube 16:00  
2020/02/16 Chenchen Ding 120min: Fast Cutup Noise Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/02/16 Cong Zhao Song Li PracBce #4: Li Song uses laptop and 

other things 
Bilibili/YouTube 21:00 London, UK 

2020/02/18 Changcun Wang  Bilibili 21:30 Harbin 
2020/02/18 Cong Zhao Cong Zhao PracBce #5: Zhao Cong uses revolving 

light and other things 
Bilibili/YouTube 21:00 Beijing 

2020/02/20 Cong Zhao Songjie Zhu PracBce #6: Zhu Songjie guitar 
improvisaBon 

Bilibili/YouTube 21:00 Shanghai 

2020/02/23 Chenchen Ding 120min [technical problems] Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/02/23 Cong Zhao Wenbo Zhu PracBce #7: Zhu Wenbo pracBces his 

new composiBon ‘A Half’ 
Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Beijing 

2020/02/24 Chenchen Ding 120min [second aJempt] Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/02/27 Cong Zhao Wenbo Zhu, 

Dong Xing 
PracBce #8: Zhu Wenbo and Xing 
Dong, clarinet & trumpet, duo 
pracBce via faceBme 

Bilibili/YouTube 20:00 Beijing 

2020/02/29 Cong Zhao Mai Mai PracBce #9: Maimai performs Beatles Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Shanghai 
2020/03/01 Chenchen Ding 120min Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/03/04 Cong Zhao Jun Yan PracBce #10: Yan Jun voice pracBce Bilibili/YouTube 21:00 Beijing 
2020/03/07 Cong Zhao Yizhou Sun PracBce #11: Sun Yizhou pracBces 

radio & no input mixing 
Bilibili/YouTube  Beijing 

2020/03/08 Chenchen 
Ding 

Chenchen 
Ding, Song LI 

120min Bilibili 20:30 Dali 

2020/03/11 Cong Zhao Xing Li PracBce #12: Li Xing pracBces songs 
for guitars 

Bilibili/YouTube 16:00  

2020/03/14 Cong Zhao Di Xu PracBce #13: dogCO3 pracBces 
various instruments 

Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Shanghai 

2020/03/15 Chenchen Ding 120min Bilibili 17:00 Dali 
2020/03/18 Cong Zhao Shouwang 

Zhang 
PracBce #14: Zhang Shouwang – 
Infinite loop 

Bilibili/YouTube 20:00  

2020/03/22 Cong Zhao Cong Zhao, 
Wenbo Zhu 

PracBce #15: Zhao Cong and Zhu 
Wenbo: tubes and a dog 

Bilibili 16:00 Beijing 

2020/03/25 Cong Zhao Chenchen Ding PracBce #16: Ding Chenchen pracBces 
clarinet 

Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Dali 

2020/03/28 Cong Zhao Mai Mai + son PracBce #17: Manlong Duo pracBce 
clarinet and guitar feedback 

Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Shanghai 

2020/04/05 Changcun Wang  Bilibili 21:00 Shanghai 
2020/04/05 Cong Zhao Jianhong Li, 

Wei Wei 
PracBce #18: Mind Fiber – being here Bilibili/YouTube 16:00 Beijing 

2020/04/11 Changcun Wang  Bilibili 21:00 Shanghai 
2020/10/28 Edward 

Sanderson 
Changcun 
Wang 

ayrtbh live-stream Bilibili 19:00 Shanghai 

2020/10/31 Edward 
Sanderson 

Chenchen Ding Ding Chenchen live-stream Bilibili 17:00 Dali 

2020/11/14 Edward 
Sanderson 

Wenbo Zhu, 
Cong Zhao, Liu 
Lu 

PracBce #19: Kaoru Abe No Future 
rehearsal 

Bilibili 17:00 Beijing 

2021/01/09 Edward 
Sanderson 

Sin:Ned, KWC, 
Anthony Yeung 

Sin:Ned, KWC, and Anthony Yeung Facebook Live 13:00 Hong Kong 

2021/03/14 Edward 
Sanderson 

Song Li, Jia Liu, 
Shuoxin Tan 

[ _  _  _ ] Facebook Live 19:00 London, 
Cologne, 
Karlsruhe 

2021/06/25 Edward 
Sanderson 

Fiona Lee 
Wing-shan 

Fiona Lee Wing-shan Facebook Live 20:00 Hong Kong 

2021/11/26 Edward 
Sanderson 

Ting Chan, 
Vunkwan Tam 

ct1993 & Vunkwan Tam Facebook Live 15:30 Hong Kong 

Table 1: Live-streamed events, in date order 

Table 1 legend: 

 Cong Zhao  Chenchen Ding  Changcun Wang  Arranged by Edward Sanderson 
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Part 1: Chenchen Ding and “120min”27 

The first online performance addressed by my research was on 2 February 2020 when Chenchen 

Ding (also known as noise666) broadcast the first in a series of performances from his home in 

Dali, Yunnan Province, in the South-west of China. In total he produced seven live-streams, which 

took place over the next few weeks, ending on 15 March. 

Chenchen Ding is well known in the Chinese experimental music community for performing free 

improvisa1on and noise music. While I lived in Beijing, I witnessed many performances by Ding, 

and knew that he was a free improviser whose style of performance varied from minimal, 

unstructured pieces using various instruments in which he was evidently unskilled (or made a 

point of performing in unskilled fashion) (fig. 8), to violent noise music performances on 

electronic instruments or with metal objects to which he had a+ached contact microphones. 

Noise music is an oMen-abrasive style of performance that typically adopts high sound volumes 

and violent body performance – and Ding follows this format in many of his appearances. At 

Ding's live harsh noise performances prior to the COVID-19 lockdowns he would become highly 

absorbed in his ac1vi1es, and they oMen had this aggressive nature, with Ding flailing his body 

around and physically interac1ng with the materials he was performing with. However, at least in 

the live performances I a+ended over the course of this research, Ding did not deliberately 

interact with the audience but there were occasions where his unrestrained ac1vity would 

occasionally threaten to collide with the audience, and at those moment we would nervously 

shiM out of his way to avoid being struck (fig. 9). 

 
fig. 8: Photo of Chenchen Ding, at Zoomin’ Night at 
Sanyuanqiao Underpass, Beijing, 21 July 2015. 

 
fig. 9: Photo of Chenchen Ding, at MIJI Concert 39 at 
Meridian Space, Beijing, 21 September 2016. 

Prior to 2019 Ding had been an established performer in Beijing, while during the day he worked 

for an internet company. In 2019, when he was made redundant and found himself unable to 

find new work locally, he leM the capital and relocated to Dali. Once there, Ding found that there 

were very few opportuni1es for performing in the way that he wished, with the exis1ng venues 

in Dali were unwilling to host his extreme performances. So, in DIY fashion, Ding began self-

 
27 All quotations in this section from Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom), 
unless otherwise stated. 
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organising concerts and events for himself as well as for other local and visi1ng actors with 

similar inclina1ons. As the regular venues were inaccessible to him, Ding found non-ins1tu1onal 

places to perform that were not subject to the restric1ons that the formal venues demanded. For 

instance, for a year or so before COVID-19 hit China he had been taking portable generators and 

instruments out into the mountains surrounding Dali to perform in a valley far from any 

habita1on (fig. 10). These outdoor events allowed Ding and the other actors to perform at high 

volume without needing to worry about provoking neighbours. 

 
fig. 10: Chenchen Ding and nojiji performing in the mountains around Dali.  
(photo courtesy of Chenchen Ding) 

When the COVID-19 restric1ons led to the banning of group gatherings and prevented even 

these outdoor performances from taking place, Ding established “120min” – a series of solo, live-

streamed performances. He understood these broadcasts as helping him to maintain his prac1ce, 

as well as providing psychological support while under lock-down. As Ding says, 

“In terms of concept, I had a very solid structure that I wanted to s1ck to consistently, 
throughout the whole process. The structure is that I am going to do a performance 
every week for seven consecu1ve weeks, each performance will be 120 minutes long. I 
wanted to do this as completely as possible, in the situa1on in Dali at that 1me.” 

This vision reflected his personal need to maintain a level of ac1vity that he felt had been lacking 

since he had moved to Dali. As he says: 

“My goal was to strictly s1ck to this plan. AMer leaving Beijing I felt that I was star1ng to 
forget or deviate from any crea1ve form of prac1ce. So, I tried to reset my prac1ce 
through this project in Dali. Also, because the experimental scene in Dali was not as 
ac1ve as in Beijing, I can only do this resezng by myself.” 
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For these online performances Ding presented two forms of improvisa1on: either with his 

electronic music produc1on equipment (pedals, noise boxes, laptop), or with tradi1onal, non-

electronic and unamplified instruments (including a clarinet and Melodica). In all cases Ding used 

the Bilibili pla_orm to live-stream his performances. Although in terms of technical setup, this 

pla_orm was rela1vely simple and convenient for him to begin live-streaming, Ding found that 

this pla_orm and live-streaming in general had a number of dis1nct disadvantages which will be 

addressed later in Chapter 6. 

Part 2: Changcun Wang28 

The second subject of my research is Changcun Wang (also known as ayrtbh), a visual ar1st and 

musician who lives in Shanghai. He is known for working with computer soMware and 

programming environments to create audio and visual works, with a preference for crea1ng 

systems that crea1vely self-generate their end products. 

I had experienced Wang’s work in numerous forms and in a variety of environments rela1ng to 

music and to art: he has released audio recordings on tradi1onal formats (casse+e, CDs, vinyl 

records, etc.), and online through audio distribu1on pla_orms (such as Soundcloud and 

Bandcamp); as audio plus visual performances in live music environments (for instance, in live 

houses and dance clubs), as well as the live-stream presenta1ons described below. In addi1on to 

this Wang creates sta1c art objects, installa1ons, and video artworks that are presented in 

exhibi1on contexts in galleries and museums (see fig. 11 & fig. 12). 

 
fig. 11: Photo of Changcun Wang, at OCAT, Shenzhen, 
6 June 2019. 

 
fig. 12: Photo of Changcun Wang, at 當下 NOW, at 
Twenty Alpha, Hong Kong, 20 July 2019. 

During the lockdown period in 2020, Wang organised a series of three live-streams. He described 

the background for his first live-stream in the following way: “In March and April [2020] everyone 

was locked down in their rooms with nothing to do, but livestreams are at least be+er than what 

is broadcast on the TV.” He was inspired to live-stream by other online broadcast pla_orms that 

he had come into contact with (e.g. the internet radio sta1on SomaFM, based in the US), as well 

as the influen1al series of live-streams by the electronic music group Autechre from the UK 

 
28 All quotations in this section from Wang, Interview with Changcun Wang by Edward Sanderson (zoom), 
unless otherwise stated. 
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(whose body of work had already been influen1al for Wang – for instance Wang wears an 

Autechre t-shirt in fig. 11 above) that they produced as part of a residency with NTS, an 

independent online radio sta1on in the UK, in 2018. 

Wang, who had already been using online spaces for his performances prior to this, was one of 

the few actors addressed by this research who was enthusias1c about the medium of live-

streaming. The fact that Wang already predominantly produced his crea1ve work digitally and 

online meant that it was rela1vely simple for him to present new works via live-streaming. In a 

sense, “online” was already the “natural” environment for his work. For example, he felt that the 

live-stream encouraged him to experiment further with his performances: 

“I think this is what a+racts me to livestreaming. In this environment, this virtual space 
in the livestream, you can do a lot more experimental things than you can in the live 
house or the club. The interac1on is very na1ve, because people listen to music on their 
[digital] devices everyday, on their headphones or earphones.” 

At the 1me of his first live-stream under lock-down, Wang was staying with his parents for 

Chinese New Year in the Northern Chinese city of Harbin. He had announced this live-stream only 

a few hours before the event, pos1ng a digital flyer to his WeChat account (fig. 13), illustrated 

with a day1me photograph of the view from his parent’s apartment window, which would 

eventually become the view seen in the live-stream video: 

“I didn’t actually tell anyone about [my] livestream; I just put a poster up on WeChat or 
Weibo and if your friends follow your channel, they will receive an alert message for the 
upcoming livestream.” 

On this flyer there was minimal informa1on about the event: only his ar1st name (“ayrtbh”), the 

date and local 1me, (“今晚 (2020–02–18) 北京时间 21:30–22:00”), the live-streaming pla_orm 

being used (“b站直播” [referring to the Bilibili pla_orm]), a web address (“地址：

h+ps://live.bilibili.com/21892744”), and a QR code. 

 
fig. 13: Flyer for first live-stream by Changcun Wang (photo courtesy of Changcun Wang) 
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There was a break of about two months between Wang’s first and his remaining two live-

streams, by which 1me he had been able to leave Harbin and return to his home in Shanghai. 

These final performances took place within a few days of each other, on 5 and 11 April 2020 

(flyers: fig. 14 & fig. 15). 

 
fig. 14: Flyer for second live-stream by Changcun 
Wang (image courtesy of Changcun Wang) 

 
fig. 15: Flyer for third live-stream by Changcun Wang 
(image courtesy of Changcun Wang) 

In all of his live-streams the audio and visuals were produced with the soMware Ableton Live and 

Max for Live (a visual programming language tailored for live performance), using self-

programmed plugins, the audio outputs of which varied from harsh and glitchy to soM and 

ambient, this range involving what he described as “ambient, acid, drone” sounds.29 

Part 3: Cong Zhao and “Prac7ce”30 

The final subject of my research is Cong Zhao. Zhao is an experimental musician and fashion 

designer based in Beijing. She has been performing since the early 2010s with self-made electric 

or electronic sound-making machines as well as objects manipulated to create sounds which are 

then captured with microphones. In my experience, her performances usually featured quiet and 

minimal sounds produced from these machines, with their motorised elements making 

characteris1c droning sounds. These basic sounds are counterposed with sharper or grinding 

sounds as Zhao drops other objects and materials on the rota1ng machines. The sounds are also 

routed through a mixing desk with effects pedals to mix and manipulate the various sound 

sources. Some of the machines are adapted from mul1coloured LED lights, that can give the 

visual appearance of a disco ligh1ng system in the venue where her performance takes place (fig. 

16 & fig. 17). 

 
29 Wang to Sanderson, ‘Re: Recordings of 2020 Live-Streams’, 22 January 2022 (email). 
30 All quotations in this section from Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward 
Sanderson (zoom), unless otherwise stated. 
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fig. 16: Photo of Cong Zhao performing, in MIJI 
Concert 47, at Meridian Space, Beijing, 18 July 2017. 

 
fig. 17: Photo of Cong Zhao performing, in Two Solos: 
Zhu Wenbo, Zhao Cong, at fRUITYSPACE, Beijing, 
18 January 2018. 

During the COVID-19 restric1ons in Beijing and directly inspired by Chenchen Ding’s decision to 

present live-streams which were introduced above, Cong Zhao and her partner Wenbo Zhu 

organised a series of eighteen live-streamed performances by a variety of actors under the 

overall 1tle of “Prac1ce”. Zhao felt the need to do this to maintain her connec1on with her 

friends in the sound community. As she explained: 

“Because at the beginning of February, when we began Prac1ce, we had been stuck at 
home and couldn’t leave our yard for almost three weeks. Most people in China were in 
the same situa1on. They couldn’t see their friends, or even their families. I think we 
need communica1on with our friends. This is the spirit that led us to do this. We also 
wanted to let our musician friends and the audience see what we were doing, and also 
what other musicians were doing, at that 1me. I think this is the ‘Prac1ce’ spirit; it’s a 
connec1on.” 

The 1tle “Prac1ce” was chosen to also reflect the con1ngent nature of the performances: Zhao 

felt they were not to be considered in the same way as formal live performances, but should 

represent the actors’ lived situa1ons and their a+empts to con1nue their prac1ce under the 

restric1ons: “We called it ‘Prac1ce’ because this series of performances was taking place at 

people’s homes, and I hoped it would present a more natural environment, like it was a rehearsal 

or prac1ce at home, rather than a real performance.” 

As one of the performers, Di Xu (also known as dogCO3), reflected: 

“I think the name ‘Prac1ce’ is pre+y good: the prac1ce itself should be purposeless, just 
as if I accidentally touched an instrument and then carried on playing it for a long 1me 
on a whim. A ‘performance’ is purposeful, where both the audience and performers 
have expecta1ons, which is not good. In many cases, when I am playing by myself, I have 
a moment of inspira1on or a moment of genius, but that kind of real ‘prac1ce’ state is 
difficult to record.”31 

 
31 Xu, Interview with dogCO3 (Di Xu) by Edward Sanderson (email). 
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fig. 18: Flyer for Practice #1: Wenbo 
Zhu bass clarinet improvisation 
(image courtesy of Cong Zhao). 

 
fig. 19: Flyer for Practice #3: Yi Zhou 
on upright bass (image courtesy of 
Cong Zhao). 

 
fig. 20: Flyer for Practice #14: 
Shouwang Zhang – Infinite Loop 
(image courtesy of Cong Zhao). 

Although geographically limited to actors living in Beijing and Shanghai, the range of actors Zhao 

invited to take part represented a cross-sec1on of the underground music community in China. 

As per Zhao’s expecta1ons, most actors presented themselves prac1cing on their chosen 

instruments, for instance she describes Yi Zhou’s performance for Prac1ce #3: “[he is] the bass 

player from the group Dolphy Kick Bebop, [and he] played the double bass which he only started 

learning last year. In his Prac1ce he was prac1cing for real. He prac1ced and explained to the 

audience what he was doing,” Zhao explained. 

In other cases, the actors improvised, as Zhao herself did in Prac1ce #5, and along with her 

partner Zhu in the first and second Prac1ces, Songjie Zhu for #6, Jun Yan on vocals (#10), Xing Li 

on guitar (#12), Shouwang Zhang (#14), and dogCO3 (#13). The Shanghai-based guitarist Mai Mai 

appeared in two Prac1ces. For Prac1ce #9 he performed versions of songs by The Beatles on solo 

electric guitar, and for Prac1ce #17 he was joined by his son, naming themselves the “Manlong 

Duo”, in which his son played clarinet while Mai Mai improvised with guitar feedback. Other 

duets featured Cong Zhao and Wenbo Zhu themselves performing in public outside their 

apartment building with various sound-making objects, accompanied by their dog who was 

famous for joining their performances by howling. Zhu also performed a networked duet on 

clarinet with Dong Xing on trumpet, connected via Face1me from their separate apartments in 

Beijing (#8). Other remote par1cipants included Song Li who joined from London to give a live-

coding performance for Prac1ce #4, while Chenchen Ding played clarinet on the lakeside of Dali 

for #16. The final Prac1ce (#18) would feature the improvisa1on duo Mind Fiber, made up of Wei 

Wei (also known as VAVABOND) on laptop and her partner Jianhong Li on electric guitar and 

objects, broadcast from their courtyard house in the suburbs of Beijing. 
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Chapter 2: Making sense and sonic cultural agency in China 

Part 1: Agency and a preliminary sociological framework  

In most cases, the actors described in the previous chapter are not associated with ins1tu1onal 

organisa1ons and venues for music, even those considered to be for “experimental music”. On 

the one hand, official ins1tu1ons for music in China rarely recognise such prac1ces as acceptable 

forms of culture and hence worthy of their a+en1on. These prac1ces would be considered non-

mainstream, with this term reflec1ng this social opprobrium from the ins1tu1ons of official 

culture in China. On the other hand, and partly as a consequence of this official rejec1on, these 

actors choose to avoid such ins1tu1onal sezngs. I have therefore tried to think through the 

place of these prac1ces in the social situa1ons they create and find themselves in, and 

specifically in rela1on to the broader Chinese context for culture. I have also a+empted to 

theorise the poten1al for processes of change that these prac1ces might embody outside of the 

mainstream. This chapter presents a series of socio-poli1cal theore1cal posi1ons that together 

provide the undergirding for an approach to the subject of cri1cal agency that I argue to be 

evident in the prac1ces this thesis focuses upon. 

To begin with Pierre Bourdieu provides a general sociological framework for the ways in which 

power rela1onships emerge and are integrated together, such that we can begin to understand 

the rela1onships between prac1ces and their contexts on a field of agen1c orienta1ons. 

Supplemen1ng this framework is the concept of dissensus as formulated by Jacque Rancière, 

which engages Bourdieu’s framework to understand the ways that change emerges from socio-

poli1cal reali1es as a result of agency. Chantal Mouffe is then called upon to elaborate on the 

topic of dissensus such that it promotes an ac1ve working out of social rela1onships which is 

understood to be a democra1sing process, from which public spheres develop as the site of such 

processes. In contrast to Mouffe’s agonis1c approach, this research feels that more subtle 

approaches to change are necessary in the socio-poli1cal condi1ons in China found in the work 

by Wang Jing on “nonconfronta1on” which brings this research to a considera1on of the 

poten1al of everyday prac1ces, where depoli1ciza1on, ambiguity, and misunderstanding may act 

as prac1ces for change. Finally, this chapter describes re1cence as a cri1cal agency to realise such 

prac1ces, and how this agency to act under authoritarian situa1ons can be retained by the 

actors. 

Agency – an introduc<on 

This research argues that agency is realised as acts of “making sense” and “making do” in given 

situa1ons. Agency has the poten1al to create cri1cal interpreta1ons of its situa1ons, crea1ng 

spaces of and for socio-poli1cal cri1que. Such cri1que poten1ally leads to change in these spaces. 

In this research, such cri1cal poten1al is referred to as a “cri1cal agency”, understood as a form 

of agency that ins1tutes contradic1ons and difficul1es in the situa1ons that it engages with. 
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Agency is a subjec1ve and contextual condi1on and can take many forms – individual, communal, 

governmental, as well as the agency of non-human en11es and ins1tu1ons. In any situa1on 

where ac1ons can take place, spaces and rela1ons are produced and agency is expressed through 

them. Agency therefore marks a feature of an actor’s existence in the world, a capability which is 

assumed to be desirable. Conversely, to have “no agency”, i.e., to have no poten1al to enact 

changes in one’s situa1on, is understood to be undesirable. 

Generally, agency implies a hope that a change in a situa1on can lead to a greater good. More 

precisely, this research sees agency as par1cularly emerging not as a solitary affair, but as being 

enmeshed in the realm of social rela1onships supported in this case by sonic culture. As such, 

agency always has a poli1cal dimension and significance. Agency is a strategic engagement of 

rela1ons, be they personal, social, or poli1cal, and hence its value is ambiguous and 

indeterminate for any single actor. 

This research understands sonic culture as not being wholly dependent on objects, but exis1ng as 

an ontological process, a con1nually emerging form of being through sound. Philosopher Salomé 

Voegelin describes sonic culture in a way that emphasises its non-objectness and ac1ve nature. 

The “sonic possible worlds” that she describes encourage us to think of “culture as invisible 

agency, as the simultaneous and unseen mobility of sound: ac1ons and engagement rather than 

ar1facts, outcomes, and visible rela1onships. A sonic culture is not about connec1ons and 

exclusions but about prac1ces connec1ng and disconnec1ng.”32 Seth Kim-Cohen sees such 

“mobility” as a feature of sound art that places it in contrast to forms of society and culture with 

stable significa1ons, which are said to be “ins1tu1onal”, with the implica1on that they are to be 

resisted.33 

As was stated above, while we do not place much value in the term “sound art”, this research 

does find these understandings of sonic culture as mobile, fluid, processual events and the 

no1ons of agency that these concep1ons propose to be useful and salient to the research at 

hand. As has been proposed for the term “sonic culture” above, this no1on of agency remains 

necessarily ethereal, as a mode of being-in-the-world that cannot be systema1sed, an emergent 

set of tendencies which marks the horizon of possibili1es afforded by the interac1on of an actor 

and their situa1on. Therefore, this research proposes that an analysis of agency should avoid 

defining it by its effects and, as Antonio Gramsci warns, agency should not be understood as an 

“iron law of necessity”, which would amount to a reduc1onist or economis1c form of analysis.34 

An interpreta1on of agency as ‘posi1ve’ or ‘nega1ve’ can only apply to its poten1al, as agency is 

 
32 Voegelin, Sonic Possible Worlds, 46. 
33 Kim-Cohen, ‘Burden Bangs Joy’, 2,3. 
34 Hall, ‘Gramsci’s Relevance for the Study of Race and Ethnicity’, 13; Gramsci, The Modern Prince and Other 
Writings. 
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highly context-dependent, and it is only in its results that value can be judged. While agency is 

related to the fields of domina1on or resistance, it should not be instrumentalised as simply the 

means by which domina1on is thwarted or resistance is expressed. Agency is available to all 

actors in a set of power rela1onships and does not express moral principles un1l put into effect. 

While agency is understood by this research to encompass the human as well as the non-human, 

a subject for which there is much recent scholarship, this expanded aspect of agency is beyond 

the scope of this text, which remains concerned with the human. 

This research characterises agency as involving a “making sense” of a situa1on by an actor in 

their subjec1ve feeling of control informed by an actual ability to control their situa1ons. Making 

sense is realised in a “making do”, which represents heuris1c and pragma1c exploratory 

experiments in concrete situa1ons. The process of “making sense” connotes a set of nego1a1ons 

between the actors and their situa1ons. Situa1ons are understood as the conglomera1ons of 

forces which the actors are embedded in, and so involve the nego1a1ons of a set of fluid power 

rela1onships, a nego1a1on that can be understood as a dialec1cal process. In Emirbayer and 

Mische’s understanding, agency is: 

“[…] the temporally constructed engagement by actors of different structural 
environments—the temporal-rela1onal contexts of ac1on—which, through the interplay 
of habit, imagina1on, and judgment, both reproduces and transforms those structures 
in interac1ve response to the problems posed by changing historical situa1ons.”35 

This research deals primarily with the agency of individuals or small groups of humans. By 

restric1ng our concern to small numbers of actors allows this research to focus on the 

emergence and poten1al of what are termed DIY, low level, or grass-roots ac1vi1es. These 

ac1vi1es work cri1cally to create space in which to enact changes that improve condi1ons for the 

actors themselves, and these poten1ally affect society at large ac1ng as cri1cal responses to a 

society’s limita1ons. The history of sonic culture in China and the venues that have developed to 

support it can be interpreted as crea1ng such spaces for cri1que. As will be argued, they can 

therefore be understood to lay the groundwork for the actors’ current means of agency amid the 

COVID-19 restric1ons. 

Wherever issues of power and resistance to power are raised, “difference” is said to embody 

poten1al for change. Where there are “different” groups, points of view, or ac1vi1es, established 

norms are placed in conflict with new concep1ons and must work to reconcile themselves with 

this challenge. This is a dialogical process of dealing with difference that precisely embodies such 

change. Throughout this research the poten1al of “change” is assumed to be a net posi1ve – 

“change” for the “be+er”. In this context, change is understood as a force to address problems in 

society. No society reaches perfec1on; it will only ever address the needs of a sec1on of the 

 
35 Emirbayer and Mische, ‘What Is Agency?’, 970. 
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poten1al ci1zenry. Arguments for democra1c systems propose that healthy socie1es must be 

able to tolerate forces that open up the poten1al to accommodate other sec1ons of the 

popula1on and thus make way for change (in the sense of improvement). Socie1es that prevent 

change or its contempla1on are said to risk atrophy or bri+leness.36 

A feature of spaces where change might occur are those which incorporate an understanding of 

the “common”, i.e., spaces where these rela1onships are established, where something is held in 

common with other actors. Common spaces are by defini1on forms of public space and 

consequently, serve as condi1ons where a public sphere may arise.37 

Agency, as a means for cri1que and poten1ally change in society, emerges when we consider the 

ways in which the sensory aspect of rela1ons informs poli1cal structures. Within recent theory 

on sonic culture, sound provides a privileged means of agency in the world. Brandon LaBelle, for 

instance, relates this “sonic agency” to considera1ons of poli1cal prac1ces in space and discusses 

how forms of a sonic public sphere can develop in this way. In many cases such spaces and their 

agencies are to be found in non-mainstream sonic cultural ac1vi1es and their nego1a1ons of 

non-ins1tu1onal spaces, par1cularly in rela1on to the DIY prac1ces this research addresses. 

While not the only cultural prac1ce that realises such forms of agency, punk serves here as an 

archetypal example of a culture with a strong rela1on to the sonic, which has provided a set of 

theories and examples of such DIY approaches, as well as its own cri1ques of the ways in which 

the non-mainstream is a fraught space in which agency can be undermined through co-opta1on 

and/or commodifica1on by outside forces or through their own choices. In China, punk as a way 

of life has also emerged in a number of places to create spaces which strive for autonomy from 

mainstream society and culture (although these are not the main subjects of this thesis, punk 

prac1ces and its spaces in China will appear a number of 1mes). 

Co-opta1on is understood here as a diversion of the meaning of an ac1vity. This diversion is a 

form of influence or domina1on, and this domina1on can come from the ideological systems that 

the ac1vity appears within, or by the actors who receive the ac1vity and interpret it for their own 

purposes. Co-opta1on therefore occurs in the recep1on and subsequent re-presenta1on of the 

prac1ces. All prac1ces can be received in diverse—and poten1ally conflic1ng—ways. The 

meaning and value of each way is dependent on its context. It seems fu1le to propose infallible 

means to evade or ou_lank a threat of co-opta1on, and this research does not a+empt to make 

categorical and universal judgements of the prac1ces under considera1on. By cri1cally 

addressing discrete prac1ces and their sezngs, this research a+empts to propose interpreta1ons 

of their effec1veness based on their local contexts and their perceived results. 

 
36 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. 
37 Davidson and Iveson, ‘Recovering the Politics of the City’. 
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As technology plays an increasingly dominant role in the cons1tu1on of convivial and communal 

life—a tendency which has become par1cularly evident as COVID-19 has forced a reckoning with 

online spaces for many aspects of life, not least crea1ve life—these discussions of agency, space, 

and co-opta1on become increasingly relevant for thinking about how online spaces can serve 

such non-mainstream and non-ins1tu1onal ac1vi1es. The agency that this research’s subjects 

poten1ally gain in these technological spaces can be seen to work as much for them (allowing 

them to exploit new means of appearance), as for them to choose to step back from situa1ons 

that do not work for them. The results of my research ul1mately point to re1cence, which is 

dis1nguished from complete withdrawal, as marking an important expression of agency under 

the hegemonic power rela1ons that are currently emerging in the midst of COVID-19. 

Bourdieu and symbolic capital 

The focus of this research is founded on the poten1al of agency for the purposes of cri1que, but 

in order to understand agency’s meaning in society we here aim to construct a sociological 

framework in which agency can be seen to work and have effect. We do this ini1ally through the 

work of sociologist Pierre Bourdieu in which he relates the no1ons of habitus, fields, and 

different forms of capital together to come to terms with the general emergence of power 

rela1onships that go to make up society. Although our research does not go into the detail of 

Bourdieu’s thinking, the following considera1on of habitus, fields, and par1cularly of the various 

forms of capital will be helpful when we later come to address the rela1onships between the 

logics displayed by actors and the socio-technological pla_orms they work within, be that 

historically in Chapter 3, technologically in Chapter 5, or in the research analyses of Chapter 6. 

Agency comes about in part through the pre-exis1ng ideological habitus of any actor – a term 

Bourdieu adopts to refer to the previously inculcated norms and assump1ons that our ac1ons are 

built upon, and which give them seemingly pre-ordained meanings. The ideological condi1ons 

that actors work within comprise a forma1ve role in the habitus. For Bourdieu, ‘fields’ are the 

spaces within which habitus interacts with the current socio-cultural rela1onships, and where 

resistances to domina1ng powers emerge.38 Bourdieu argues that fields automa1cally imply 

resistance to domina1on: 

“I do not see how rela1ons of domina1on … could possibly operate without implying, 
ac1va1ng resistance. The dominated, in any social universe, can always exert a certain 
force, inasmuch as belonging to a field means by defini1on that one is capable of 
producing effects in it.”39 

 
38 Bourdieu, Distinction; Garnham and Williams, ‘Pierre Bourdieu and the Sociology of Culture’. 
39 Bourdieu and Wacquant, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology, 80; also quoted in McNay, ‘Gender, Habitus 
and the Field’, 104. 
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The process of agency may be understood to take place upon these fields. This no1on of fields 

can provide a way to understand the forces at play on the various technological pla_orms this 

research addresses later. Bourdieu proposes that agency is a product of various forms of capital 

that compete for dominance upon these fields. Simply put, capitals are ways in which subjects 

can make things happen, and Bourdieu iden1fies four major types of capital: economic capital, 

cultural capital, social capital, and symbolic capital (although there are poten1ally many other 

capitals). Economic capital represents a subject’s financial means, while cultural capital 

represents a subject’s non-economic means, and Bourdieu understands the subject to sit at a 

point on a spectrum between the points of absolute economic or cultural capital. The subjects of 

this research oMen appear to lack explicit economic and cultural forms of capital, so symbolic 

capital appears to be the most important capital for them. As Paolucci explains: “Symbolic capital 

differs from other species of capital; in fact, it is not a material en1ty but describes the effects 

produced by other forms of capital.”40 The subjects of this research choose to maintain prac1ces 

that are oMen uneconomic (lacking in economic capital), and which avoid too close associa1on 

with ins1tu1ons (lacking in cultural capital), and so sit uncomfortably in this schema. In the 

former case, this implies that they must have exis1ng financial means which are rarely discussed, 

and hence it appears that economic capital has been bracketed in our understanding of these 

prac1ces – it is not hidden exactly, but it is not considered an important factor in the actors’ 

prac1ces. While this researcher believes this bracketed economic capital is significant for the 

sustainability of these prac1ces, it is outside of the scope of the current study but has been 

proposed a poten1al direc1on for future research. 

This research therefore focuses on the symbolic capital of the actors involved, as this seems to 

rely least on the financial and ins1tu1onal powers of economic and cultural capital, respec1vely. 

Symbolic capital, according to Bourdieu, is “commonly called pres1ge, reputa1on, fame, etc.”, 

and he dis1nguishes it as, “the form assumed by [the] different kinds of capital when they are 

perceived and recognized as legi1mate”. As such, symbolic capital takes on a role of legi1ma1on 

or authen1ca1on for all other capitals.41 While the conferring of legi1ma1on by a domina1ng 

power on an en1ty is one aspect of the process of hegemony (which will be discussed later in 

rela1on to the tac1cs of everyday life), the actors’ understanding of the legi1macy of their own 

acts, in their own terms, is an expression of their own agency to frame their acts as they see fit 

rather than within exis1ng frameworks. 

It is possible to understand the field of power rela1ons as being that of a marketplace of cultural 

forms, without necessarily falling into an economism of these situa1ons whereby their 

 
40 Paolucci, ‘Biography – Key Concepts’, 31. 
41 Bourdieu, ‘Social Space and the Genesis of “Classes”’, 230. 
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rela1onships are defined simply as economic transac1ons. Bourdieu, for instance, ques1ons how 

one can interpret dominated actors’ a+empts to appear under condi1ons of domina1on: 

“When the dominated pursuit of dis1nc1on leads dominated speakers to assert what 
dis1nguishes them – that is, the very thing in the name of which they are dominated and 
cons1tuted as vulgar – according to a logic analogous to the kind which leads 
s1gma1zed groups to claim the s1gma as the basis for their iden1ty, should one talk of 
resistance? And when, conversely, they strive to shed that which marks them as vulgar, 
and to appropriate what would allow them to become assimilated, should one talk of 
submission?”42 

By asking this ques1on, Bourdieu introduces ambiguity into the subjects’ appearance in society. 

He destabilises any assump1ons about the meaning of iden11es one might have beforehand and 

thereby points out the necessity to cri1que the power structures that normalise iden11es that 

the prac1ces exist within—and in some cases create for themselves. It is here that he posits 

these situa1ons as a “market” in which the actor has certain “regulated liber1es” to use the 

means available to them to assert their cultural autonomy, or to borrow the dominant cultural 

forms:43 

“It thus appears that the linguis1c and cultural produc1ons of dominated individuals 
vary profoundly according to their inclina1on and their ap1tude to benefit from the 
regulated liber1es offered by free markets or to accept the constraints imposed by 
dominant markets.”44 

It is within the parameters of this “regulated liberty” where agency takes place for Bourdieu. This 

agency is never completely determined, but neither are its orienta1ons en1rely free. It marks a 

realis1c space which is not characterised by pure freedom nor total control but a nego1a1on 

between powers. He sees this nego1a1on as akin to a “game” where there are rules but also 

autonomy within the sezngs that these rules create. Here, for example, in describing his choice 

of the word habitus, he emphasises that it is not an absolute value but: 

“[…] a kind of « feel » of the game which does not need to calculate in order to find its 
direc1on and place in a reasonable manner in space.”45 

As Paolucci explains, “[Bourdieu] uses the game metaphor to explain the genera1ve nature of 

habitus and to stress how actors do possess a certain degree of autonomy within its boundaries 

[…]”46 

As McNay puts it, the impetus of Bourdieu’s theorisa1on of fields and the forms of agency that 

emerge from within them derives ul1mately from feelings of “hope”. Beyond any par1cular 

 
42 Bourdieu, ‘Did You Say “Popular”?’, 94–95. 
43 Bourdieu, 102; referenced in McNay, ‘Michel de Certeau and the Ambivalent Everyday’, 66. 
44 Bourdieu, ‘Did You Say “Popular”?’, 102. 
45 Bourdieu, ‘The Genesis of the Concepts of Habitus and Field’, 14. 
46 Paolucci, ‘Biography – Key Concepts’, 27. 
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realisa1on of habitus, fields, and capitals, this is an underlying impetus to engage with this 

schema: 

“Bourdieu illustrates the interac1on between the space of possibles and the structures 
of posi1ons in a discussion of hope. There is a tendency for hope to increase 
propor1onally with social power that enables an agent to manipulate the poten1ali1es 
of the present in order to realize some future project.”47 

Bourdieu’s hope implies an an1cipa1on whereby a space for change opens up.48 As MacNay has 

also argued, Bourdieu’s concep1on of agency “is an act of temporaliza1on where the subject 

transcends the present through ac1ons that have an inherently an1cipatory structure.”49 As 

men1oned at the beginning of this chapter, in their contribu1on to existent theories of agency 

Emirbayer and Mirsche build on Bourdieu as well as the sociologist Anthony Giddens to place 

agency firmly within this schema of temporal rela1ons.50 This interpreta1on of agency is bound 

up and enmeshed in phenomenological horizons which are dependent on the actors’ rela1ons to 

their history, future, and current situa1ons. Emirbayer and Mirsche understand the actor as 

inhabi1ng a threefold schema: of their past experiences (a concep1on related to Bourdieu 

concep1on of habitus), their expecta1ons for the future, and the present circumstances that they 

work within. Again, this means that agency can never be en1rely determined: 

“All social ac1on is a concrete synthesis, shaped and condi1oned, on the one hand, by 
the temporal-rela1onal contexts of ac1on and, on the other, by the dynamic element of 
agency itself. The la+er guarantees that empirical social ac1on will never be completely 
determined or structured. On the other hand, there is no hypothe1cal moment in which 
agency actually gets ‘free’ of structure; it is not, in other words, some pure Kan1an 
transcendental will.”51 

Rancière and dissensus 

How then can agency enact change in managed environments in which external dominant forces 

guide poten1al ac1vity (e.g., authoritarian regimes)? While Bourdieu provides a powerful, 

general sociological framework for this research, this research finds it lacking in a pro-ac1ve 

approach to change-making. Therefore, Bourdieu’s framework is here supplemented by what this 

research understands to be the prac1cal socio-poli1cal approach of Jacques Rancière. Reckoning 

with concerns about the socially transforma1ve results of agency in domina1ng condi1ons, 

Rancière proposes that the concept of “dissensus” acts as the engine for such agen1c change. A 

prac1cal aspect of dissensus involves the maintaining of sets of experiences and concepts in 

 
47 McNay, ‘Situated Intersubjectivity’, 182. 
48 Bourdieu, Pascalian Meditations, 234. 
49 McNay, ‘Gender, Habitus and the Field’, 102. 
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51 Emirbayer and Mische, 1004 (emphasis in original). 
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conflic1ng and dialec1cal rela1ons, without their resolu1on, leaving them in what might be 

thought of as a state of crea1ve tension. 

The agency of dissensus stems in part from the ac1ve process of an actors’ ability to make sense 

of the world through direct or technologically mediated sensory experience – the sphere of the 

“sensible”. For Rancière, the domain of the sensible is cons1tuted by that which is perceivable by 

our senses, comprising of visible, aural, tac1le, olfactory, or gustatory phenomena. Regarding this 

focus upon sensory percep1on, it is said that since Emile Durkheim’s founda1onal work on 

modern sociology at the advent of the twen1eth century (and probably prior to that), “sociology 

has been concerned with how social order is enacted, in part, through categories of percep1on 

and thought.”52 As sensory experience changes, so do these categories. As Plourde points out, in 

a broad sense the new technologies that developed with the advent of modernity provided one 

example of a shiM in sensory experience: “It is perhaps more accurate to think of the sensory 

effects of modernity as a ‘vast reorganiza1on of sensory experience’, facilitated by the 

development of new technologies […]”53 Plourde see this change in the sonic culture of Japan, 

and Hirschkind, in his research into the changes in the sonic culture of Islamic socie1es, also 

implicates modernity as a specific historical period that ins1tuted a massive reorganiza1on of the 

sensory field. 

Rancière broadens the temporal scope of such reorganisa1ons to say that this adjustment, or “re-

distribu1on” is con1nuously taking place. Redistribu1ons have always-already occurred within 

the socio-poli1cal fields that define a subjects’ presence or absence to percep1on and 

appercep1on, taking place in the process of novel s1muli being incorporated through bodily 

senses, and as this corporeality materializes into fields of knowledge and inquiry. This work of the 

body is significant here as Rancière connects acts of percep1on to the forma1on of social 

rela1onships. Rela1onships imply an arrangement in and of spaces, and Rancière proposes the 

act of redistribu1on as enac1ng agency through such (re-)arrangement.54 

This socio-perceptual ac1vity is referred to in Rancière’s thought as an “aesthe1c” because this 

redistribu1on dis-orders/re-orders percep1ons. The role of aesthe1cs in troubling social 

percep1on thus makes it immediately poli1cal: 

“Aesthe1c experience has a poli1cal effect to the extent that the loss of des1na1on that 
it presupposes disturbs the way in which bodies fit their func1ons and des1na1ons. 
What it produces is no rhetoric [sic] persuasion about what has to be done. Nor is it the 
framing of a collec1ve body. It is a mul1plica1on of connec1ons and disconnec1ons that 
reframe the rela1on between bodies, the world where they live and the way in which 
they are ‘equipped’ for fizng it. It is a mul1plicity of folds and gaps in the fabric of 

 
52 Couldry, ‘Liveness, “Reality,” and the Mediated Habitus from Television to the Mobile Phone’. 
53 Plourde, ‘Distraction, Noise, and Ambient Sounds in Tokyo’, 73; quoting Hirschkind, ‘Hearing Modernity’, 
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common experience that change the cartography of the percep1ble, the thinkable and 
the feasible.”55 

This aesthe1c involves the acts of division enacted by a regimenta1on of the sensible which 

Rancière terms “police”, which recognises things based on sensory evidence, codifying aspects of 

the world as being one thing or another, assigning them an iden1ty and a “proper” place: 

“[…] the police is thus first an order of bodies that defines the alloca1on of the ways of 
doing, ways of being, and ways of saying, and sees that those bodies are assigned by 
name to a par1cular place and task; it is an order of the visible and the sayable that sees 
that par1cular ac1vity is visible and another is not, that this speech is understood as 
discourse and another as noise…”56 

Policing makes an object or a body discernible and recognizable to the viewer, but equally it can 

also be rendered invisible to the viewer or more seriously to an ins1tu1on – through a mode of 

discrimina1on, for instance. 

Rancière proposes a reading of the word “poli1cs” as deno1ng a perceptual frame in which 

contradictory appearances are brought together crea1ng dissensus. Dissensus is not an 

opposi1on of interests, but the produc1on of heterogeneity within a determined world, i.e., a 

making sense that remains open.57 In this way, dissensus can allow for spaces of change to open 

up within managed environments through modes of community that occur in spaces where 

bodies come into rela1ons as equals.58 Rancière describes this as a process of emancipa1on, 

where emancipa1on is an act whereby the “verifica1on of the equality of intelligence” takes 

place, equality ac1ng as a “wrench […] jammed (objec1vely and subjec1vely) into the gears of 

domina1on”.59 Through this verifica1on there is the realisa1on that all knowledge can be gained 

by the comparison of what we already know with what remains to be understood (which 

Rancière proposes as the pedagogy of “the ignorant schoolmaster”).60 

For Rancière, emancipa1on involves a challenge to what seems self-evident in what we say, see, 

and do. He says that such apparently “self-evident” facts in fact “belong to the structures of 

domina1on and subjec1on”. He emphasises that this challenge must be put forward together 

with others as a collec1ve act; and so the act of dissensus in these situa1ons is ”the staging of 

conflicts” which takes place as part of the process of emancipa1on.61 

The “(re-)distribu1on of the sensible” is not limited to any specific sense and the poli1cal power 

of such shiMs in percep1on can be perceived through all of our perceptual facul1es. It was argued 
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above that while the new technologies of modernity had marked effects upon the perceptual 

field, it has also been argued that modernity established a predominantly visual culture. Such a 

considera1on leads this research to inves1gate the cri1que of this cultural ocularcentrism, a 

cri1que which it feels opens up space for this research to a+end to the sonic. 

There has been a growing awareness that the visual dominates our encounters with the world as 

they are expressed through culture. As a consequence, visual metaphors are ubiquitous in 

representa1ons of experience, a fact which is oMen leM unremarked in daily life. This bias has 

been referred to in a number of ways: as “visualism”62, “scopocentrism”,63 or “ocularcentrism”.64 

Cri1ques of modernity’s visuality have come from many direc1ons including the philosophies of 

Jacques Derrida65 and Michel Foucault,66 the musicology of John Cage67 or R Murray Schafer,68 

the theories of communica1ons and technology of Marshall McLuhan,69 Walter Ong,70 and 

Rudolph Arnheim,71 etc. This cri1que has been applied as much to our general understanding of 

the world as it does to cultural responses towards non-visual media in the fields of art or music. 

Sterne compiles an “audiovisual litany” of the historical tendency for a par1cular sense to be 

favoured over the other senses, and the essen1alising traits ascribed to each sense which lead to 

their compara1ve judgements – his choice of the word “litany” poin1ng to the source of many of 

these assump1ons in the worldview of Western Chris1anity.72 

Social interac1ons include mul1ple phenomenological components, but much of the language 

used to describe them involves the use of metaphors referencing the visual. Such bias is 

problema1c as it affects how we understand our subjec1vity in the world, and therefore how 

ethics and power rela1ons play out. To counter this bias, there have been various models of 

agency that expand to take account of other senses. and one response has been to pay more 

a+en1on to sound and the act of hearing. G Douglas Barre+ has pointed out that asser1ons of 

sound’s value rela1ve to the visual are by no means novel: 

“[…] those studying non-ar1s1c sound culture in sound studies oMen argue for sound as 
a kind of counter-hegemony, especially with respect to the visual. […] Yet rather than 
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representa1ve of a breakthrough epistemological movement, such forms of an1-
visuality, as Mar1n Jay has outlined, have existed for at least a century.”73 

A common argument for this valorisa1on of sound in culture, and par1cularly as it has become 

formalised in contemporary art in the genre of “Sound Art”, is that sound opens up possibili1es 

that the visual cannot or has not made available. Such an opening up is oMen seen in a 

sociological context, as rela1ng to the re-ordering of power rela1ons within society. 

This reorienta1on to the sonic away from a historically dominant bias towards the visual sees the 

emergence of agency for dominated groups. Many writers draw on Rancière’s thinking to address 

sound as a socio-poli1cal percept, to underline its “dissensual” role, and the ways in which it can 

thereby relate to the forma1on of communi1es. For instance, Ma+hew Mullane inves1gates 

what he sees as the specifically “cri1cal” aspects of artworks that involve sound, in which sound 

is not an end in itself but a means towards cri1cally engaging with the world.74 Michael Eng 

proposes that sound can play a dissensual role in Rancière’s “police” situa1ons, by undoing 

established condi1ons of sensibility. If, for Rancière, revolu1on involves the redistribu1on of the 

sensible, Eng proposes that sound puts that redistribu1on into effect.75 Eng sees Rancière’s 

a+en1on to the sensible as allowing for sound’s effec1veness without being limited by its 

material, media1c specificity and dis1nc1on from other art forms. Looking back to the work of 

Hannah Arendt on the subject of the public sphere, Eng argues that a community can even be 

created based on an experience of difference—the absence of a “common”—in this case through 

sound. Eng sees this reflec1ng what Rancière calls the “real of the aesthe1cs” rather than an 

“aesthe1cs of the real”, i.e., the actual social import of aesthe1c produc1on rather than the 

removal of produc1ons from the world into an abstracted space of aesthe1cs.76 

This concern with the balance of the sensory facul1es is related to discussions about the poli1cal 

value of appearance versus non-appearance, a state which can cross sensory boundaries 

(although, as with the discussion about visual bias above, is oMen limited to a par1cular sense). 

As with Rancière’s troubling “poli1cs” and echoing Edward Said’s concep1on of music as 

transgressive due to its spa1al mobility and seman1cally unfixed meanings,77 LaBelle posits that 

the effects of sound are unse+ling and exceed visibility, opening the listener up to “the unseen, 

the non-represented or the not-yet-apparent”. In this way, “silences and noises may transgress 

certain par11ons and borders, expanding the agen1ve possibili1es of the uncounted and the 

underheard.”78 For LaBelle, sound is an effec1ve medium for actors as a pla_orm for agency in 

the world, a “sonic agency”. Sonic Agency is related to the emergence of a public sphere whereby 
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communica1on between people can act as part of a democra1c system in society and within 

which sound and listening can ac1vely intervene and have significance in poli1cal situa1ons. 

However, this sonic agency also works in the prosaic aspects of everyday life, as the site where 

poli1cs stems from bodily encounters with the world. 

Salomé Voegelin also proposes a “sonic sensibility” in which a focused experience of sound 

provides a means to upset and reorient such poli1cs of visibility: 

“A sonic sensibility reveals the invisible mobility below the surface of a visual world and 
challenges its certain posi1on, not to show a be+er place but to reveal what this world is 
made of, to ques1on its singular actuality and to hear other possibili1es that are 
probable too, but which, for reasons of ideology, power and coincidence do not take 
equal part in the produc1on of knowledge, reality, value, and truth.”79 

Voegelin proposes what she terms “sonic visuality”, an apparently oxymoronic affec1ve 

compound, an amalgam which connects sound with the bodily affects and direct engagements 

with our presence as a sensory body in the world, “[…] a sonic visuality that has the thickness of 

the flesh and of 1me […]”.80 

Mouffe and democra<sa<on 

As has been noted, Rancière’s dissensus exploits conflictual rela1ons in order to open spaces for 

the prac1ce of equality. This seems to foreground the par1cipant’s shared commonali1es, by 

forcibly bringing them into rela1on. Chantal Mouffe proposes “agonism” as a similar process, but 

with a focus on the role of conflict in the unfolding of democra1c processes. 

Mouffe proposes that agonism establishes conflictual rela1ons that cannot be resolved, and 

these sustained fields of tensions act as forms of the public sphere. This runs counter to theories 

of the public sphere that assume that resolu1on through discussion is possible, for instance in 

the work of Jürgen Habermas.81 Mouffe’s irresolu1on creates condi1ons of a con1nual 

suspension of agreement, and this lack of resolu1on is essen1al for a democra1c process that 

always renders the full expanse of differing perspec1ves available and ac1ve: 

“It is the very characteris1c of modern democracy to impede such a final fixa1on of the 
social order and to preclude the possibility for a discourse to establish a definite 
suture.”82 

As Massey explains, “It is ‘this aspect of nonachievement, incompleteness and openness’ which is 

peculiarly characteris1c of a radical democra1c poli1cs.”83 
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Mouffe understands agonism as dis1nc1ve of a “truly cri1cal art” that works to produce 

alterna1ves to exis1ng forms of life.84 LaBelle and others understand sound as playing a similar 

role in the produc1on of vola1le social spaces, in which agency may occur and change may take 

place. LaBelle proposes that there exist such things as “sonic public spheres”, in which 

nego1a1ons of, and with, domina1on take place.85 He proposes an “acous1cs of assembly and 

resistance” in these public spheres, and that sound prac1ces shiM agency away from those 

holding power towards the more disadvantaged subjects within society. 

In much theore1cal wri1ng about the development of a just society, there is an assump1on that 

democracy is an ideal to work towards. Democracy, as it is promoted in avowedly “democra1c” 

na1ons, is the prac1cal result of equality, embodied ins1tu1onally in a general (if not universal) 

suffrage, free speech, and associa1on. In this research, a dis1nc1on is made between democracy 

as an ins1tu1on of government and democra1za1on as a con1nuous process. In China, while 

there exist formal democra1c processes at a low level of village-scale organiza1on (for example), 

democracy in sense open to all is not part of the process of government, and this form of 

democracy is not an ideal towards which the state has an avowed aspira1on. 

Nevertheless, it is argued that processes can be ins1tuted from which emerge ways of life 

involving equality, community, and “common sense” that therefore may be termed processes of 

democra1za1on.86 Such democra1za1on is emergent in the sense that it results from informal 

interac1ons between people in which the par1cipants develop situa1ons which are beneficial to 

them. Emirbayer and Mische refer to John Dewey’s founda1onal theories of communica1on, in 

which Dewey proposes a transpersonal “crea1ve democracy”: 

“The ‘mode of associated living’ that Joas, following Dewey, calls ‘crea1ve democracy’ 
embodies such moral intelligence on a transpersonal scale; it involves ‘conjoint 
communicated experience’ (Dewey) in which imagina1ve reformula1on and prac1cal 
reasoning are undertaken in common through inquiry into moral and prac1cal problems 
on the model of an experimental science.”87 

This is seen, ontologically speaking, as cons1tu1ng an heuris1c “experimental” mode, where the 

experiments aim to create change through projec1on of the significance of ac1vi1es into an 

imagined future: 
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“‘Experience in its vital form is experimental, an effort to change the given; it is 
characterized by projec1on, by reaching forward into the unknown; connec1on with the 
future is its salient trait.’ Human intelligence is based upon the capacity to ‘read future 
results in present on-goings’; this projec1ve capacity permits the kind of responsive 
choice and inven1ve manipula1on of the physical and social worlds that is so essen1al 
to democra1c par1cipa1on.”88 

This democra1c poten1al therefore arises from “agen1c orienta1ons”. This research understands 

this rela1on between agency and democracy to occur at the level of everyday life, as a way of 

being, before it becomes ins1tu1onalised as a form of government. 

This discussion of a dichotomy between everyday life and government raises a recurring problem 

encountered by this research – uncri1cal assump1ons of normalised dichotomies, of which it is 

part of any meaningful form of cri1cal inquiry to ques1on. Some examples of dichotomies that 

have been necessary to nego1ate in this research are state/society, official/popular, Popular 

Music/Rock Music, live performance/recording, and online/offline. Dividing subjects into such 

binary divisions risks their essen1aliza1on or reifica1on of each factor, in which one side of the 

dichotomy is implicitly (or explicitly) posi1oned as having greater value than the opposing term. 

Within the socio-poli1cal environment of China, Siu and others have highlighted the risks of 

reifica1on when, for example, state and society are assumed to simply represent mutually 

exclusive parts of a whole, without overlap: 

“[…] due to the dichotomous view of state and society adopted by most contemporary 
China scholarship, society is seen as relying on a resilient cultural repertoire to respond 
to the repeated thrusts of the socialist state. [This] mechanical opposi1on of state and 
society runs the risk of reifying both poli1cal power and cultural tradi1on.”89 

There is a tendency to separate actor from state in such a dichotomous way, a tendency which is 

especially prevalent in the study of authoritarian environments such as that in China where the 

state seems to be omnipresent. While this research does not reject such a dichotomy outright, as 

to a certain extent it serves a useful func1on to reflect the reality of life in China, this dichotomy 

must be cri1cised as it establishes an imaginary impermeable border between the actors being 

studied and the seemingly immutable condi1ons they come into conflict with. This “state” is then 

envisioned as the sole limita1on placed upon the autonomy exercised by the actors, an ominous, 

overarching obstacle which the actors then nego1ate and resist. However, it must be 

acknowledged that such generaliza1ons are simplis1c and obscure the complex rela1ons of 

power that actors exist within. Therefore, this research recognises the uncertainty of these 

rela1onships, but retains, to some extent, this dichotomy for heuris1c purposes – as an argument 
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to be employed cri1cally. For that reason, it is relevant to begin to clarify what “state” might 

mean in the context of this research. 

Bourdieu makes the point that the state acts as arbiter of the perceived norms of society, 

defining it as, “the holder of the monopoly of legi1mate symbolic violence”.90 As Paolucci 

explains, in this way the state is “heavily responsible for the produc1on and reproduc1on of the 

ways in which social reality is perceived.”91 In the context of this research a dis1nc1on is also 

made between authoritarian states and liberal-democra1c states. It is undeniable that in their 

own par1cular ways both authoritarian and liberal-democra1c states impose meanings on the 

percep1on of social reali1es, such are the hegemonic condi1ons for existence under any state. 

However, the ways in which each state establishes its hegemony differs. In the case of China, the 

situa1on is perhaps more explicit since the Chinese state ac1vely strives to assert its 

comprehensive presence upon all aspects of social existence. This may be contrasted with what 

amounts to its theore1cal foil in this argument, the liberal-democra1c state, which is commonly 

assumed to be less explicitly asser1ve in realisa1on. Arguably though, the statecraM of both 

authoritarian and liberal-democra1c forma1ons can be strikingly similar. On an ideological level, 

each state a+empts to impose its view of the world on its local ci1zens and to project that 

outwards to other states. One notable difference, though, lies in how each form of state pursues 

this ac1vity, and it is in this crucial aspect that this research dis1nguishes the Chinese state. 

There is also a dis1nc1on to be made between “state” and “government” or “regime”, which is 

understood to be a dis1nc1on which holds between an overarching, generalised concept of 

formal authority in society, and specific instances of government at any one 1me. This dis1nc1on 

becomes important when considering context-specific resistance to state power. 

However, in reality, rather than a purportedly all-encompassing “state” that exists somewhere 

outside of the actors being studied, there are mul1ple authori1es that exert mul1ple types of 

pressure on the actors, a fact which their own acts then embody and reflect. 

The public sphere and appearance in public 

We now return to our considera1on the results of socio-poli1cal ac1on, and its poten1al for the 

agency and the emergence of a public sphere. The no1on of a public sphere is important for this 

research because of the way that it conceptualises poli1cal ac1vity in terms of various kinds of 

public appearance, and the way the nature of that appearance has shiMed over 1me with the 

emergence of new technological developments. The transposi1on of this concept to the very 

different context of China is also important to think through as this move allows us to consider 

how theory travels to new contexts and becomes remade there. Accounts of paradigma1c 
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dissident movements under authoritarian condi1ons, par1cularly in Eastern Europe, argue that 

they develop their own forms of public sphere that lead to poli1cal change.92 There have been 

many texts which a+empt to come to grips with how the ideal of a public sphere would be 

realised given the differing socio-historical condi1ons in China,93 and which point out that it will 

assume different forms to those which have been theorised in other places. McCormick et al 

provide a good compara1ve account of the various developments of civil society in Eastern 

Europe and China over the second half of the twen1eth-century. These include movements in 

Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland, which sought to create alterna1ves to the authoritarian 

governments in those countries, and why the experience in China can only loosely be compared 

with examples such as these.94 

However, the literature on the public sphere is extensive and cannot be addressed in detail in this 

thesis,95 but the following summarises the general no1on of a public sphere. The concept of a 

public sphere, as a space in which interests are openly discussed to resolve social problems, has 

been put forward as an important element of a representa1ve society, and as such is understood 

as part of a democra1c environment. Castells defines the public sphere as a space of 

communica1on, standing in contrast to that of the private, where: “The private is the domain of 

self-defined interests and values, while the public is the domain of the shared interests and 

values.”96 Hannah Arendt traces the origin of these dis1nc1ons to the ancient Greek polis, a city 

of limited size which imposed strict limita1ons on who counted as a ci1zen. This limited extent 

meant that all those defined as a ci1zen could, in theory, meet in one physical space, face-to-

face. However, resul1ng from this argument, a common misunderstanding of the public sphere is 

that it is premised upon physical presence and the visibility (and audibility?) of all concerned. As 

such, it has been cri1cised due to the fact that such physical co-presence is not possible for larger 

ci1es, more inclusive socie1es, or dispersed groups of people, who are also said to form public 

spheres. Arendt’s wri1ngs seem to lend substance to this bias, proposing that the public sphere 

can only assume form in a what she calls a “space of appearance”, which in the Greek polis model 
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was implicitly face-to-face, with the par1cipants in clear sight of each other.97 However, it is 

noteworthy that Arendt also proposed a wider, more dispersed and figura1ve understanding of 

the public sphere in forms such as poetry, as Marshall points out: “At 1mes, however, the term 

‘space’ can only be understood figura1vely in Arendt, as for example in her statement that poetry 

brings a kind of Raum, ‘space,’ into existence.”98 

The processes of communica1on that form public spheres are said to involve a produc1ve 

ambiguity which may result in new rela1onships. Informed by experiences in China, Rankin 

proposes: 

“In reality, public spheres are oMen poorly bounded arenas, be+er conceived as 
numerous over-lapping circles and interpenetra1ng state and social presences than as a 
segment of a line between state and private poles. […] In part because of their 
ambiguous posi1ons, these spheres are places where new power and rela1onships can 
be created.”99 

Part 2: Adap7ng the sociological framework for cri7cal (sonic) prac7ces  

Nonconfronta<on and an everyday effec<veness 

It is per1nent  to note here that Ranciere’s dissensus and Mouffe’s agonism presuppose 

forma1ve conflicts, and this assump1on has been cri1cised for its failure to address more cordial 

modes of difference, such as those that have informed more recent social ac1vism. Barne+ 

par1cularly iden1fies such cordiality in the later work of Jacques Derrida, in which Derrida 

a+ends to themes such as, “hospitality, forgiveness, confession, tolerance, tes1fying, bearing 

witness, giM rela1ons, mourning, jus1ce, responsibility, friendship, haun1ng and ghosts, and 

violence against animals.”100 This research also agrees that agonism—as an ac+ve par1cipatory 

process which inaugurates the forma1on of a public sphere—needs to be tempered if it is to be 

applied to the socio-poli1cal context of China. There, the ac1ve approaches proposed by 

Rancière and Mouffe must be seen as problema1c and imprac1cal as they allow the authoritarian 

state to easily iden1fy and swiMly suppress dissen1ng ac1vi1es. The research at hand therefore 

addresses what have been called nonconfronta1onal approaches to social transforma1on, and 

which are here argued to appear as re1cence in their ac1vi1es. 

This problema1c is illustrated by the uncomfortable posi1on inhabited by arguments for agency 

put forward by some thinkers, that situate it in between the two modes of “ac1vist” and 

“everyday” agency, between advocacy for ac1ve par1cipa1on in ins1tu1onal poli1cs as the only 

effec1ve means for establishing change in society, and the counter-argument that ins1tu1onal 
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power rela1ons merely perpetuate exis1ng inequi1es when other modes of ac1vity might be 

more effec1ve. Whereas the modality of the “ac1vist” is understood to be characterised by 

explicit, pro-ac1ve dissen1ng poli1cal ac1vity, the field of the “everyday” is characterised by non-

antagonis1c, lived, and ostensibly apoli1cal, ac1vi1es. The former may be understood to take 

part in Poli1cs with an upper-case ini1al le+er, while the la+er would perhaps be a “hidden and 

subtle resistance”101 – i.e., poli1cs, with a lower-case ini1al. 

While the approaches of “ac1vist” and “everyday” agency diverge, their general goals may be 

aligned with one another. These goals can be understood simplis1cally as emerging from an urge 

towards the achievement of the Aristotelian “good life”,102 i.e., a life beyond mere survival. These 

two modes of agen1c orienta1on are therefore not exclusive, but in this research on the context 

in contemporary China (although not limited to China) it is being proposed that in certain 

situa1ons the everyday forms of agency have more effec1vity than the ac1vist. 

Such approaches to social life that involve the everyday may be related to long-established 

modes of thinking that favour nonconfronta1on, and that can also be associated with tradi1ons 

in China over history. An example of this would be the tradi1on of wu-wei or “nonac1on”, which 

the philosopher Rui Zhu defines as, “purposiveness without purpose”. For Zhu, there are two 

contras1ng textual accounts of wu-wei: that of the Lao-zi and that of the Zhuang-zi. While this is 

a complex subject that cannot be addressed in suitable depth here, I would suggest that the 

interpreta1on of wu-wei offered in Lao-zi (as outlined by Zhu), is more relevant for this research 

in that it supports poli1cs (as a general principle) rather than undermines it, and Zhu proposes 

this as an alterna1ve to the ac1ve and the overt poli1cking favoured by the Zhuang-zi. As Zhu 

explains: 

“I will argue that wu-wei is in Lao-zi a u1litarian principle, a means that serves the social, 
especially poli1cal, purpose of winning the world, but in Zhuang-zi, wu-wei is an ul1mate 
philosophical aztude toward the world, and it becomes an end in itself instead of a 
means to something beyond.”103 

The sphere of the everyday has long been regarded as the locus of a grass-roots poli1cal life. 

Everyday life is understood as an expression of Bourdieu’s habitus, a place where the recep1on 

of cultural ac1vi1es takes place, and hence a produc1ve non-ins1tu1onal space in which agency 

can be expressed. Building on the idea that everyday life can indeed be its own form of poli1cal 

ac1vity, the following account argues that a democra1zing poten1al emerges in the spaces 

studied in the research. It should be noted once again that this is usually not an explicit aim of 

the subjects themselves, nor can it be expressed clearly in many cases, but this research argues 
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that it is a feature of the subject’s responses to the socio-poli1cal environments in which they 

work within. 

According to Marxist thought, ‘everyday life’ is the place within dominant social structures where 

change can nevertheless take place. This poten1al of everyday life is raised in discussions of 

hegemony in the wri1ngs by and about Antonio Gramsci, and that Michel de Certeau’s prac1ces 

of strategy and tac1cs respond to.104 Everyday life marks the space where the rela1on between a 

state and a public is realised in the experience of its subjects. As Gramsci asserts, there is no 

dichotomy, no clear division between state and society, but a con1nual process of nego1a1on 

between the various forces at play. Hegemony, as the nego1ated dominance of one force over 

others, is always in process and must always be construed as a result of mul1ple vectors of force. 

As Stuart Hall explains when describing Gramsci’s theory of hegemony: “Even the ‘hegemonic’ 

moment is no longer conceptualized as a moment of simple unity, but as a process of unifica1on 

(never totally achieved), founded on strategic alliances between different sectors, not on their 

pre-given iden1ty.”105 And, as Raymond Williams points out, no hegemonic culture can en1rely 

exhaust the poten1al of human prac1ces, elimina1ng the possibility of agency altogether.106 

Therefore, agency always manifests and actualizes itself in some form or another. 

Michel de Certeau conceives of everyday life as being produced by environmental pressures 

which are expressed in terms of objec1ve materiality, social norms, and poli1cal ins1tu1ons. 

Therefore, any ac1on within everyday life, any of the “strategies” and “tac1cs” that de Certeau 

highlights, will necessarily engage with and be influenced by these. However, while strategies 

imply adversarial rela1ons between the actors involved, it is tac1cs that are more relevant to this 

research, as they lack spaces of their own and their ac1vity relies on and responds to contexts 

that they do not generate themselves. As de Certeau summarises: 

“A strategy assumes a place that can be circumscribed as proper (propre) and thus serve 
as the basis for genera1ng rela1ons with an exterior dis1nct from it […] I call a ‘tac1c,’ 
on the other hand , a calculus which cannot count on a ‘proper’ (a spa1al or ins1tu1onal 
localiza1on), nor thus on a borderline dis1nguishing the other as a visible totality. The 
place of a tac1c belongs to the other.”107 

This research has found that de Certeau’s “tac1cs” are essen1al for understanding the actors’ 

re1cence in their interac1ons with the technological pla_orms for live-streaming. The actors 

display re1cence within these pla_orms because they are con1nually nego1a1ng on another’s 

territory, on which they must establish their own stakes, and protect themselves from 
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domina1ng forces. This re1cence becomes an instrument for a form of communica1on with their 

audiences, occurring through the tac1cal use of a domina1ng environment’s own affordances. 

Later in this chapter we will address the role of re1cence on technological pla_orms, but in the 

real world it is the directly experienced “everyday life” that is a space in which these prac1ces 

exist as the inalienable “other”, proposing an alterna1ve form of consump1on to that established 

by the domina1ng situa1ons that the actors find themselves within. This direct experience that 

the everyday embodies is one way that the face-to-face performance assumes its claims for 

authen1c, unmediated experience. The media1on of these face-to-face performances by forms 

of technology is assumed by some actors to erect barriers that they then a+empt to breach 

through their appeals to the veracity of the “liveness” of their live-streams – and through this 

“liveness” there is a further claim that a level of democra1c truth can be a+ained. These techno-

democra1c discourses of live-streaming will be addressed further in chapter 5. 

The tac1cal engagements that de Certeau focuses upon are usually subtle and even unconscious. 

They are the means by which the par1cipants in everyday life “make sense”, “make do”, make 

the best of things, improvise, and engage – without en1rely acquiescing to the demands that are 

wri+en into the social, material, or poli1cal landscape. As Liu comments in their considera1on of 

forms of mass culture in China: 

“According to Michel de Certeau, popular culture is the art of making do with what the 
system provides. The ‘system’ refers to the social space in contemporary capitalist 
socie1es in which the populace has enough room and the ability to crea1vely maneuver 
the cultural products in order to sa1sfy their everyday needs and pleasures.”108 

The prac1ces of everyday life that this concep1on of space can sustain are, for Routledge, “more 

egalitarian, less exploita1ve and more mutually enabling”.109 While Routledge’s cultural 

geography focuses on the physical terrains of society, this research recognises that these writers’ 

conclusions can also be applied to the virtual terrains of online pla_orms, a topic that we will 

return to in Chapter 5 where pla_orm technologies are addressed.110 

It should be noted that this research does not intend to impose value judgements upon these 

orders of effec1vity. Effec1veness is here understood as a post-hoc condi1on, generated by 

observing results, rather than ante-hoc, beforehand. The effec1veness of an ac1on depends 

upon its interpreta1on by the actor and the audience. The effec1veness of the “everyday” is 

therefore understood to be simply of a different order from that of the “ac1vist”. The order of 

the everyday is understood by this research to be pragma1c, adap1ve, and non-confronta1onal. 
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An example of such pragma1sm is provided by the no1on of guanxi, said to be a typically 

“Chinese” cultural form of personal rela1ons. Beyond interpersonal rela1onships, Yuan argues 

that the exercise of guanxi can have wider socio-poli1cal effec1veness by ameliora1ng the risks 

of explicit or direct civic par1cipa1on: 

“Pre-exis1ng personal rela1ons can poten1ally func1on as a mechanism for coping with 
the absence of a formal ins1tu1onal structure of laws and regula1ons. Consequently 
ac1vism in China is oMen situated in a grey area between state and society where 
networks take shape from personal and informal interac1ons between mul1ple 
stakeholders ac1ng both offline and online.”111 

These are situa1ons in which a “nonconfronta1onal” approach can be effec1ve, by developing 

parallel cultures to the dominant.112 This term is drawn from the wri1ngs on Non-Governmental 

Organisa1ons (NGOs) in China by Jing Wang, in which she supplies a defini1on of such prac1ces: 

“[…] [nonconfronta1onal ac1vism] explicitly ques1ons the universal validity of the liberal 
defini1on of ‘ac1vism,’ and accordingly, it drives home the urgency of examining the 
agency of ac1vists opera1ng in authoritarian regimes.”113 

These extra-governmental organisa1ons sit in a precarious posi1on as they can be seen to pose 

an existen1al threat to the ruling Chinese Communist Party (CCP), by filling gaps in social 

provision that are understood to be the CCP’s sole remit. Such gaps cannot be defini1vely 

plugged by the government, and where impromptu groups, like NGOs but also more informal 

organisa1ons, appear to address these needs, they must act carefully to avoid becoming too 

visible in terms of effec1veness and influence. An example where this nego1a1on takes place can 

be taken from the sphere of environmental issues and the development of what is called a 

“green public sphere” in China. This can be problema1c to the state as the issues that such green 

ac1vism address may themselves be consequences of state policies which priori1ze development 

over the concerns of local popula1ons. Environmental ac1vism, therefore, needs to avoid being 

seen as cri1cising the state directly and to take care to couch its arguments in terms which 

cannot be parsed as being explicitly poli1cal, rela1ng instead to broader, ’non-poli1cal’ 

concerns.114 

Such nonconfronta1on takes place in a middle ground between state and society, without leaving 

the purview of the state. Such ac1vity has been seen in many socie1es, and Wang summarises 

various modern theorisa1ons as they are expressed in the terms “righ_ul resistance”, 

“embedded ac1vism”, and “consulta1ve authoritarianism”.115 An example of everyday life that is 

related to the poli1cal nonac1on of wu-wei, men1oned earlier, is the concept of yangsheng, ‘life 
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cul1va1on’, in China. Farquhar and Zhang discuss yangsheng as an insistence of the expression of 

the body and life in public spaces that counter the coercive demands from authority that those 

spaces may embody: 

“Power is generated, sustained, and challenged through everyday prac1ces. […] the so-
called arts of life cul1va1on (yangsheng), is both a case of and a challenge to the 
biopoli1cal projects of state and transna1onal apparatuses.”116 

Whereas Wang’s “nonconfronta1on” is developed from the ways in which extra-governmental 

groups, such as NGOs, create their spaces of social-ac1vist agency in rela1on to the state, for this 

research I find the term “re1cence” to be more applicable due to the decidedly informal nature 

of my research subjects and their forms of existence in society. NGOs embody a par1cular social 

aim towards which they are working, which inevitably involves a divergence from the aims of 

authority, and for which therefore a “nonconfronta1onal” approach is seen to be a suitable 

explanatory term. I would classify this as a “strategy” in de Certeau’s terms. For the actors 

addressed in this research, there is no formal social cause addressed by their ac1vi1es aside from 

a general urge to exist, survive, and perform in the ways they choose, therefore I feel the term 

“re1cence” reflects such an approach by ac1vi1es which are less specific than those of an NGO – 

in this case, I interpret such re1cent approaches as examples of de Certeau-ian “tac1cs”. 

Depoli<ciza<on, ambiguity, and misunderstanding as agencies 

One aspect of nonconfronta1on that I would like to focus on here, is depoli1ciza1on. 

Depoli1ciza1on is one way in which prac1ces are diverted from antagonis1c rela1ons to the 

state. In the context of this research depoli1ciza1on is understood as a source of agency in itself 

– albeit one that exists under pressure. This will be shown to be par1cularly relevant for the 

development of sonic culture in China which on a number of occasions demonstrated tac1cs of 

depoli1ciza1on, and these will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

Depoli1ciza1on can be understood to be an imposed condi1on by an outside force, or a condi1on 

that is self-adopted as a pragma1c avoidance of explicit poli1cal signalling in grass-roots 

ac1vi1es. The most common interpreta1on of depoli1ciza1on is as an imposi1on from above 

which the actors must acquiesce to. This is reflected in the case of subcultural milieus which are 

then accused of co-opta1on or commodifica1on by undergoing depoli1ciza1on. For instance, 

New LeM cultural theorist Hui Wang has argued that depoli1ciza1on is a state-mandated cultural 

strategy in China in which a cultural phenomenon is neutralized by naturalizing the inequali1es 

which that phenomenon addresses. This strategy in turn must be countered by a re-poli1ciza1on: 

“The cri1que of this inequality must realize a repoli1ciza1on as the precondi1on for its 
own success. At the heart of this repoli1ciza1on is the destruc1on, in theory and 
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prac1ce, of the ‘natural’, neutral state. Denaturaliza1on must be used to combat 
depoli1ciza1on.”117 

Paraphrasing Wang, and in the context of the depoli1ciza1on and co-opta1on of music fes1vals 

through their rela1onships with the authori1es in China, Groenewegen-Lau writes that 

depoli1ciza1on is, “[…] the tendency of hegemonic powers to deny the existence of alterna1ves 

and naturalize their own posi1on […]”.118 Co-opta1on and commodifica1on represent two effects 

of such domina1on in which agency is diverted by condi1ons external to the prac1ces under 

analysis. That being said, however, it must be remembered that depoli1ciza1on is a complex 

interac1on between the dominator and the dominated, with agency assuming diverse forms 

within that nego1a1on. From the point of view of this research, a depoli1ciza1on of prac1ces has 

the benefit of throwing actors back into everyday life where they may find sources of 

transforma1ve poten1al outside the purview of the state. 

Building on the discussions of wu-wei and yangsheng in the previous sec1on, and the poten1al of 

this depoli1cized entry into everyday life, a long history of self-depoli1ciza1on has been 

iden1fied in China and some have argued that it is a habitual stance amongst subjects ac1ng in 

public. Coercion is not just imposed but involves the subject of domina1on having the agency to 

choose to undertake such self-depoli1ciza1on. In a paper preceding her wri1ng on 

nonconfronta1onal prac1ces, but which this research sees as emerging from the same sensibility, 

Jing Wang highlights the spontaneous yangge dances ini1ated by local people that appear in 

Beijing’s public spaces.119 yangge was originally a form of “collec1ve tradi1onal dance, 1ed to the 

annual cycle of agricultural work”,120 which was then co-opted for propaganda purposes by the 

Chinese Communist Party, and later by Sinophone leMist communi1es during the Cold War.121 

The history and (poli1cal or spontaneous) mo1va1ons of yangge may be varied and complex, but 

Wang sees the contemporary instances of urban yangge as autonomous ac1vi1es that occur 

without evident authoriza1on or official impetus. They demonstrate the repurposing of official 

prac1ces towards popular ends, asser1on of the actors’ desires in public, and the rela1on 

between those desires and the urban environment which is usually understood as an officially 

proscribed arrangement of spaces. This shows that even in these organised tradi1ons and spaces, 

agency exists, without apparent official approval or officially-granted spaces. 

This nonconfronta1onal approach is not unique to China, of course. Vaclav Havel, for instance, is 

oMen brought up in this context given his famous theoriza1on of non-confronta1onal approaches 
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under the hegemonic socio-poli1cal condi1ons in 1970–80s Czechoslovakia.122 Havel proposed 

that “living in truth” is more effec1ve than ac1ve dissidence, and undertaking “small-scale work” 

allows the actor “to build parallel cultures, parallel markets, and thus a parallel society that exist 

side-by-side with the official party-state’s culture, economy, and society.” 

An example per1nent to this research involves arguments for the development of the public 

sphere as a+emp1ng to counter any proposed dichotomy between state and society. The 

assump1on of a trinary arrangement has been advanced in accounts of a poten1al public sphere 

emerging in China, such as Huang’s “third space”: 

“The concepts of ‘bourgeois public sphere’ and ‘civil society’ as they have been applied 
to China presuppose a dichotomous opposi1on between state and society. […] The 
binary opposi1on between state and society, I argue, is an ideal abstracted from early 
modern and modern Western experience that is inappropriate for China. We need to 
employ instead a trinary concep1on, with a third space in between state and society, in 
which both par1cipated.”123 

However, even this tripar1te arrangement oversimplifies the fluid rela1ons involved. The most 

that can be affirmed is that there are slippages between any two terms of a dichotomy, and 

hierarchies of value etc. do (and, arguably, should) remain unresolved (which harks back to the 

irresolu1on of Mouffe’s agonism discussed above, hence hin1ng at the place of such flexibility in 

a democra1sing process). 

With respect to performance, depoli1ciza1on has likewise been observed in the development of 

live house culture in China, serving as a way to understand the struggles that prac1ces undergo 

to appear in public. Dimitri della Faille, in his overview of the noise music scenes of East and 

South-East Asia, points out that while the music presented in live houses may be depoli1cized, 

the use of space itself becomes a cri1cal response to socio-poli1cal forces. These spaces 

obviously include the interior of the venue itself, but its presence and poli1cal effects leak out 

into the surrounding urban environment: 

“The territory of noise or experimental music has a poli1cal dimension. If posters or 
flyers can confront the social status quo, the content of the performances is rarely 
poli1cal; the music is, most of the 1me, instrumental or having no lyrics. However, 
spa1al occupa1on is oMen poli1cal. The occupa1on of industrial buildings or loca1ons in 
disenfranchised neighbourhoods is not only the result of the availability of cheap rent; it 
is also a poli1cal act. It challenges the poli1cal economy of territory in ways possibly less 
revealing than taking the streets as a poli1cal contesta1on. The spa1al occupa1on of 
noise music is poli1cal because it is cri1cal of the distribu1on of power and 
resources.”124 
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The actors addressed by this research oMen maintain their prac1ces and rela1onships despite the 

socio-poli1cal environment, rather than because of it, and as such they can be said to exist in 

parallel to mainstream society. 

Ambiguity provides another means of avoiding direct confronta1on. Hui Wang believes that art 

that embodies ambiguity can oppose stereotypes that stymie poli1cal life: “I firmly believe that, 

in the contemporary world, all poli1cal cri1cisms that we are able to raise with clarity are already 

in the realm of stereotype. In the case of art, an exhibi1on needs to excavate possibili1es that 

always dwell in the realm of ambiguity.”125 Pile writes about ‘gaps’ for resistance in dominant 

environments, which are ambiguous loca1ons in which the poten1al for change occurs: 

“One possible way to remap resistance, then, is to think about the ways in which power 
rela1ons are incomplete, fluid, liable to rupture, inconsistent, awkward and ambiguous. 
Now, space of resistance can be seen as not only par1ally connected to, but also 
par1ally dislocated from, spaces of domina1on.”126 

The poten1al of the “inconsistent, awkward and ambiguous” recalls LaBelle’s figures of sonic 

agency, in that they describe a response that is deliberately indirect or, indeed, can be 

uninten1onal. Ambiguity frequently appears as a response or as a means of puzng dominant 

powers in ques1on, as an interrup1on in the fabric of society, drawing a+en1on to society’s 

contradic1ons and crea1ng demands amongst the subjects involved that these contradic1ons be 

resolved. 

Music itself is posited as a catalyst for ambiguity, not least in the digital environment (which will 

be addressed in Chapter 5): 

“More interes1ngly, however, music has been strategically u1lised in digital subculture 
for its ambiguous intertextuality through small acts of subversive interven1on. These are 
deliberately played across the inters11al spaces between various digital strata of public 
discourse. In par1cular, scatological, cryp1c and nested sonic memes have emerged as 
gestures of digital resistance, metaphorical middle fingers shown to the regimes of 
censorship.”127 

Ambiguity is oMen seen as a strength of poetry and art. It can be engineered as a deliberately 

evasive ploy by the original actor, or it can manifest itself between the work and its public, in its 

subsequent recep1on and interpreta1on by the audience. In the la+er case, we can cite Jian Cui’s 

infamous song yi wu suoyou [Nothing to my name], a song that he performed in Tian’anmen 

Square during the 1989 protests and which has subsequently come to embody some of the 

ideological significance of the protests. Despite Cui’s own subsequent disavowal of the song’s 

poli1cal intent, this performance is s1ll perceived as an archetypical example in which a song that 
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apparently has no explicit poli1cal message, in the ears of its hearers takes on profound poli1cal 

significance.128 

To take into account the agency in recep1on, and of misunderstandings or mistakes in 

interpreta1on, would, in another example, alert us to the fact that the receivers of the influx of 

foreign cultural forms during the Reform and Opening Up period in China were not just passive 

but interac1ve users of this material. In this way their agency—that was oMen overlooked in early 

accounts—would be recognised. Bourdieu’s “game”, brought up at the beginning of this chapter, 

therefore imply a certain “play” in the sense of the poten1al for slight movement in a system. 

This play may appear through deliberate or coincidental misunderstandings or mistakes. As Anna 

Tsing has argued, misunderstanding is part and parcel of the cultural flows of globaliza1on, but 

rather than flows represen1ng dominant driMs, presumed to involve wholesale cultural 

importa1ons, and represen1ng one-way rela1ons of power from dominant to subservient, ac1ve 

to passive, centre to periphery, Tsing argues for the occurrence of misunderstandings in these 

flows as crea1ng con1ngent effects that work in both direc1ons.129 

At this point it must be acknowledged that the effec1veness and value of ambiguity and other 

comparably subtle approaches is difficult to pin down. The sinologist and philosopher, François 

Jullien—while arguing extensively for the history and efficacy of subtlety, poe1c speech, cita1on, 

allusion, the immanence of the Taoist void—has balanced this with the recogni1on that strategic 

ambiguity, while a recurrent feature of socio-cultural life over the history of China, has never 

shaken off the cri1cism that it lacks effec1veness.130 On the one hand, such cri1cism sees 

misunderstandings and ambiguity as serving the purposes of domina1on by wilfully or 

coincidentally ignoring power rela1ons that may have a structuring effect on them. Within the 

Western Marxist theory of hegemony, and par1cularly in Louis Althusser’s understanding of the 

workings of ideology, “misrecogni1on” has been understood as the method by which the 

dominant power presents their ideological forms as “natural”, leading to condi1ons that subjects 

accord their acceptance to, to appear as though they were immutable.131 Althusser’s student, 

Bourdieu, despite his later differences with his teacher, follows this line of thought when he 

provides a similar warning that amounts to another act of “symbolic violence”. As Johnson spells 

out in rela1on to the establishment by those in power of a “canon” of great works: 

“The establishment of a canon in the guise of a universally valued cultural inheritance or 
patrimony cons1tutes an act of ‘symbolic violence’ as Bourdieu defines the term, in that 
it gains legi1macy by misrecognizing the underlying power rela1ons which serve, in part, 
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to guarantee the con1nued reproduc1on of the legi1macy of those who produce or 
defend the canon.”132 

Nevertheless, this research understands misrecogni1on as a deliberate tac1c, to be adopted 

when difficul1es are encountered. In which case, it can act as an agency exposing the norma1ve 

condi1ons that are usually obfuscated and hidden. In this case, misrecogni1on can entail the 

emergence of agency, rather than its suppression. 

Part 3: Re7cence 

Sonic re<cence as agency 

Returning to the subject of re1cence, this research proposes that non-mainstream organisa1ons 

find agency under authoritarian condi1ons of domina1on by adop1ng such re1cent prac1ces. 

Regarding the subjects of this research, the actors appear to act re1cently in their nego1a1ons 

with the technological pla_orms of live-streaming. In many cases they do this by not engaging 

ac1vely with the social features of those pla_orms, which are a major means of interac1on 

provided by the pla_orms (one of the pla_orm’s major “affordances”, a topic which will be 

discussed in Chapter 5). This deliberate re1cence, this maintaining of condi1ons where the 

actors’ engagement with the social features is leM unresolved, is here argued to be part of the 

nego1a1ons that comprise their a+empts to forgo co-opta1on by the pla_orm. The actors’ 

entering into experiments with live-streaming, and the consequent difficul1es they nego1ate 

with the pla_orm’s affordances, are understood to be expressions of their agency within the 

domina1ng environment of the pla_orm, and this emergence and realisa1on of agency 

poten1ally inspires instances of public spheres. 

Certain of the expecta1ons that this research’s subjects held of the online context, had been pre-

established by their offline prac1ces. As was discussed above, the emergence of a public sphere 

has in the past been related to the possibility of face-to-face appearance, although it is not 

limited to this. Based on this research’s findings, face-to-face contact with an audience appears 

to be preferred by the actors involved in their offline performances. The phenomenological 

change from offline to online performance has reflected changing condi1ons of sociality that the 

actors have been compelled to work within. They found that the enforced disconnec1on from 

their audiences in the live-stream environment contradicted their usual expecta1ons of a face-to-

face performance and its assumed in1macy and rapport with its public. The move online 

demanded a reckoning with these new forms of social space for the actors, and the ways in which 

processes of commodifica1on and co-opta1on had to be re-nego1ated. 
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Experiments with sonic culture involve such nego1a1ons between the actors’ expecta1ons and 

those of the pla_orms, embodied in affordances that pla_orms make available to the actors. For 

the research subjects, a nego1a1on that was necessary to resolve was the need to take live 

performance from face-to-face situa1ons to online situa1ons. Their forms of performance 

needed to shiM from addressing an in-person audience to addressing the camera, the live-stream 

pla_orm, and the network itself, all of which all acted as a composite media1on between the 

actor and the audience, each element of that media1on with its own affordances, which 

appeared to the actors as capabili1es and/or inabili1es. The virtual spaces that these affordances 

created were ul1mately experienced by the audience, and their experience was mediated by 

another set of media interfaces for presenta1on with their own affordances. These interfaces 

included the visual interfaces of various sizes of monitor screen, whether the screen was for a 

desktop computer or laptop or the rela1vely small mobile screens of mobile phones or tablets; 

their audio interfaces ranged from realising the sound in mono or stereo. Although only one of 

the research subjects (Song Li in Prac1ce #4) exploited such technologies, it could have been 

possible for the use of more sophis1cated arrays of external speakers or headphones providing 

significantly advanced listening experiences, including mul1-channel/spa1al sound or binaural 

presenta1ons. 

The online environments fe1shize sociability and promote forms of engagement as their 

defini1on of success. Pla_orms for live-streaming are built on the assump1on that social 

interac1vity is a requirement of online presence. While the actors’ prac1ces were not a complete 

rejec1on of such sociality, this research provides evidence that this par1cular group of actors 

maintained a tac1cal engagement with the pla_orms’ expected forms of social interac1on. In this 

research this is understood as a “re1cence”. 

While re1cence involves limita1ons in communica1on, this act remains involved with a 

rela1onship between actor and audience, although apparently mute or muted. The audience may 

be the tradi1onal audience for whom the actor performs and with which they have in the past 

developed a re1cent rela1onship, but in the context of this research the audience expands to 

include all en11es that mediate the actors’ performance. This “audience” then includes the 

human subjects who experience the performance, as well as the technical media that ini1ally 

receive and subsequently mediate that performance to the human subjects. This re1cent 

rela1onship between actor and audience then fosters a form of re1cent public sphere that works 

to avoid co-opta1on by the pla_orm’s domina1ng hegemonic orienta1ons by keeping them at 

arm’s length. 

The meaning of this re1cence, then, as it is expressed in response to the pla_orms as audience, is 

that it is an agency that seeks to avoid co-opta1on by the audience that the pla_orm embodies, 

while remaining open to an audience that lies on the other side of the pla_orm. The meaning of 
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this re1cence as it is expressed in response to humans as audience, is that it is an agency seeking 

connec1on with them without being diverted by a pla_orm. 

Re<cent but not marginal 

In this situa1on, this research has a+empted to resist the tempta1on of adop1ng theories of 

withdrawal or the margin for the prac1ces under considera1on. While re1cence is commonly 

understood as an unwillingness to engage in an ac1vity, here this meaning is qualified as being 

the holding in a produc1ve rela1on of apparently incompa1ble social situa1ons—ins1tuted by 

the actor and pla_orm—and the expecta1ons that each situa1on depends on. 

For the non-mainstream prac1ces under considera1on, there is no withdrawal from mainstream 

society here, no concerted flight to a periphery – this research would interpret such a proposi1on 

as a roman1cisa1on of dissen1ng ac1vity. Earlier in this chapter, in the discussion of Mouffe’s 

agonism, the problema1c role of dichotomies was raised, in which they were cri1cised for 

ar1ficially separa1ng out the terms counterposed, asser1ng or implying contrasts between them 

and ul1mately obscuring what was oMen an intertwining of the two terms. While the prac1ces 

under considera1on here are not mainstream, they nevertheless exist within and respond to a 

mainstream environment. In this understanding, mainstream and non-mainstream are not 

mutually exclusive. Although these prac1ces are in part a product of the actors’ a+empts to 

maintain a dis1nc1on from the mainstream, they are not a+emp1ng to leave mainstream’s 

ambit, which it could be argued would lead to them losing any role as an effec1ve response to 

that mainstream. Mouffe makes clear that her agonis1cs, addressed above, act within 

ins1tu1onal sezngs rather than proposing breaks with such ins1tu1ons: 

“Acknowledging the poli1cal dimension of cri1cal ar1s1c interven1ons in an agonis1c 
way supposes challenging the idea that to be poli1cal means to offer a radical cri1que 
requiring a total break with the exis1ng state of affairs. […] We should […] find fault with 
the view that cri1cal art can only consist in manifesta1ons of refusal, that it should be 
the expression of an absolute nega1on, a tes1mony of the ‘intractable’ and 
‘unrepresentable’, as some advocates of the sublime would have it.”133 

It must also be recognised though that theories of the margin do not necessarily propose a 

separa1on, but an arrangement of centre and margin next to each other. The margin is 

understood as a space of agency standing in opposi1on to a centre, the centre being where the 

sta1c and abstracted spaces of a mainstream environment are located. The margin has been a 

major concern of studies in feminist and gender theory, and this arrangement has also appeared 

in many accounts of the development of non-mainstream sonic culture in China. In the former 

instance, bell hooks writes that margins create “a posi1on and place of resistance” to a centre 

where dominant aspects of society are felt to reside.134 Leyshon et al. comment that marginal 
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spaces for sonic culture allow groups to assert a “cultural resistance” to what is perceived to 

cons1tute the mainstream.135 When wri1ng about punk culture in China, Jian Xiao views 

marginality as a deliberately adopted lifestyle, an aggressive display of defiance to perceived 

conformity. In Xiao’s words, the “space of marginality needs to be considered both as a site of 

oppression and as a site of resistance with crea1vity and power.”136 Such arguments mainly 

depend on the asser1on of an ac1ve and (poten1ally) aggressive differen1a1on from the centre. 

In the prac1ces under considera1on, such asser1veness is usually not evident. As in our 

argument against Mouffe’s agonism, the aggressive aspect of which would quickly a+ract 

unwanted a+en1on from authori1es and effec1vely foreclose the con1nued existence of these 

prac1ces. Although aggression is not en1rely absent, it is kept within the loca1ons where its 

public visibility is controlled, such as in live-houses. Example of such aggressive performances 

would be those that oMen accompany harsh noise music, a niche group of ar1sts represented for 

example in China by Ding Chenchen (who is considered later as part of this research), and Junky 

of the group Torturing Nurse.137 These harsh noise performances, as well as the other prac1ces 

under considera1on here, demonstrate that while they do not en1rely withdraw from society, 

they willingly or are forced to accept the contradic1ons of their difficult appearances in public. 

They seek recogni1on from a public, but this search is ambivalent as they wish to avoid arousing 

too much a+en1on, and hence suppression. This situa1on of contradictory but 

nonconfronta1onal rela1ons mark their reten1on of agency under these condi1ons. 

A result of this re1cence is that these actors find establishing reliable contexts for their work 

difficult, and consequently their sustainability is uncertain. Sustainability implies the con1nua1on 

of an event over 1me and is here interpreted from two main points of view: that of a extended 

dura1on for a performance, and that of a more general sustained presence in a socio-poli1cal 

sezng. In the former case, the performance involves a controlled and poten1ally extended use 

of 1me. Addressing common dura1onal elements of sonic performances, prac1ces of delay, 

feedback, and recording all involve the sustaining of sounds and events. Delay, feedback, and 

recording deal with technical aspects of performance which will be addressed in Chapter 6 where 

their exploita1on by the actors is described. Sustaining more generally applies to a capacity to 

maintain con1nuous or intermi+ent appearances over longer periods of 1me, and therefore the 

idea that a prac1ce extends beyond individual instances of appearance and becomes an 

extended en1ty. This would be a demonstra1on of the actors’ agency to control their 

presenta1ons on a pla_orm, a pla_orm that poten1ally works to dominate those actors by 

subsuming them to the pla_orm’s own logics of dura1on or sustainability. Sustainability also 
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implies that a prac1ce has resolved unstable aspects of its appearance, it can maintain its 

appearance, perhaps thereby formalising rela1ons with other like-minds, and hence foster 

community. However, sustainability also involves forms of ins1tu1onalisa1on, resul1ng in 

poten1al commodifica1on or co-opta1on by themselves or by external forces. While 

sustainability expresses a form of agency, it is clear that its value must be assessed cri1cally. 

This research will highlight the actors’ agency in the cases addressed as expressing itself through 

re1cent prac1ces that work to circumvent this straigh_orward co-opta1on by the requirements 

of the pla_orms. The contradic1ons and conflicts that the actors experience here in this process 

are in themselves revealing of the pla_orms’ demands when they encounter the actors’ 

expecta1ons. 

Much like Jing Wang’s yangge street dancing men1oned above, such tac1cal ac1vi1es reflect the 

approaches of the non-mainstream prac1ces that this research focuses on. The yangge dancers 

do not depend on specific (ins1tu1onalised) spaces, and so they can appear in diverse types of 

space which they then adapt for their own use. The emphasis on a limited temporality can also 

be seen in Hakim Bey’s concep1on of Temporary Autonomous Zones (TAZ), which are not a 

rejec1on but rather “an intensifica+on of everyday life”. 138 Spaces iden1fied as TAZ take their 

forms and poten1al from the opportuni1es available to them, which inevitably will be niche and 

involve a struggle for them to occupy. Because of this the results can prove difficult to fix into 

concrete forms, in terms of both their literal forms as well as their meanings. As Bey records, 

when reflec1ng upon the history of “‘escapist’ communes”: 

“Interes1ngly, some of them were not intended to last ‘forever,’ but only as long as the 
project proved fulfilling. By Socialist/Utopian standards these experiments were 
‘failures,’ and therefore we know li+le about them.”139 

In their reflec1on on the HomeShop, an ar1st-run space in Beijing which lasted for four years 

before succumbing to a number of internal and external pressures, founder Elaine W. Ho linked 

the limited temporality of such spaces with the nature of TAZ when she asserts that: “[…] it is 

only within the confines of ephemerality that any kind of autonomy can exist.”140 In other 

examples, Chapter 3 will note a number of performances that have taken place in a pedestrian 

underpass in Beijing which take such condi1ons of ephemerality to an extreme. 

Uncommercial, unco-opted, re<cent but not withdrawn 

Actors’ symbolic capital, in Bourdieu’s terms, plays some part in their poten1al for autonomy 

from the logics of online pla_orms. This occurs in their ability to say “no” to the demands placed 
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on them, or at least avoid complete co-opta1on by them. As Johnson proposes, “The degree of 

autonomy of a specific realm of ac1vity is defined by its ability to reject external determinants 

and obey only the specific logic of the field, governed by specific forms of symbolic capital.”141 

This is evident in the re1cence of the actors featured here, their refraining from full coopera1on 

with the pla_orms’ expecta1ons, their a+empts to avoid being co-opted. But such an asser1on of 

autonomy also can be interpreted as a failure to successfully engage with an environment. 

Agency appears in the actors’ ability to maintain an ambivalent rela1onship with socio-poli1cal 

condi1ons. Such maintenance involves not losing touch with those condi1ons—in which case 

they would have no poten1al for change—but also not being co-opted by the dominant powers – 

such that any effect would reflect the hegemonic condi1ons. 

Such autonomy is achieved by small-scale, self-ini1ated projects which are said to be DIY rather 

than ins1tu1onal. DIY prac1ces oMen involve choices by the actors to self-marginalize their 

ac1vi1es, with the aim of rejec1ng commercialisa1on of their prac1ces and avoiding co-opta1on 

by ins1tu1ons and methods that are not aligned to their ways of thinking. Such rejec1ons 

inevitably place them in cri1cal rela1onships to the various logics of the arenas they 

subsequently a+empt to appear in. For sonic culture these arenas can involve the urban logics of 

physical spaces of appearance, for example, the live houses (although these are not the focus of 

this thesis, these are touched upon in Chapter 3, where the development of non-mainstream 

sonic culture in China is addressed), or pla_orm logics for online spaces (which will be addressed 

in Chapter 5, in rela1on to technological developments). 

Although DIY has been characterized as a “withdrawal from the logic of the corporate mechanism 

and its commercial opera1ons”,142 marginalisa1on and DIY again rarely involve a complete 

withdrawal from society. These prac1ces are s1ll affected by the logics that they exist within, and 

none of the prac1ces addressed by this research take place outside of such domina1ng 

environments. DIY prac1ces provide one way in which communality or sociality is expressed 

outside of dominant norms of assembly. Such communality is its own public sphere which 

develops in rela1on to a mainstream public. As a form of non-mainstream prac1ce, it effec1vely 

func1ons as an alterna1ve, and a self-expression of ac1ve agency. Such an ac1vity realises a wish 

for difference and autonomy from established norms, and as such involves an ac1ve or passive 

contesta1on of such norms, implicitly cri1quing the condi1ons from which they emerge. Where 

sound is concerned these are spaces of sonic contesta1on – an asser1on of presence (which does 

not necessarily amount to visibility), as well as instances and wellsprings of agency for the 

par1cipants. DIY prac1ces usually respond to specific local condi1ons, and hence the theories of 

everyday life men1oned above are oMen called upon to provide a theore1cal founda1on for 
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analyses of DIY community forma1on and their socio-poli1cal agency, embodying rela1ons to the 

world that have poten1al emancipatory effects.143 

Prac1cally-speaking, DIY means that spaces are set up by actors themselves, rather than 

organiza1ons that exist for their benefit. Such an ethos is associated with punk culture and to 

anarchist principles whereby all involved are direct and equal stakeholders in the process. DIY 

spaces take many forms, but may be referred to as alterna1ve spaces, ar1st-run spaces, 

community spaces, and their techniques as those of ‘self-organiza1on’ or ‘autonomous’ ac1vity, 

etc. 

DIY has been an important strategy for the development of non-mainstream spaces with agency 

in China. This is par1cularly true outside of the major ci1es, where there has been a lack of 

ins1tu1onal and social support for such ac1vi1es. All the spaces and events addressed by this 

research, whether ins1tu1onal or not, represent forms of DIY agency for the prac11oners 

involved. Ethnographies on the development of DIY spaces in China in the 21st century include 

those by Elaine W. Ho, Miaoju Jian, Jeroen de Kloet, and Adel Wang.144 In these cases, the actors 

involved either adopt ins1tu1onal spaces related to the conven1onal spa1al formats for 

performance (e.g. art galleries, small bars, live houses, or even large dedicated concert venues), 

or non-ins1tu1onal spaces (e.g. domes1c spaces, public spaces, the non-urban environment), in 

both cases working within the exis1ng circumstances as well as adap1ng them to their own 

purposes.145 

Actors can be prompted to develop DIY prac1ces in response to lacks in the socio-poli1cal 

condi1ons, in much the same fashion as the more formalised emergent NGOs that were 

men1oned earlier. DIY communi1es form around shared interests and concerns that are felt not 

to be recognised by mainstream society. In rela1on to China, Deborah Davis has wri+en about 

DIY as a form of sociality embodied by underground prac1ces and their spaces, that oMen 

confront socio-poli1cal failings and thereby lead to the forma1on of a cri1cal rela1onship with 

the State which this research valorises.146 In these cases, a re1cence in their dealings with 

mainstream society can be seen as a pragma1c approach to survival, allowing for some 

autonomy from state and capital. For example, the Womenjia Youth Autonomy Lab in Wuhan has 

a+empted to combat the “trend” of commodifica1on of DIY spaces by removing themselves from 

visibility. As Elaine W. Ho writes: “Womenjia’s observa1on of such trends validates the further 
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peripheralizing of itself in its own autonomy and explains the decreasing amount of visible 

ac1vity in the space.”147 

In terms of the sonic culture of DIY, it has been men1oned above that punk has been an ac1ve 

space for the realisa1on and development of the DIY ethos.148 Punk is understood as embodying 

DIY approaches to life, as being resolutely an1-commercial, and against co-opta1on by 

established ins1tu1ons of culture and poli1cs. Jones sees a poli1cal aspect to DIY related to the 

culture of punk that developed in the 1970s in the US and Europe: 

“[…] it is in the late 1970s, as part of the first wave of punk, that DIY gains its 
contemporary meaning as a specifically poli1cized approach to organizing popular music 
culture.”149 

Guerra, in their ethnography of punk scenes in Portugal, summarises the jus1fica1ons for DIY 

approaches as including a need to remain independent, authen1c, and not profit-driven, an ethos 

stemming from mundane, pragma1c concerns such as a scarcity of money and resources: 

“[…] DIY is also a personal realiza1on matrix that relates to an urge to live, to do things 
fast, and as a personal and social development matrix, to help individuals grow 
psychologically by showing them other reali1es, other worlds and other people. Finally, 
DIY is also a poli1cal ac1on matrix that goes against capitalism and the common order 
and seeks to install an alterna1ve way of life, more anarchic and without hierarchies, 
chiefs or poli1cal par1es.”150 

This poten1al of punk for the forma1on of DIY approaches to music produc1on and performance 

has also appeared in China. AMer 1989, the punk underground was regarded as maintaining an 

approach of dissensus through its music and spaces, aMer Rock’s perceived co-opta1on by the 

state at the same 1me. In this way, punk and DIY moved to create a strategic posi1on for survival 

for the actors in China outside of the mainstream.151 Field and Groenewegen also comment that: 

“Whereas the dominant Chinese popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan caters to 
the market and thus self-censors its space for nego1a1on, punk rock is rela1vely 
marginal and offers an important playground for alterna1ve styles and aztudes within 
government-directed consumer culture.”152 

In most cases, while the actors addressed in this research do not consider themselves punks, they 

nevertheless exist in and around the punk scenes in China and have in some cases benefi+ed 
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from the agency that punk culture has developed in reac1on to their adverse socio-poli1cal 

environment. 

To conclude this chapter, this research would like to add another note of cau1on regarding these 

prac1ces and claims for their effec1veness. It is here important to note that strategies of 

ephemerality, re1cence, etc. raised here, have been cri1cized for their apparent ineffec1veness 

in preven1ng co-opta1on. While ac1vely dissen1ng prac1ces aggressively police their status as 

non-mainstream, prac1ces that a+empt to co-exist with dominant powers and find their space of 

poten1al there, can mistake this limited freedom for an actual poten1al for change. For instance, 

Graff points out that: 

“[…] if acceptance by established society is co-opta1on, then any success is by defini1on 
a form of defeat. The only truly authen1c ‘success’ is to fail, or at least remain as 
marginal as possible. Retaining one’s radical creden1als means remaining marginal – but 
then remaining marginal means remaining ineffectual.”153 

Lu makes a similar point in rela1on to the efforts of the CCP to control the effects of non-

mainstream culture in general. They argue that all forms of differen1a1on will eventually become 

normalised by the mainstream: 

“In the incorpora1ng and accommoda1ng process, the once defamiliarizing and 
subversive effects of popular culture are diluted, reinterpreted, and even turned around: 
the Party thus ‘co-opts’ the people.”154 

The next chapter reflects upon the poten1al and cri1cisms of re1cent agency described in this 

chapter by mining the sonic cultural history of China to highlight instances of localised agency in 

response to condi1ons of domina1on. Such instances are put forward as historical context for the 

later accounts of the difficult emergence of agency in the overall context of China that the 

subjects of this research have grown up under and work within. 
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Chapter 3: A selected chronicle of making sonic sense in China 

In order to put the foregoing discussions of agency, nonconfronta1on, and re1cence into the 

context of this research, it is necessary to outline the contours of the socio-poli1cal environment 

for sonic culture in China leading up to the period that this research addresses. This chapter 

therefore serves two purposes: it presents a brief overview of the historical context for non-

mainstream sonic culture in China, and within that context it selects prac1ces that are argued to 

have informed the current research. This builds on the proposi1on made in the previous chapter, 

that agency is available in any situa1on, no ma+er if there are seemingly intractable condi1ons of 

domina1on or control. Ul1mately this chapter will also lay the groundwork for the research 

analysis in Chapter 6 by providing historical examples in which re1cence has been an effec1ve 

tac1c for prac1ces in their various contexts. 

This chapter begins, then, by focussing on a sequence of sonic cultural events and follows this by 

addressing various spaces and appearances of experimental sonic culture in China. But this thesis 

is less about encyclopaedically recording these than a+emp1ng to understand them as 

expressions of agency in various situa1ons. In the accounts that follow, situa1ons are highlighted 

where agency has been expressed in the past through the ac1ons of various actors. As was 

argued in Chapter 2, depoli1ciza1on can be understood as a form of re1cence to an overbearing 

social situa1on, although its effec1veness is ambiguous. The historical period under considera1on 

in this chapter starts at the end of the 1970s. The developments that are addressed in this 

research primarily relate to the fields commonly referred to as Popular Music and Contemporary 

Art. Once these fields become rela1vely ins1tu1onalised in China in the 1990s, this research then 

shiMs its a+en1on to the local realisa1ons of their effects, addressing the development and 

meaning of the significant instances of sonic culture that surfaced in China over this period, 

focusing in par1cular on their spa1al appearances and the socio-poli1cal implica1ons of these. 

The standard accounts of the development of non-mainstream sonic culture in China present its 

history as progressing through a series of stages. These stages have been defined based on shiMs 

between successive music media formats (par1cularly the famous dakou CDs and casse+es, and 

later online file sharing) and/or musical genre (Rock music following the Cultural Revolu1on, then 

a move to underground rock, then electronic music with the growth of the internet). In this 

narra1ve, the periods divide into a “pre-history” before 1976, an ini1ally op1mis1c opening up of 

the country from 1976 to the tumultuous events of 1989, and the subsequent accelera1on of the 

Reform and Opening Up period aMer 1990 into the early 2000s and these will be addressed in the 

following sec1ons of this chapter. 

It should be noted at this point that the rela1ons between the actors, the prac1cal and 

ideological means available to them, and the situa1ons they find themselves within, mark sets of 

rela1ons with only par1ally predictable, or even ra1onalizable, results. The presenta1on of 
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historical events sequen1ally and chronologically implies a determined progression between 

events, a sequence of events represen1ng the inevitable result of the sum of the power 

rela1onships involved in any given situa1on. However, such an implica1on leads to a 

determinis1c and teleological understanding of them – that there is an ideal state towards which 

they are naturally tending, and predetermined trajectories which the situa1ons dictate. This 

leads to problema1c value assump1ons about the significance of specific actors and events. 

Related to this there is the problema1c interplay between assump1ons of determinism and free 

will. Determinism and freedom (in the sense of liberty) have oMen been glossed as a dichotomy, 

and—as discussed in the previous chapter—dichotomies such as these are oMen too simplis1c. A 

resolu1on to this discussion is not possible here, nor is it clear that such an a+empt would be 

produc1ve. However, staging these problema1cs is important as they relate to this research’s 

considera1ons of agency, as determinism denies agency to actors, and free will downplays the 

effects of environmental forces. Ul1mately this research tries to maintain a balance between 

determinism and free will, taking each situa1on on its perceived merits. This discussion becomes 

par1cularly relevant when we consider the rela1on between actors and technologies, so we will 

return to this in Chapter 5 with its discussion of online spaces of performance. 

Part 1: Post-Mao and a Popular Music 

Many accounts affirm that in the period immediately prior to the end of the Cultural Revolu1on 

in 1976, culture was under severely autocra1c constraints. In this period, sonic culture is said to 

have been dominated by ins1tu1onal musical forms of Western and Soviet classical and Chinese 

na1onal musical forms, as well as the ‘Model Operas’ that guided produc1ons on stage, in film, 

and in music.155 In this environment ideologically incorrect cultural expression of any kind was 

severely limited, and all public produc1ons had to receive the official sanc1on and endorsement 

of the appropriate organs of the State. 

With the death of Mao Zedong in 1976, and the effec1ve end of the Cultural Revolu1on in 1978, 

there began a period of rela1ve freedom for cultural expression during what is known as the 

Reform and Opening Up period. As we discussed in the Introduc1on, with the defini1ons of terms 

“experimental” and “avant-garde”, from that point un1l the late-1980s all non-ins1tu1onal music 

could be considered “experimental”, insofar as it inhabited a space that up un1l then had been 

officially proscribed by a moribund official sonic culture.  

 
155 “Model operas” or “model works” (yangban xi) or “Revolutionary model plays” (geming yangban xi) 
were stage or film adaptations of narratives which adhered to Maoist ideological symbolism. At the 
beginning of the Cultural Revolution (1966–76) only eight models were approved for production, with 
eighteen by the end of this period. Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution; Mittler, A Continuous Revolution, 
46–48; [Compilation of the Revolutionary Model Play Scripts]. 
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The Reform and Opening Up period led to the development of interna1onal connec1ons 

between China and the rest of the world in the 1980s, and actors had more opportuni1es to 

travel and study abroad. In some cases, these actors eventually returned to China to sow the 

seeds of their knowledge back home. One area of sonic culture that benefi+ed from such input 

during this period was the field of electroacous1cs. Some limited literature exists on the original 

electroacous1c instruments that were developed in this period, and composi1ons penned for 

those instruments – some being original composi1ons, but oMen based on tradi1onal musical 

forms and sources.156 As Cedric Fermont notes: 

“[…] the first electro-acous1c music concert in China took place in 1984 at the Central 
Conservatory of Music in Beijing following an ini1a1ve by Zhang Xiaofu, Zhu Shirui, Tan 
Dun, Chen Yi, Zhou Long and Chen Yuan Lin (who founded the first studio at the Central 
Conservatory of Music in Beijing in 1986 aMer studying at the State University of New 
York) […]”157 

This period also sees a re-emergence of a no1on of “Popular Music” from its suppressed 

condi1on during the Cultural Revolu1on. It should be noted that the term “popular” must be 

treated with cau1on, as its meaning changes according to the situa1on it is applied to and by 

whom it is adopted. A “Popular Music”, in this case during the post-Cultural Revolu1on period, 

represents that which emerges from the ground-up rather than dictated by the state. Therefore, 

at this point Popular Music is a “non-mainstream” in that it parallels the s1ll dominant state-

defined mainstream which has yet to relinquish its monopoly over the defini1on of culture. 

However, the various en11es—state or otherwise—which hold power over cultural 

determina1ons are con1nually in nego1a1on. Subsequent to this immediate post-Cultural 

Revolu1on period a market economy develops which then becomes the new mainstream. At that 

point, reference to a “popular”, as in the term Popular Music, comes to mean not simply a 

reac1on to an imposed (i.e., not organically accepted by a mass audience) form of music, but as a 

commodity in the emerging Capitalist system. Over 1me, therefore, it becomes possible to 

imagine a counter-culture to this mainstream and this was evident in “Rock Music” establishing 

itself as the dissen1ng other to the market’s “Popular Music”. 

Part 2: Rock music and its symbolic capital 

It is common to 1e the beginning of this Rock period in China to 1986 – a period exemplified by 

the performances of Jian Cui (generally regarded as “the godfather of Chinese rock music”158). As 

the cri1c Li Peng states: 

 
156 Gluck, ‘Electronic Music in China’; Gluck and Jin, ‘The “Oriental Element” in Chinese Electroacoustic 
Works’; Zhang, ‘The Power of Arterial Language in Constructing a Musical Vocabulary of One’s Own’. 
157 Fermont, ‘Power Through Networking’, 47. 
158 Yan, ‘Absence’. 
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“The birth of Rock music in China can be pinned down to 1986, when 24-year old Cui 
Jian […] sang ‘Nothing to My Name’ (Yiwusuoyou) in a na1onally-televized performance 
at the ‘Workers’ Stadium in Beijing’ (Beijing gongren +yuchang).”159 

Rock is referred to in Chinese with the characters yaogun (literally comprised of the characters 

for “rock” and “roll”). In the literature produced contemporaneously, yaogun was ini1ally 

interpreted as a subcultural form, with its indigenous version following norms already established 

outside of China.160 It was understood that transna1onal cultural flows—a porosity of borders 

that is a feature of globaliza1on—brought Rock to China with fully formed symbolic capital, 

appearing both as a form of music as well as for what it represented ideologically. But this 

research recognises that this narra1ve of flow has also been cri1cised by Media and Area Studies 

scholars as it has tended to deny the actors in China their own agency in crea1ng meaning for 

their ac1vi1es.161 That agency was reflected in the heated contemporary and local debates over 

the sense of “authen1city” and “rebellion” that Rock could embody in the Chinese context. Rock 

music in China in the 1980s was understood to be more than just an expression of style but also a 

subversive ideology, serving an emancipatory purpose for the actors.162 But as de Kloet has 

argued, the local ar1sts may have taken influences from the pre-given meanings of this incoming 

cultural material, but they were very much ac1ve in localising those meanings so that they made 

sense in their own contexts – a process that he describes as “sinifica1on”.163 For example, in the 

case of Jian Cui: 

“While rock ‘n roll is very much a foreign import, rock prac11oners such as Cui Jian have 
melded a number of music styles into their own unique rock expression called 
yaogunyue. In an interview published in 1993, Cui averred that his own ‘northern-style’ 
rock is quite different from rock in the West […]”164 

Cui’s insistence that his rock is “northern style” also marked an internal dis1nc1on between 

southern (from Guangdong and Hong Kong) styles of music and his own. So, regardless of formal 

or stylis1c similari1es, and regardless of how they were interpreted, in the eyes of the actors, at 

least, these were their own expressions with localised meanings. 

This understanding therefore adds nuance to the early narra1ves of the development of Rock 

music in China. In a similar way it can also refine the understanding of the dakou phenomenon of 

imported recorded material goods into China in the ‘90s (which will be described in more detail 

when we address the technological aspects of agency later in Chapter 5), and—although these 

 
159 Peng, ‘From Tian’anmen Square to Grand Palais in Paris’, 41. 
160 Baranovitch, China’s New Voices; de Kloet, China with a Cut; Groenewegen, Tongue; Jones, Like a Knife; 
Peng, ‘Rock En Chine’. 
161 Appadurai, Globalization; Maitra and Chow, ‘What’s “in”? Disaggregating Asia through New Media 
Actants’; Lamarre, ‘Platformativity’. 
162 Brace, ‘Popular Music in Contemporary Beijing’; Jones, Like a Knife; Wang and Chen, ‘Geography of 
Chinese Rock and Roll’, 206. 
163 de Kloet, ‘Sonic Sturdiness’. 
164 Micic, ‘A Bit of This and a Bit of That’, 95n79. 
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are beyond the scope of this research—theories of shanzhai that can be used to re-assess Rock in 

China as a crea1ve interpreta1on of other cultural forms rather than simple copying of a Western 

counterpart.165 

Part 3: 1989 and depoli7ciza7on 

However, this period following the Cultural Revolu1on, characterised by a rela1ve degree of 

poli1cal, social, and cultural openness, was abruptly halted with the crackdown on the protest 

movements that swept China in 1989, culmina1ng in the events in Beijing’s Tian’anmen Square, 

whose legacy would prove to be a formidable challenge to any aspira1ons towards a non-

mainstream agency.166 The case of the depoli1ciza1on of Rock following the events of 1989 in 

China reveals the ways in which ar1sts adapted to prevailing condi1ons and opened up 

alterna1ve spaces outside of the mainstream. 

In Tian’anmen Square at the 1me Rock music played a minor but notable part in providing 

support for the student protests, with Jian Cui (amongst others) famously performing in support 

of the hunger strikers. In this way, the performance of a specifically “Rock” form of music realised 

its ideological aspira1ons to represent sensory emancipa1on from the imposi1ons of the State: 

“The rock and pop songs adopted by the Chinese students in 1989 were a cunning 
semio1c tool, a peaceful weapon to use against the government. […] By rejec1ng 
con1nuity of faith in the reality and condi1ons of life in China at that 1me, Chinese 
youths emancipated themselves and engaged in a radical departure from exis1ng 
poli1cal values, and […] from ‘the way things really are’.”167 

In their first-hand report, Valerie Samson recognised that although music and singing may not 

have had much substan1al effect on the events, they made a psychological difference for the 

protestors, “In 1989 singing neither halted the invading army nor gained protesters a voice in the 

government, yet it formed a fundamental strategy used by the Chinese people to gather their 

poli1cal strength.”168 

These expressions of peaceful agency that took place in the Square were followed by their 

crackdown, and Rock music paid the price for its associa1on with the protests by subsequently 

becoming highly regulated. As Field and Groenewegen tell it: 

“The brutal military crackdown that ended the Tiananmen Crisis of May to June 1989 
fundamentally altered the poli1cal and social space in which the poli1cal inten1ons of 

 
165 Wang and Zhang, ‘The Geopolitics of Knowledge Circulation’; Zhang and Fung, ‘The Myth of “Shanzhai” 
Culture and the Paradox of Digital Democracy in China’; Yu, China in Ten Words. 
166 Efird, ‘Rock in a Hard Place’; Barmé, In the Red: On Contemporary Chinese Culture; Groenewegen-Lau, 
‘Steel and Strawberries’. 
167 Matusitz, ‘Semiotics of Music’, 167; quoting Crotty, The Foundations of Social Research, 185. 
168 Samson, ‘Music as Protest Strategy’, 55. 
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rock music in China can realis1cally maneuver, compelling most of the musicians to 
restrain from poli1cal outspokenness, and a number [from] poli1cs all-together.”169 

The situa1on for Rock Music, as for much non-mainstream culture, became fraught. But 

apparently it was not en1rely hopeless as the ar1sts moved to renego1ate their rela1ons with 

society. Most accounts of the fall-out from June 4 implicitly or explicitly say that a process of 

“depoli1ciza1on” took place for any music that described itself as Rock (the term itself being 

censored in official media for a while), a necessary price to pay in order to sustain at least some 

appearance in public. This research characterises this depoli1ciza1on as happening in two major 

ways: co-opta1on by the state, and commodifica1on. As de Kloet summarizes: “The split 

between the 1980s and the 1990s is oMen conceived as a shiM from the cultural and poli1cal 

towards the commercial and individual”170, marking an entrenchment of the consumer age that 

had arguably been ushered in by Deng Xiaoping’s ‘Southern Excursion’ in 1992 and the 

subsequent Reform and Opening Up period.  

This period marks a contradictory period for Rock’s development. On the one hand it becomes 

more visible to a wider public through the publica1on of a series of albums by bands that would 

come to define an epoch for mainstream Rock music. As Jun Yan recalls: 

“The year was 1993 and I was 20 years old, studying at the Chinese Literature 
Department of a university in Lanzhou. That year in China, many young people heard 
Rock ‘n’ Roll for the first 1me. Mainly the debut albums of the bands ‘Tang Dynasty’ and 
‘Black Panther’, both released in 1992.”171 

On the other hand, although such publica1ons put the music in the public eye, publica1on also 

meant being implicated in the highly controlled publishing environment in China, involving 

increased a+en1on by the authori1es. This was also evident in the forms of performance that 

were possible. As Jonathan Campbell recounts, the events of June 4 actually led to some new 

opportuni1es that could not have existed beforehand, but only for certain types of performance. 

Campbell sees these new opportuni1es in events for less crea1ve Rock bands, for example for 

those who did not perform original material, and leading to the development of large-scale music 

events. Even under these condi1ons agency could s1ll be expressed though: in the former case, 

Campbell points to the example of a covers band, “1989, I Love You” that, within months of June 

4 1989, slipped an extended free-improvisa1on into their version of the patrio1c song, “Without 

the Communist Party There Would Be No New China”. He interprets this improvisa1on as a 

symbolic outpouring of emo1on following the events in Beijing. In the la+er case, the example of 

Jian Cui’s Asia Games tour is given. Despite Cui’s direct involvement with the Tian’anmen Square 

protests, in the following September a pre-booked commission from the government to play as 

 
169 Field and Groenewegen, ‘Explosive Acts’. 
170 de Kloet, ‘Popular Music and Youth in Urban China’, 621. 
171 Yan, ‘Absence’. 
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the headliner for a tour of China raising funds for the forthcoming Games, s1ll went ahead. These 

Games were seen as an interna1onal-level event playing a part in the Reform and Opening Up 

process – but following June 4 it then took on a role in easing domes1c and interna1onal 

tensions. Campbell does not provide informa1on about other performances of Rock music that 

do not match these two criteria, so it is unclear how other bands who played original material, or 

bands that could not a+ract state support managed to fare at this 1me.172 

Gabriele de Seta flags Jun Yan’s understanding of the move by some ar1sts into an 

“underground” as a response to such large-scale events that Yan felt were examples of music 

entering the mainstream: 

“Probably as a reac1on to the appearance of rock in big fes1vals and mainstream media, 
Yan Jun defines the ideal behind the rebellious and marginal lifestyle of the dakou 
genera1on as dixia jingshen ‘underground spirit’, opposing it to the rock consciousness, 
perceived as ossified and corrupted aMer the popular co-opta1on.”173 

The consensus was that this public-facing Rock music had become an inoffensive and co-opted 

version of its former self. This was apparent in the (self-)suppression of previously (real or 

imagined) cri1cal elements in its adversarial nature, and its commodifica1on and 

commercializa1on that marked the dilu1on of its subcultural capital into what Li Peng calls a 

“fashionable coolness”.174 Many other chroniclers of this period175 have also charted a post-

Tian’anmen disillusionment and perceived decline of radical sonic culture. For de Kloet this 

sound, once so rich with subversive agita1on, was now “consumer culture”,176 and in his 

accounts of that era music cri1c Xiaozhou Zhang bemoans the dilu1on of a socially significant 

“Red Rock”, effec1vely degenera1ng into a commercial “Pink Rock”177: “The desire of the 

consumer age has finally become the new main theme of Chinese rock music”.178 

This reflects the ambiguous nature of depoli1ciza1on as a form of re1cence. In very general 

terms, curator Dajuin Yao argues that prac1ces involving sound in China are self-consciously non-

poli1cal: 

“Contrary to most Westerners’ expecta1ons and insistence, poli1cs is not a major 
concern and is rarely found in sound art in China. This is due not so much to government 
censorship or the resul1ng self-censorship as a shared sense of fu1lity and apathy in the 

 
172 Campbell, Red Rock, 84–85. 
173 de Seta, ‘Mediation through Noise: Experimental Music in China’, 7; referencing Groenewegen, Tongue, 
26; and de Kloet, China with a Cut, 21. 
174 Peng, ‘From Tian’anmen Square to Grand Palais in Paris’, 50. 
175 Jones, ‘The Politics of Popular Music in Post-Tiananmen China’; Stokes, ‘F… Karaoke, We Want Rock! (?)’; 
Moore, ‘Alternative to What?’; Steen, ‘Long Live the Revolution?’; Groenewegen-Lau, ‘Steel and 
Strawberries’; Wang, [Rock Crisis: Research on Chinese Rock Music in the 1990s]; Luo and Ming, ‘From 
Underground to Mainstream and Then What?’ 
176 Steen, ‘Long Live the Revolution?’, 138; de Kloet, ‘ROCK IN A HARD PLACE’, 100. 
177 Zhang, ‘[A Pink Cloth – From Red Rock to Pink Rock]’. 
178 “消费时代的欲望终于成为中国摇滚的新主” Zhang, ‘[The Pirate Ships New York, Wudaokou, and 
Utopia]’; quoted in Field and Groenewegen, ‘Explosive Acts’. 
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post-1989 era. Furthermore, to read the thriving Chinese harsh noise scene as a form of 
cri1cal protest would prove to be too naive.”179 

Yao does not deny the poten1al for poli1cal thought in general but proposes that aMer 1989 its 

effec1veness was devalued. It is also noteworthy that he cri1cises the mythology and 

emancipatory claims for harsh noise music, a cri1cism also raised in rela1on to noise music 

outside of China.180 (Such a cri1que of noise music resurfaces in the discussion of the struggles of 

noise musician Chenchen Ding to adapt to online performance under COVID-19 in Chapter 6). 

Recently Qu et al have also highlighted texts which acknowledge the depoli1cized nature of the 

indie music scene in China that took place in the 1990s, where they say: 

“[…] Chinese indie music culture […] has lost the underground an1-hegemonic ethos of 
the late 1990s. Instead there has been a shiM to a highly depoli1cised no1on of 
originality and ‘grassroots entrepreneurship’.”181 

Such a descrip1on bears more than a passing rela1on to the discussion of NGOs in Chapter 2, and 

their focus on grassroots, non-confronta1onal agency. More recently, in 2011 Steen interviewed 

the indie musicians Shouwang Zhang and Haisong Yang and asked them about this subject. Zhang 

is lead member of the band Carsick Cars (and will appear again in Chapter 6, as one of the actors 

live-streaming amid COVID-19), and Yang of the band PK14, both bands representa1ve of the 

sonic and visual style of indie music (post-punk, to be more precise) – a genre of music that is 

granted only very limited visibility in official media in China. Because of this limita1on it was 

unlikely that Carsick Cars or PK14 would ever reach a mainstream level of audience awareness in 

the Chinese context, though they are nevertheless as popular and well-known as is possible while 

remaining puta1vely ‘underground’.182 Zhang in par1cular is not unaware of the possibili1es of 

non-mainstream performance, as he has a parallel career making clearly non-mainstream music 

that does not pander to mainstream genre conven1ons or audiences (to which his performance 

described later in Chapter 6 a+ests). Nevertheless, both Zhang and Yang are very much aware of 

where the poli1cal poten1al lies in their ac1vi1es, even if they do not realise that poten1al in 

public. As Steen reports in 2011: 

“Zhang Shouwang […] is not alone in being interested only in his friends, his music and 
wri1ng, and ‘not about revolu1on, but about everyday life’. Beijing’s underground 
usually stays away from poli1cs.183 […] they are rarely offensive in a poli1cal sense, at 
least not directly, and not on CDs and not in the Chinese language. Yang Haisong, lead 
singer of PK14, explains this aztude: ‘We haven’t been suppressed by the government, 

 
179 Yao, ‘Sound Art in China: Revolutions Per Minute’, 650. 
180 Smith, ‘The Splinter in Your Ear’. 
181 Qu, Hesmondhalgh, and Xiao, ‘Music Streaming Platforms and Self-Releasing Musicians’, 8; referencing 
Qu, ‘[The Discursive Mapping and Scene Reconstruction of China’s Indie Music]’; de Kloet, China with a Cut; 
and, Keane, Created in China. 
182 This remained true until very recently when the influential TV show The Big Band (for which Zhang’s 
band Carsick Cars was a contestant) thrust indie music into the mainstream. 
183 Steen, ‘Long Live the Revolution?’, 131; quoting Foo, ‘Rocking Beijing’. 
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and we don’t really understand what they are doing. And because it has not yet 
happened, I’m not really scared’.”184 

Fast-forward a decade, to 2021, and Zhang and Yang’s opinions apparently remain unchanged. In 

an interview with the US music magazine Rolling Stone, they are again both asked to comment on 

censorship of their music in China. To which Zhang complains: 

“People always ask us why we’re not being cri1cal of censorship, which I think is unfair 
[…] In China, first of all, we have to make sure we keep playing music. I think this 
environment gives us even more crea1vity to write about what ma+ers to us.”185 

Zhang here highlights the ability to remain ac1ve as an effec1ve tac1c for them to retain their 

agency. 

Part 4: Re7cent tac7cs for an underground 

This depoli1za1on suggests that when the prac1ces under considera1on are threatened with 

suppression or the diversion of their interests by the domina1ng forces they must exist within, 

they can adopt pragma1c tac1cs involving the minimising of their engagements with officially-

mediated audiences, or through projects marked by re1cence. In the mid-1990s many music and 

other prac1ces that adopted forms of non-mainstream voice retreated into an “underground”, a 

shiM undertaken pragma1cally in order to survive the twin pressures of the state and of 

commercializa1on. Qu and Xiao iden1fy this “underground” period in the late ‘90s marked by a 

flourishing of local record publishing companies replacing the previously dominant interna1onal 

labels who had leM because of poor economic returns: 

“The underground period refers to the late 1990s and early 2000s, when regional 
records leM Mainland China and small local records emerged. Non-Beijing rock musicians 
gathered in Beijing to adopt a Bohemian and collec1ve way of music making. Both rock 
musicians and labels nego1ated the ‘explora1ve’ modes with the music industry.”186 

de Kloet points to the performances by certain groups as indica1ng the beginning of this 

underground, and links it to what he refers to as “noise” music: 

“In the summer of 1996, three bands – NO, The Fly, and Zi Yue – gave a joint 
performance in Beijing. With hindsight, the performance might well be considered the 
public birth of underground music, as the scene is called in Beijing (dixia yinyue), and as 
‘noise’ (zaoyin yaogun).”187 

 
184 Steen, ‘Long Live the Revolution?’, 139; quoting Liu, ‘China’s Rockers Too Pampered for Politics’. 
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187 de Kloet, China with a Cut, 43; see also de Kloet, ‘Let Him Fucking See the Green Smoke Beneath My 
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The original focus of this research on physical spaces for non-mainstream sonic culture in China 

allows us to here summarily review some of the spaces dedicated to this sonic culture that 

appeared:188 

fRUITYSPACE, Beijing (2016–): Performance space with art gallery, merchandise room, and bar.189 

Sugar Jar 白糖罐, Beijing (2003–2005 in Haidian District, 2005–2010 in 798 Art District): Record 

store, community and performance space founded by Licai Yang. Following conflicts with the 

management of the 798 Art District where it was located, Yang was forcibly evicted.190 

Raying Temple 小雷音, Beijing (2010–2013): Founded by the nojiji collec1ve, a group of 

psychedelic rockers. Housed in an ex-fishery building, with studio and living spaces. Following its 

closure, the members con1nued as a nomadic group.191 

2kolegas/dos kolegas/两个好朋友, Beijing (2005–2014): “Dos Kolegas, run by two Chinese rock 

musicians, Liu Miao and Gao Feng, is a favoured hangout for punk and post-punk rockers as well, 

but also features weekly sessions of experimental music held every Tuesday Night, [in] a program 

known as ‘Waterland Sight and Sound’ (shuilu guanyin) that invites avant-garde experimental 

musicians from all over the world to perform.”192 More commonly known as Waterland Kwanyin, 

this program was organised by Jun Yan, and took place on most Tuesday evenings from 2005 

un1l 2010 at this venue. 

D22 (2006–2012): Co-founded by Michael Pezs, an economist and co-founder of the influen1al 

Maybe Mars independent record label, located in the university district of Beijing. D22 became 

famous for hos1ng a genera1on student bands that would go on to greater things. As Field & 

Groenewegen describe it, D22 was, “[…] the smallest club, [it] can hold only 150 people or so 

[…]”193 Lei Peng explains, “[…] D-22 not only represented a music venue for young Chinese 

musicians in the early twenty-first century in Beijing but also embodies a symbolic/imaginary 

space of their individual crea1vity and Chinese youths’ newly emerging subjec1vity, especially on 

the part of the Chinese post-1980s genera1on.”194 D22 also hosted the Zoomin’ Night series of 

 
188 [Due to the curtailment of my PhD fieldwork resulting from the COVID-19 restrictions, the following list is 
limited to venues in Beijing. Each of those named played or still play an important role in the sound culture 
of China, and my original research would have provided in-depth descriptions of them. As physical spaces 
are no longer the focus of this thesis, I will simply provide some basic information to allow for them to be 
placed in the record.] 
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experimental music events every Tuesday evening from 2009 un1l D22 closed, organised by 

Wenbo Zhu (who takes part in the Prac+ce live-streams that will be discussed in Chapter 6). 

Following the closure of D22, Pezs opened a new club, XP (2012–2015), closer the centre of 

Beijing, in which the Zoomin’ Night con1nued. Also founded by Pezs was 20% Space, hosted in 

his courtyard residence in Beijing (2016–). This space hosted performances organised by the 

Maybe Mars sub-label, Maybe Noise. Maybe Noise was focused on recording and releasing 

experimental composi1ons. 

Zajia Lab 杂家, Beijing (2010–2015): Co-founded by the independent film-maker Guangrong Rong 

(Arong) and Ambra Corin1, this was a bar, community and theatre space housed in a defunct 

Daoist temple amongst the tradi1onal hutong alleyways of Beijing.195 Zajia was also notable for 

hos1ng a series of performances by experimental musicians in the hutong outside. 

Meridian Space 时差空间, Beijing (c.2015–2018): Café and performance space. Hosted the MIJI 

concerts organised by Jun Yan. 

studio h, Beijing (2018–): Recording studio and performance space housed in the apartment of 

Jun Yan and hos1ng his MIJI Concerts following the closure of Meridian Space, above. 

SOS bar, Beijing (2015–2017): Bar owned by experimental musician Ziheng Wang, and occasional 

venue for concerts by underground bands. 

School Bar, Beijing (2010–): Founded by a group of self-iden1fied punks.196 One of the few venues 

accep1ng difficult forms of non-mainstream performance, such as the more extreme forms of 

Noise Music. 

As has already been men1oned, the appearance of large-scale music fes1vals in the ‘90s was said 

to mark a space for Rock music that could be easily controlled, and also embodied its 

commodifica1on as the size of these fes1vals necessitated sufficient financial returns, which 

forced them to become mainstream in their outlook. This commodifica1on was the an1thesis of 

grass-roots culture, a process discussed in the previous chapter, and such events became all but 

irrelevant to prac1ces associated with DIY. Nevertheless, these fes1vals did create some 

opportuni1es, oMen due to the dearth of sufficient mainstream ar1sts to fill their bills at that 

1me. Fes1vals that occasionally included non-mainstream ar1sts included Sónar (an interna1onal 

electronic music and arts fes1val origina1ng in Barcelona); Great Wall Fes+val organised by the 

art curator Zhenhua Li; and Midi Music Fes+val, founded in 1997 by the Beijing Midi School of 

Music. Later in the 2000s, smaller DIY fes1vals emerged that were had non-mainstream sonic 
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performances in mind, such as the 2pi Fes+val in Hangzhou; Frightened by Dog, organised by the 

nojiji collec1ve in 2004 and 2007 in Beijing; Mini Midi, curated by Jun Yan and dedicated to 

experimental music, and which began as a separate stage of the Midi Music Fes+val from 2005 

un1l 2008, and then became a tour in 2010; Get it Louder curated by Ning Ou from 2007 and 

2008; SONART (2003 and 2011) and Revolu+ons per Minute (2013–2015), curated by Dajuin Yao 

which combined a contemporary sound art exhibi1on with live performance events; and Sally 

Can’t Dance from 2008 to 2015, curated by Tieqiao Li (2008), Xiaozhou Zhang (2009), Jun Yan 

(2010), Wenbo Zhu and Josh Feola (2012 and 2015). 

This research proposes that, as mul1-day events, these fes1vals mark a separate category from 

other, smaller-scale performance series dedicated to non-mainstream sonic culture. These 

smaller events usually occupied exis1ng venues, with audience limits of 100 people or less, and 

were usually only held on a single day. Examples of these included MIJI Concerts curated by Jun 

Yan in Beijing from 2011 to the present day; Bwave (2013–) and Pixels Echo (2017–), curated by 

the late Qile Hong in Beijing; and Audible Area, curated by Wei Sun in Chengdu from 2016 

onwards. 

Although it has already been men1oned in the Introduc1on that any in-depth discussion of 

Sound Art is beyond the scope of this thesis, the contemporary art world might be assumed to 

have an affinity with non-mainstream sonic culture and so might have organised relevant events 

for this research. But connec1ons between non-mainstream sonic culture and the contemporary 

art world in China have mainly reflected the la+er’s only intermi+ent interest in alterna1ve 

cultural prac1ces in general. For sonic culture, this has oMen been marked by shallow 

engagements, limited to invi1ng actors to perform as DJs or VJs at visual art exhibi1on openings, 

as few art ins1tu1ons are able or prepared to accommodate sonic culture within their spaces on 

a more substan1al level. Nevertheless, in addi1on to Dajuin Yao’s sound art exhibi1ons 

men1oned above, there have been some other notable shows dedicated to sonic culture, 

including Sound (2000) curated by Zhenhua Li, and Sound 2 (2001) curated by Zhenhua Li and 

Zhijie Qiu, in Beijing which Adel Wang, in her survey of sound art in China, highlights as “the 

origin of recognizing sound as a unique art medium in mainland China”.197 

Non-mainstream sonic culture more oMen makes use of non-ins1tu1onal loca1ons for 

impromptu and ephemeral performances, an approach which reflects the DIY sensibility and their 

difficult rela1onship with officially-recognised spaces. The history of such loca1ons may be traced 

back to communi1es of ar1sts such as the East Village in Beijing in the ‘90s, and Tree Village in 

the North-west of China from the late ‘90s to the early 2000s.198 East Village was primarily known 
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for the development of visual and performance art prac1ces, but sonic culture was represented 

by the presence of the Rock musician Zuoxiao Zuzhou. Notable events in non-ins1tu1onal spaces 

that this research would like to highlight, include: 

The Sound of Nowhere (2011), Beijing: An exhibi1on which dispersed sound-related artworks 

throughout local streets and shops and was organised by three ar1st-run spaces: HomeShop, 

ZUZHE, and Shan-Studio.199 

Sanyuanqiao underpass, Beijing: A public space and the site of group performances of free 

improvisa1on organised by Wenbo Zhu (Zoomin’ Night (2015–2017)), and later Ziheng Wang (SOS 

performances (2017)). 

In the mountains North of Beijing: Small fes1vals of free improvisa1on in the outdoors, were 

organised by Jianhong Li and Wei Wei (2015), and the same spot served as later the loca1on of 

Ziheng Wang’s Nowhere Fes+val (2017–2019). 

Gigonline at ShanAV Studio (2011): founded by musician and visual ar1st Sheng Jie (also known 

as gogoj) in her residen1al apartment in the centre of Beijing, ShanAV Studio hosted a series of 

workshops and performances. For the performances (Gigonline), ar1sts played in the apartment, 

while the sound was only broadcast online to avoid disturbing the neighbours.200 

Living Room Tours: Occupying a volunteer’s home for improvised concerts with a small audience, 

either with musical instruments or using objects found on site. Organised by Jun Yan from 2014 

(ongoing). 

Here it is important to stress that the above accounts focused on Beijing due to my presence in 

that loca1on. However, it is also true that scenes developed in a number of smaller ci1es around 

China. From the early ‘80s, the first-1er ci1es of Beijing and Shanghai dominated in terms of the 

developing Rock and underground music scenes. Nevertheless, outside of these ci1es, there are 

records of underground music scenes in Lanzhou, Shenyang, Wuhan, and Guangzhou (and no 

doubt other scenes developed elsewhere). Due to the prac1cal constraints on travel during the 

pandemic, this research has focused on Beijing where there was a cri1cal mass of par1cipants to 

support non-mainstream sonic culture. 

Before moving to Beijing in 1999, Jun Yan established a small but vibrant music scene in Lanzhou, 

the capital of Gansu province in the Northwest of China. There he organised events as well as 

wri1ng prolifically about music.201 
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While a student at the Luxun Academy in Shenyang the curator and film scholar, Bingfeng Dong 

was a “witness as well as an organiser” of the local Rock music scene from 1995 un1l he leM the 

city in 2004. Based on his experiences in this scene, Dong views self-organiza1on as essen1al for 

the development of contemporary culture in China, due to the lack of ins1tu1onal or state 

support: 

“At that 1me [the ‘90s] in Shenyang, the same as in many other ci1es in China, there 
was no gallery, no museum for contemporary art, and the cultural facili1es or systems 
were imperfect. Given that situa1on, ar1sts, musicians and independent filmmakers had 
to unite to build up different pla_orms for expressing their art views. The concept of 
‘self-organiza1on’ is [therefore] very cri1cal to the development of Chinese art in the 
1990s.”202 

In 2004, Jianhong Li and Wei Wei, the organisers of the 2pi Fes+val men1oned above, were also 

presen1ng Homeshows in a friend’s apartment in Hangzhou. As Ning Ou, another early organiser 

and documenter of non-mainstream sonic culture events, explains: 

“At the turn of the century, Chinese sound art pioneers Li Jianhong, Ji Mu and friends 
couldn’t find an appropriate loca1on to perform in Hangzhou (excessive noise causes 
damage to the sound system). To overcome the dilemma, they began performing at the 
convenience of their own or friends’ homes.”203 

The Homeshows were a series of events 1tled “Domes1c Violence” (the “Violence” referred to 

the noise involved). The events provided the ar1sts with an opportunity to perform in their 

preferred style and with like-minded ar1sts. As Jianhong Li explains: 

“The main reason for planning this ‘Domes1c Violence’ event was that there was no 
place for us to play in Hangzhou at that 1me, and the only gigs we played were with 
other rock bands. However, the members of 2pi already had a lot of different ideas that 
needed to be expressed, so we started these simple, crude performances.”204 

In this chapter I have picked out realisa1ons of agency for non-mainstream sonic culture in China. 

Through these it has also a+empted to provide a summary account of China’s socio-poli1cal 

environment for sonic culture and development therein. Around 2017, before the outbreak of 

COVID-19 and the subsequent restric1ons on live performance, Josh Feola, a musician based in 

China and an established writer on the music scenes there, noted that the local non-mainstream 

sonic culture had begun to cool down, a situa1on which he partly a+ributed to the increase in 

drug raids targe1ng the independent performance spaces that hosted such performances.205 

Looking back over my own experience in China, I would concur with Feola’s assessment, although 

it must be recognised that independent spaces have always existed under threats of closure by 

the authori1es for legi1mate (safety viola1ons, the presence of illegal ac1vi1es) or spurious 
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reasons (my own study of fRUITYSPACE in Beijing touches on the venue owner’s precarious 

rela1ons with the local police206). Nevertheless, with the advent of COVID-19 in early 2020 the 

remaining independent performance spaces were once again hit, this 1me by the society-wide 

restric1ons on face-to-face mee1ngs.207 

At this point actors in various parts of the world experimented with online performances as a 

means to appear in public and to find new outlets for their work under these new and poten1ally 

long-term condi1ons. 

That said, none of the venues associated with non-mainstream sonic culture, and that were 

expected to be field-work sites for my research, established their own live-streams while the 

lockdowns were in place. The sole loca1on that I had been able to study in detail before the 

lockdowns occurred was the fRUITYSPACE live music venue in Beijing, men1oned earlier in this 

chapter.208 In a subsequent interview with Ruixin Zhai, the manager of fRUITYSPACE, when I 

asked why he had chosen not to live-stream events, he said that while he had no an1pathy to 

live-streaming, he did not feel that he was under any pressure to start broadcas1ng at that 

moment. While it is difficult to draw widely applicable conclusions from this single source, Zhai 

felt that the COVID-19 restric1ons were an opportunity to take a break from his usual schedule: 

“I think it’s for sure a good idea to live-stream, but I am not interested in doing so myself 
because I think during COVID was the perfect 1me to rest for a while. fRUITYSPACE is 
usually open seven days a week, so COVID was actually a perfect opportunity to take a 
break! I think it is a posi1ve thing to have live-streamed performances, but I don’t have 
anything to say on the pros and cons of them, since I was busy taking that break, just 
chilling at home.”209 

It was apparent, therefore, that the live-streams I was observing did not use the regular live 

venues that had previously been the focus of my research. In one case (that of Changcun Wang) 

the space that appeared on screen was computer generated, but in the majority of broadcasts 

they were physical spaces, oMen domes1c interiors or outdoor sezngs. This shiM in the loca1ons 

of my subject ma+er required the adapta1on of my research methods, and the next chapter 

introduces the various approaches adopted.  
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Chapter 4: The research methods 

My ethnographic research for this thesis addressed a number of subject areas: the socio-poli1cal 

environment of China and of the online pla_orms, the changes in these environments with the 

onset of COVID-19, and the poten1al for sonic culture within these environments. My research 

for this thesis, as well as the more informal research I had conducted prior to it, recognised the 

modes of agency involving re1cence and DIY focused on in Chapter 2. These modes and their 

realisa1ons had therefore always been in the background as context for my ethnographic work. 

The methodologies adopted were therefore designed to effec1vely address these modes of 

agency and their adapta1on to the move online. 

As men1oned in the Introduc1on, prior to the onset of COVID-19 my PhD research had ini1ally 

been devoted to physical spaces, involving site visits, and face-to-face interviews. My PhD 

fieldwork planned to build on this prior involvement in the relevant spaces and the face-to-face 

rela1onships that had been cul1vated with the actors. It is generally understood that such 

research into loca1on-based scenes and their spaces is best served through par1cipant-

observa1on on loca1on by the researcher, and wherever possible I adopted this for my research. 

Par1cipant-observa1on allowed for direct experience of the subjects and loca1ons prior to 

establishing a theore1cal standpoint, leaving room for the prospect of what Willis refers to as 

“being ‘surprised’, of reaching knowledge not prefigured in one’s star1ng paradigm.”210 

In the most basic sense, my ethnographic process a+empted to realise something of the 

thickness of Geertz’s “thick descrip1on”, aiming to keep in mind that in the situa1ons dealt with 

the researcher is faced with “a mul1plicity of complex conceptual structures, many of them 

superimposed upon or kno+ed into one another, which arc at once strange, irregular, and 

inexplicit, and which [the researcher] must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to 

render.”211 In the early stages of the PhD research in 2019 and 2020, and before COVID-19 

restric1ons limited such opportuni1es, the interviews were conducted on-site, in the spaces 

being addressed, in order to put the respondents at ease and for them to be situated within the 

subject under discussion (the space itself), which might be of aid in elici1ng and triggering 

memories and insights. This approach was used during the field work for my previously published 

study of the fRUITYSPACE DIY venue in Beijing, which was introduced in the previous chapter.212 

In addi1on to sizng down in the space to formally interview the managers, Ruixin Zhai and 

Caodi, I also spent several days “hanging out” in the space which represented a form of 
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par1cipant-observa1on, no1ng the actors and their ac1vi1es, and striking up informal 

conversa1ons with the performers and the audience members. 

Ini1ally, as the spaces under considera1on were geographically dispersed around China, I had 

planned a series of trips to visit the various relevant loca1ons. It was expected that a mul1-site 

ethnography would result. Originally theorised by Marcus,213 “[…] mul1-sited ethnography 

defines as its objec1ve the study of social phenomena that cannot be accounted for by focusing 

on a single site”,214 in this way any assump1ons of stasis in the sites addressed is ques1oned, 

circumven1ng the iner1a that anthropology’s tradi1onal fixa1on upon a single loca1on might 

suggest. Rather than fixate on one loca1on, mul1-sited ethnography proposed “following the 

thing”,215 by recognising that the subjects engage beyond their immediate loca1ons, whether 

that be physically moving around or connec1ng virtually with those other spaces.  

Much as mul1-sited ethnography “follows the thing”, more recently “patchwork ethnography” 

has been proposed arising directly from the restric1ons on travel that COVID-19 has imposed. 

While maintaining the ethnographic tradi1on of long-term engagement with subjects, patchwork 

ethnography recognises the changed condi1ons under which this work is now taking place and 

makes impromptu adjustments accordingly: “By patchwork ethnography, we refer to 

ethnographic processes and protocols designed around short-term field visits, using fragmentary 

yet rigorous data, and other innova1ons that resist the fixity, holism, and certainty demanded in 

the publica1on process.”216 

Studies of specific ethnographic subjects which reflected the research topics of this research 

were mined for background informa1on or useful theore1cal approaches. Sonic culture in 

general, and par1cularly research into self-organiza1on, DIY, and punk communi1es, provided a 

wealth of relevant data employing a variety of ethnographic methods, including those already 

men1oned. A number of ethnographic studies delve into specific instances of non-mainstream 

cultures in China, in both their offline and online formats, providing useful confirma1on or 

counter-examples to the more dominant research conducted on subjects outside of the 

country.217 
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Mason,218 Hine219 and others220 have adopted a variety of ways to dis1nguish ethnographic work 

that occurs online, including Virtual, Digital, Internet, or Online Ethnography, or more 

colloquially, “Netnography.”221 The fields of virtual worlds222, video gaming223, and online 

fandom224 comprised a large area of research from which this research has drawn at various 

points. In 2020, with the imposi1on of restric1ons on travel and gathering due to COVID-19, my 

research interviews inevitably moved online, and were conducted via various video conferencing 

pla_orms or asynchronously by email. Whether conducted face-to-face or online, the interviews 

themselves retained a semi-structured format, for which I would begin with a series of specific 

quan1ta1ve ques1ons that remained consistent across all the interviews – for instance, collec1ng 

the respondent’s biographical informa1on, as well as the notable dates for the space and details 

of relevant events hosted there. This structure allowed me to collect of a consistent core of data 

regarding focused topics, which could then be elaborated upon in conversa1on with all the 

subjects and allow for comparisons between them. However, the main content of the interviews 

remained unstructured and qualita1ve, allowing me to ask ad hoc and opportune ques1ons and 

gather responses regarding subjects that may have arisen over the course of the interview, but 

which moved beyond the scope of my set ques1ons. In this way a broad range of qualita1ve 

informa1on was gathered. This provided insights into the experiences and feelings of the 

par1cipants, giving me a nuanced and richer understanding of the subject ma+er than 

quan1ta1ve data on its own could supply. These interviews were backed up by email 

communica1ons to clarify or expand on the material. If respondents were unavailable or 

loca1ons were inaccessible, email became the primary means of communica1on for the 

interviews. It was born in mind that relying solely on email interviews has been cri1cised in 

methodological discussions for not crea1ng a deep enough rela1onship between the 

interlocutors and the researcher involved, but in some cases—and with the COVID-19 

restric1ons—there was oMen no other op1on.225 

With their ques1on: “[…] how can we study media without being media-centric?” Zhang and 

Chow highlight the pi_alls that occur in the COVID-19 situa1on, in which researchers are unable 

to go into the field and unmediated encounters are impossible. They point out how technological 

media1on may introduce biases towards certain forms of media in research.226 
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Through the process of conduc1ng research across a variety of offline and online spaces, I 

retained awareness of the interlocuter’s loca1ons and situa1ons, and the ways these may 

provide addi1onal contextual data for my research. Hine describes recent ethnographic research 

as recognising its contextual nature, and so being cognisant of a mix of online as well as offline 

spaces, which they therefore refer to as “mul1-modal” approaches to ethnography, and which, 

“include considera1on of video and audio data alongside textual data, and seek to contextualise 

online interac1ons within offline spaces”. Boellstorff et al also ques1on the need for dis1nc1ons 

between offline and online ethnographic approaches, as they see exis1ng anthropological 

prac1ces and paradigms transla1ng fluidly from offline to online spaces227. Echoing this, Urbanik 

and Roks find that tradi1onal ethnographic methods remain relevant to online research with the 

addi1on of some new tools.228 For example, in my analyses of the research subjects’ live-streams 

in Chapter 6, I pay a+en1on to the various sezngs involved and the possibili1es and restric1ons 

each provides. 

While these approaches propose that there are analogies between the ethnographic methods for 

offline and online communi1es, they nevertheless have their dis1nct forms primarily related to 

the technological infrastructure that the subjects and researcher nego1ate, and so ethnographic 

accounts of online communi1es must reflect this.229 These technologies and their uses also differ 

across territories, and research has been conducted into online communi1es developing in the 

Chinese online ecosystem and the ways in which these differ from those based outside of 

China.230 As faster internet speeds became more widespread and accessible in China in the early 

2000s, the consequent development of BBS communi1es, and then the new social media 

pla_orms and the development of file-sharing infrastructures, all led to newfound access to 

hitherto inaccessible and/or foreclosed sources of knowledge and connec1ons for the subjects of 

this research, for example, the launching of various official and personal accounts by actors on 

WeChat, personal pages on Douban, and—for those with the technical means231—Facebook and 

Instagram. Developments in online technologies have meant that the early research into online 

communi1es in China which focused on the then-dominant BBS and file-sharing pla_orms, has 

become less relevant over 1me and my research a+empts to bring up to date. 

Considera1ons of the embeddedness of the internet in a variety of contexts, and the 

autoethnographic documenta1on of how such connec1ons feel, must therefore work to counter 
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tendencies towards universalising these digital experiences.232 A lack of self-awareness has been 

a consistent cri1cism of anthropological accounts since the nascence of the field. The reflexive 

effect of this research’s ethnographic encounters on the situa1ons in which they found 

themselves has been considered. As Boellestorf says: “An important component in becoming 

familiar with a world is documen1ng and reflec1ng on our own process of socializa1on into it.”233 

My posi1on as par1cipant-observer of the events that I was researching, demanded self-

reflexivity – in other words, maintaining a cri1cal analysis of the findings to address my own 

involvement in the process. Beyond its a+en1on to dispersed loca1ons, mul1-sited ethnography 

has in itself been a cri1cal methodological approach for maintaining an awareness of the 

ethnographer’s own presence within the flow of the many sites of their fieldwork. In a similar 

way and to directly address the complicity of the ethnographer in the produc1on of the situa1on 

they are inves1ga1ng, Fabian proposes Performa1ve Ethnography in which the researcher is 

placed front and centre of the account. In this posi1on, “the ethnographer ceases to be a mere 

ques1oner and instead becomes a provider of occasions for ac1ng”.234 Performa1ve ethnography 

has been par1cularly useful in the context of this research and where sonic culture is concerned, 

with Erlmann drawing on Fabian’s work to propose the researchers’ own “ethnographic ear” as 

implicated in their par1cipa1on in the produc1on of knowledge.235 

I therefore understand my exis1ng involvement with this group of actors and the scene that they 

embodied, and the way that I built on that involvement through the events that I organised 

during my PhD research, as a realisa1on of performa1ve ethnography. This began in the form of 

par1cipant-observa1on, which developed in the following ways. As has been discussed, before 

the PhD research formally began the researcher had been involved in the field of research 

primarily through observa1on – by a+ending the events under considera1on. Over 1me, various 

forms of par1cipa1on took place, beginning with establishing social rela1onships with the actors, 

and then ac1vely par1cipa1ng in events as well as crea1ng original contribu1ons through the 

researcher’s own published recordings or in the organiza1on of original events for other actors. 

In this way this researcher took on a number of roles: as a member of the audience, as a friend of 

the actors, as a curator of events, and as a researcher collec1ng quan1ta1ve and qualita1ve 

material. This involvement expanded during this research, and towards the end of 2020 I began 

arranging new live-streamed events from the actors under considera1on, as well as other actors 

in China and Hong Kong who could bring addi1onal insight to the research. Organising these new 

live-streams was felt to be necessary as many of the actors had by then ceased live-streaming, 

therefore these new events were designed to encourage the actors revisit their previous 
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experiences, to develop revised or updated versions of them, and cri1cally reflect on them. 

Where necessary, therefore, my own involvement in the events will be made clear. 
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Chapter 5: Physical and online technological developments for making sonic 
sense 

Part 1: Technology, sensory change, and agency 

The media<on of face-to-face performance 

At this point, I will address the agency afforded to and exercised by actors in their nego1a1ons of 

the technologies involved in their move online following the outbreak of COVID-19. Chapters 1 

and 2 addressed the theore1cal and prac1cal underpinnings of the actors’ agency as it related to 

the performance of sonic culture, and specifically in face-to-face, in-person performances. 

Chapter 2 was concerned with the sociological environment for sonic culture in China, dealt with 

the role of face-to-face appearance in the forma1on of a public sphere, and the agonism which is 

oMen assumed to exist in the co-presence of the actors involved. This assump1on was put into 

ques1on, situa1ng it in the context of an authoritarian environment within which 

nonconfronta1on and DIY prac1ces in re1cence were argued to be more effec1ve for poten1al 

socio-cultural actors. Chapter 3 addressed some developments in various strands of non-

mainstream sonic culture in China from the ‘70s onwards, bringing us up to the early 2000s and 

the emergence of an underground music culture. This narra1ve is here elaborated upon to 

address the role of technologies for the dispersed (i.e., not face-to-face) experience of non-

mainstream sonic culture. These include the physical media of print and audio publica1ons, the 

broadcast media of radio and the Internet, and ul1mately live-streaming as this medium became 

one of the few outlets for public performance under the COVID-19 restric1ons. 

The assumed value of liveness and face-to-face presence over the experience of recordings and 

(in this case) live-streams, goes back to the Greek philosopher Plato, if not before. When 

discussing the emergence of a public sphere in Chapter 2, I pointed out that Hannah Arendt 

favoured the face-to-face experience as its primary site, a proposi1on that plays a major role in 

Communica1on Theory generally. In conversa1on with the actors addressed in this thesis, it was 

common that they harked back to the 1me before the COVID-19 restric1ons when they were 

able to perform in front of an in-person audience, in a physical space, rather than online. 

However, I would argue that it must not be forgo+en that even live performances rely on their 

own forms of media1on, in terms of amplifica1on, electronic instruments, etc. For Auslander, the 

live experience is as much mediated as any other kind: “Live performance now oMen incorporates 

media1za1on to the degree that the live event itself is a product of media technologies.”236 

A point also raised by Sterne: 

 
236 Auslander, Liveness, 25. 
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“A+ending to differences between ‘sources’ and ‘copies’ diverts our a+en1on from 
processes to products; technology vanishes, leaving as its by-product a source and a 
sound that is separated from it.”237 

With the development of the internet the assump1on is that social rela1onships are now 

ini1ated online, with face-to-face encounters developing from those, rather than the other way 

round: 

“[…] it is no longer true that the face-to-face situa1on is the ‘prototypical case of social 
interac1on’ and ‘all other cases are deriva1ves of it’. Online communica1on, for 
example, can now become the basis upon which offline face-to-face contacts 
develop.”238 

Zhao here is referring to a general experience across the internet, but their observa1on is 

especially salient to our study of the ways in which pla_orms and live-streaming have aided and 

abe+ed the forma1on of social rela1onships.239 In the online context, we can cite Rancière’s 

theories of the “redistribu1on of the sensible” once more, as it can be seen across many cultures 

that the development of new technologies has had the concomitant result of reshaping the social 

rela1ons that are implicated in them. As Oizerman explains, a central thesis of Marxist historical 

materialism is that produc1on reflects both the produc1on of material goods and of the social 

rela1ons that go towards the crea1on of society itself: 

“[…] in Capital and in a number of other works, Marx shows that a change in the 
rela1ons of produc1on takes place as a result of a change in the material-technical base 
of produc1on, the appearance of new technology.”240 

With the emergence of new technologies, new rela1ons of produc1on and hence social rela1ons 

develop, and—as Chapter 2 proposed—change takes place by and through these changing 

circumstances. This argument is echoed by Elaine Yuan, in their analysis of the role the Internet 

has played in Chinese culture: 

“New forms of communica1on media oMen change the symbolic character of social life 
by reorganizing the ways in which symbolic content are produced and exchanged, as 
well as by restructuring the ways in which actors relate to each other in society.”241 

As was also argued in Chapter 2, by reference to the work of Anna Tsing, the misunderstandings 

that proliferate through the flows of globalisa1on are one area in which new possibili1es for 

cultures on the receiving end of cultural informa1on open up. The various technological aspects 

 
237 Sterne, The Audible Past, 21. 
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241 Yuan, The Web of Meaning, 26; referencing Thompson, The Media and Modernity, 11. 
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of these flows have played major roles in this process and consequently for the development of 

sonic culture in China. 

In both the offline and online fields there is an ongoing jockeying for dominance through the 

various capitals available to the actors, as Bourdieu outlined. The adop1on of live-streaming by 

the actors addressed in this research was (in part) based on its promise to address the lack of 

face-to-face encounters and the social separa1on caused by the COVID-19 restric1ons. For this 

research it is argued that in the actors’ move from offline to online prac1ces, the nature of the 

fields on which they have influence change. Rather than a field of the face-to-face co-presence of 

the actor with their audience, the online field becomes a dispersed presence on either side of a 

camera/computer/network infrastructure. In rela1on to the discussion of capitals in Chapter 2, 

under these new condi1ons the actors addressed here usually lack economic capital, their niche 

prac1ces and small audiences limit their social capital and working outside of the mainstream 

means that their cultural capital is also lacking. In this situa1on it is their symbolic capital which 

arguably provides them with effec1ve ways to legi1mate their ac1vi1es. This symbolic capital 

already exists in their offline ac1vi1es and is subsequently transferred to their ac1vity in online 

spaces. 

The advent of live-streaming raises ques1ons over the agencies involved in these technologies of 

recep1on. The actors’ agency in live-streaming events was also linked to the expecta1ons which 

they carried over from their offline environments, and the ability of the online environment to 

meet or augment those expecta1ons. This research makes the argument here that the agency 

that print and audio publica1ons for sonic culture realise and actuate, presaged the changes in 

agency that online performance introduced. This is an argument that has been raised since the 

advent of recording technology, a shiM which separated the place of produc1on from that of 

recep1on. Although it is not true of all online performance (as recording, and their distribu1on 

and sharing are s1ll dominant online) this research’s focus on live-streaming means that there is 

an implica1on of liveness in these events, and the live-stream experience is assumed to replicate 

the face-to-face experience in certain ways. 

If face-to-face performance represents the most direct engagement with sonic culture and print 

and audio publica1ons mark a shiM away from this, it is accepted that these publica1ons 

nevertheless represent their own singular forms of originality and engagement. They may not 

aim to provide a live performance experience yet are undeniably an essen1al component of the 

culture of sound more generally. By reviewing developments in the publica1on and 

dissemina1on of sonic culture in China this research provides some context for its contemporary 

instan1a1on in live-streaming. 
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Recep<on and expression, publishing and broadcas<ng 

One such agency emerging in the recep1on of sonic culture through publica1on can be found in 

dakou culture in the ‘90s in China. 

As in the ini1al appearance of Rock music in China in the ‘80s and ‘90s, the subsequent 

developments of styles of performance and music were influenced through the assimila1on of 

imported sounds and ideas. Due to the limita1ons on flows of informa1on between China and 

the rest of the world, for a long-1me local ar1sts lacked knowledge of the interna1onal histories 

of sonic culture and its prac1ces. Fan Wang is considered by Jun Yan to have created China’s 

“first real experimental music work” while he was living in Lanzhou some1me around 1996, but 

Yan makes clear this was not from a posi1on of knowledge about the history of experimental 

music: “[…] at that 1me [Wang] knew basically nothing about experimental and avant-garde 

music and tradi1ons: he just invented what he wanted.”242 Eventually such ar1sts would be 

introduced to those working in other parts of China as well as those in the outside world via local 

writers on Rock and Indie music, such as Yan, Bo Yang, and Fang Hao, as well as through imported 

recorded material—in the shape of the waste casse+es and CDs known as dakou (or dakoudai)—

and influen1al internet broadcasts of non-mainstream sonic culture. 

dakou(dai)243 is a term which refers to the deliberately damaged plas1c materials of CDs, 

casse+es, and their packaging which were, at the 1me, being exported from the United States to 

be recycled in China. Despite their being cut to render them unusable and ostensibly without 

value, these waste CDs and casse+es oMen remained largely playable, and they were then re-

routed to an avid grey market of music-lovers throughout the country. This established a regular 

flow of sonic material, but the connec1on between the visual design of the covers and the music 

contained was unpredictable and led to many misunderstandings about the nature of the 

recordings leading to a bleeding of cultural influences for the consumers. 

It is commonly understood that dakou played a major cultural role in Chinese society at this 1me, 

exer1ng an influence which was not limited to either the mainstream or non-mainstream. Jun 

Yan coined the term “dakou genera1on” for those who grew up during this period,244 a coinage 

which Nathanel Amar elaborates upon: 

“The dakou genera1on is definitely not a unified genera1on, it includes young Chinese 
who in the 1990s encountered Western alterna1ve music, which eventually led to the 
emergence of a ‘new sound,’ but also classical music lovers and pop music fans. It 
helped produce an underground music scene, highlighted in the wri1ngs of Yan Jun, but 
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it also allowed more business-minded individuals, as Shen Lihui [founder of the Modern 
Sky independent record label], to release mainstream rock albums in the late 1990s.”245 

Broadcast radio, and subsequently the internet, also played roles in the dissemina1on of 

knowledge about non-mainstream sound in China. Radio has a long and well-documented history 

as a socio-poli1cal medium and had been highly instrumentalized (especially in China) for 

ideological purposes as a means for social cohesion and propaganda work.246 By the 1990s, while 

radio was no longer the dominant media for ideological warfare in China, the fact that it 

remained a rela1vely convenient way to distribute non-mainstream knowledge meant that its 

poten1al as a device for modes of enlightenment was s1ll far from being exhausted. The curator 

Dajuin Yao who had been broadcas1ng a radio show of non-mainstream sound in Taiwan since 

1979, syndicated his weekly “fore.taste.radio” show to various regional radio sta1ons in China 

from 2000 to 2003 as well as making it generally available on the internet in the RealAudio audio 

format.247 Yao described this show as “dedicated to avant-garde / new / old / global / musique 

concrete / soundscape / Soviet / underground / computer / academic / improv / electroacous1c / 

algorithmic music, sound art, out-of-print vinyl / 78s / CDs / casse+es, bootlegs, anything-

unusual…”, and it was instrumental in introducing many local prac11oners to a plethora of non-

mainstream interna1onal sonic prac1ces. Jun Yan explains the significance of these broadcasts in 

the development of a community spirit: 

“It was here that the ‘Second Genera1on’ began to get in touch with various genres of 
non-conven1onal music. If it can be said that the ‘dakou Genera1on’ created music 
intui1vely and on a spiritual level because they lacked a systema1c knowledge of 
Western music, then it can also be said that Dajuin Yao was responsible for introducing a 
broader musical experience based on ra1onality and aesthe1cs. A scene, which could 
only exist on the Internet, was silently born […]”248 

By the early 2000s, there was a diversifica1on of musical genres and the terms “Popular Music” 

and “Rock music” that we followed in Chapter 3 became less useful as categories for analysis. As 

the internet became more generally accessible in China as a field of poten1al for sonic culture, 

Yao’s online broadcasts fed into this genre-agnos1c underground that had become the site of 

non-mainstream sonic culture.249 

At the same 1me various audio and text publica1ons offered dedicated spaces for the 

dissemina1on of local and interna1onal knowledge about such material. Print publica1ons for 

sonic culture in China represented a small but influen1al source of informa1on, being rela1vely 
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cheap and agile spaces in which prac1ces could crystallize into public spheres and communi1es. 

While there are currently (July 2022) no paper publica1ons devoted to non-mainstream sonic 

prac1ces, in the past there had been a number of influen1al magazines associated with Rock and, 

later, punk culture.250 Record labels have also represented influen1al spaces of publica1on, 

releasing sonic cultural goods on physical (and now digital) formats.251 

de Seta, for example, iden1fies the early 2000s as the period when the community of 

experimental musicians finds its iden1ty through fes1vals and publica1on projects: “[…] between 

2003 and 2004 […] various events and releases signal the birth of a cohesive community […]”252 

He highlights the CD compila1on China – The Sonic Avantgarde, published by Dajuin Yao’s Post-

Concrete label in 2003, the Sounding Beijing Fes+val also organised by Dajuin Yao in Beijing in 

2003, and the 2pi Fes+val organised by Jianhong Li, Shan Jin (also known as p.s.o.), Wei Chen 

(also known as Sic), and Jiang Zhuyun (also known as Jimu) in Hangzhou from 2003–2007, as well 

as the Sub Jam publishing imprint headed by Jun Yan from 2001 and s1ll ac1ve to this day. In 

2001 Sub Jam published their first collec1on of Jun Yan’s journalis1c wri1ngs on music, before 

branching out into releasing VCDs by independent documentary film-makers, and then se+ling 

on publishing CDs and DVDs from the then emerging underground sonic culture in China as well 

as by interna1onal ar1sts. 

The early 2000s saw the development of the internet infrastructure in China which created new 

means of crea1ve produc1on and opened the floodgates of informa1on flow.253 Electronic music 

also developed with the availability of computers, and the spread of internet access and ever-

escala1ng speeds allowed for the easier downloading and sharing of sound files, as well as a 

means of communica1on between ar1sts in disparate loca1ons.254 Adel Wang makes a link 

between the development of the Internet in China and the simultaneous emergence of a general 

awareness of sound as an art form: 

“The year 2000 marked the origin of publicly recognizing sound as a unique art medium 
in mainland China through two consecu1ve exhibi1ons Sound (2000) and Sound 2 
(2001). […] it was also the year aMer which internet became an accessible tool for 
communica1on and informa1on in mainland China.”255 

 
250 Notable titles include Punk Times (1998–1999?), Rock Heyday (1998–1999?), and Free Music (1999–
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Live-streaming is subsequently said to have begun in China in 2005,256 and since then live-

streaming pla_orms have made space for an extremely diverse set of prac1ces.257 In the online 

space in China there are currently hundreds of live-streaming pla_orms, but the relevant one for 

this research, as well as the one which all the actors interviewed had adopted, is Bilibili.258 To 

provide some context, Zhang in his survey of Chinese video portals proposes three broad 

categories of the focus of these pla_orms: ‘product-technology type pla_orms’ (hardware), 

‘content pla_orms’ (user-generated content), and ‘transac1on-type pla_orms’ (mediatory 

devices for transac1on).”259 Zhang classes Bilibili and three other major live-streaming pla_orms 

(Douyu, Kuaishou, and Zhanqi260) as compe1ng “content pla_orms”. In most respects, all the live-

streaming pla_orms are equally accessible for people to download to their mobile devices. In 

terms of interface, they offer similar features and have similar appearances. Where they differ, 

however, is in the audiences and demographics that use them (or are perceived to use them). 

Hence, these dis1nc1ons play a role in the symbolic capital of each app – their a+rac1veness and 

the imagined iden1ty of the app’s community influence their adop1on by new users. For 

instance, Douyu garnered a reputa1on as a pla_orm for non-urban users and the content that is 

created on it is perceived as lacking in sophis1ca1on by self-iden1fied urbanites. Bilibili was an 

early haven for young and non-mainstream computer gamers and for life-cas1ng by marginal 

groups, and this aspect of its early users has stuck, crea1ng its brand reputa1on as a space for 

“subcultural” expression.261 In this context, according to Zhang, “subcultural” relates to “remix 

videos, memes, and complex edi1ng techniques” as well as a focus on danmu (bullet 

curtain/comments) commen1ng.262 

Part 2: Online agency 

PlaLorm affordance and online cri<cal agency 

In the context of live-streaming, therefore what would be the socio-poli1cal significance of a 

nonconfronta1onal agency? In this sec1on I a+empt to iden1fy the nonconfronta1onal agency 

that takes shape in the move online. Following the discussion in Chapter 2 and above, this can be 

understood as emerging through changes in sensory experience. Addressing Rancière’s 

concep1on of “aesthe1cs”, a category marked by “troubled” social percep1on in the context of 
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the new broadcas1ng technology of live-streaming, this research sees the agency that these 

technologies make possible as involving a “troubled” nego1a1on of their affordances. 

“Affordance” is a concept that originated in the study of perceptual systems by James J. Gibson 

and was later put to use in theories of Computer-Mediated Communica1on.263 It refers to a 

technology’s capability to convey informa1on between elements in a network, whether they be 

machine or human users. As Parchoma summarises, affordances are not simply the proper1es of 

technologies, nor are they the choices made by actors, but emerge as rela1onships between the 

actors and their percep1on of their environments.264 

Affordance is therefore a specific type of agency – it is not just what the pla_orm can do, but how 

the pla_orm fosters communica1ve connec1ons of various sorts, as well as how an actor’s social 

and learned expecta1ons (Bourdieu’s habitus) dictate their ability to exploit op1ons within their 

environment. Affordances within systems can therefore form spaces of poten1al for change 

within those systems. 

The technologies that this research addresses are those that make online worlds and live-

streaming possible, termed “pla_orms”. In very general terms, a pla_orm is any system of 

technologies that serves as a base upon which other technologies perform, and the specific 

pla_orms this research addresses are all enable online broadcas1ng systems265 with the 

par1cular mode being live-streaming. In the case of the online pla_orms this research addresses, 

the term “affordance” would par1cularly refer to various forms of social interac1ve tools which 

are situated in the space between the actors and their audience. 

The no1on of affordances encompasses enabling as well as dis-abling func1ons. The pla_orms act 

as a link between the offline and the online spheres that actors use, reflec1ng the ideological 

norms from the physical world and transla1ng those norms into the new forms in the online 

environment. These forms guide the prac1cal and ideological nature and poten1al of the online 

environment through the affordances that they make available to actors, also establishing the 

means by which acts can be interpreted in terms of their various capitals. These pla_orm 

affordances therefore exist in the form of fields of power rela1ons that the actors work within 

but in which the actors can also cri1cally reflect upon.266 As Yuan outlines, “[…] the dynamics and 
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outcomes of the symbolic struggles in the discursive fields are affected by how the network 

communica1on intersects with par1cular social structures and cultural order.”267 

The agen1c struggles by the actors addressed in this research appear as struggles for a non-

mainstream prac1ce to achieve presence in a mainstream space. This struggle is nevertheless 

marked by re1cence, as the actors work to maintain their agency without being co-opted by the 

pla_orm’s affordances. This re1cence contrasts with the tendency towards spectacle that is oMen 

the default for technologies of public appearance. In rela1on to online sonic culture, Morris 

expresses this as: 

“Pla_orms are a digital evolu1on of […] affordances; one where the display, discovery, 
search, and consump1on of a cultural good all take place through a soMware search bar 
and digital database rather than at mul1ple points in the distribu1on chain. As a result, 
new tac1cs for standing out and new effects on musical cultures are emerging. We 
might think of the various responses to these condi1ons of con1ngency as ‘pla_orm 
effects,’ building on Mark Katz’s idea of phonograph effects.”268 

Katz’s “phonograph effects” are “manifesta1ons of sound recording’s influence” on a final 

recording and Morris’ “pla_orm effects”, therefore, would be instances where the material 

presented on the pla_orm has been adjusted to take advantage of the pla_orms’ own 

affordances. The implica1on here is that this adjustment runs counter to the actors’ original 

inten1ons and poten1ally co-opts their meaning. 

Despite the intangible values of cultural and symbolic capitals in the forma1on of social rela1ons, 

pla_orms tend to favour the mone1za1on of online ac1vity. Mone1sa1on is a dominant and 

characteris1cally conspicuous mode of interac1on in live-streaming environments. Such 

technological means for mone1za1on are built into most live-streaming pla_orms, as seen in the 

prevalence of pervasive giM economies that lead to the pressure to commodify all types of online 

ac1vity. As a par1cipant sends giMs to their chosen performer, the giM appears as a visible icon 

signalling the sender's economic capital to the performer as well as to all other audience 

members. As Zou puts it, “[…] capitalist logic is built inside the interface of these pla_orms.”269 

Sending monetary giMs in this way is a neoliberal form of agency, and in this respect these 

pla_orms are a realisa1on of what David Harvey calls the neoliberal “financializa1on of 

everything”.270 

The symbolic struggles that affordances create space for relate to the prac1cal struggles involved 

in crea1ng a “successful” broadcast. It has been evident from this research that the technical 

quality of a live-stream has an effect on its value to the actors and audience. As Ng and Thomson 
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point out, there are many factors that need to be dealt with in order to co-ordinate a successful 

event: 

“[…] the media1on and a+endant barriers of shaky internet signals, computer speakers 
of variable quality, near-inevitable technical glitches, a lack of skilled sound technicians 
to capture the musician’s sound, etc. rob the music of its presence, a quality that 
musicians work 1relessly to be able to project into a live concert space, and which 
recording, mixing, and mastering engineers work 1relessly to document on record.”271 

However, as will be seen in the findings sec1on in the next chapter, technical “failings” can be 

acceptable as part of the nature of the environment and also be turned to good use by the 

actors. The actors’ accidental and/or deliberate exploita1ons of such circumstances represent 

instances of agency, inspiring cri1cal reflec1ons on the part of actors and audience alike on the 

prac1cal reality of the pla_orm environment. 

Forms of agency for communica1on between the actor and audience are provided through the 

visual/capital interac1ons of the giM economy systems that the pla_orm establishes for them, as 

well as the pla_orm’s chat and danmu interfaces. This research argues that if these forms of 

agency are to remain unco-opted by the pla_orm, then this depends on the actors and audience 

establishing cri1cal rela1ons to them. Evidence of the actor’s and audience’s struggle to 

demonstrate an unco-opted agency to communicate appears in the ubiquitous danmu interface. 

danmu are the animated texts that are a rendering of user comments that ini1ally appear in the 

chat window of the pla_orm’s interface. This feature was originally created for a Japanese video-

sharing pla_orm (where it is known as danmaku) and has since been copied by most other live-

streaming pla_orms in Japan, China, and elsewhere. In form, the danmu comments appear as 

lines of text overlaying the video image, travelling from the right to the leM of the screen. On 

some pla_orms, important objects in the underlying video (usually the focus of the scene, be that 

a human body or a moving object) are automa1cally masked so that they remain visible and the 

danmu may be interpreted as passing behind them in spa1al depth. When comments appear in 

quick succession, new danmu appear below the previous comment, appearing on screen from 

the top down. 

danmu, as a discursive interface re-presen1ng and augmen1ng the users’ comments, can be 

considered a form of public sphere. Indeed, danmu seem to literally embody the “vector of 

circula1on” that is part of a public sphere, in their anima1on across the screen.272 As Zhang has 

pointed out, the mass commen1ng overlay for the video is itself an original form of collec1ve 
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space for argumenta1on and expression.273 Indeed, Jinying Li goes further in their interpreta1on 

of danmu as a transna1onal and transmedial “contact zone” for the users: 

“As a cultural interface that organizes transna1onal cultural ac1vi1es (watching and 
commen1ng on videos) into a certain coded format (comments over video), danmaku 
restructures the regional media geography in East Asia through the virtual unity of a 
pla_orm-based video culture and a shared interface.”274 

As will be noted in the forthcoming analyses in Chapter 6, the systems for giMing were not used 

in the events under considera1on, and this researcher has hypothesised that this was due to 

their being considered socially inappropriate, although further research into the wider audience’s 

mo1va1ons would need to be done to confirm this. 

The affordances that pla_orms make available are limited in number and limited in their 

poten1al for use by the actors and audience. Cri1cal ac1vity that would involve the deliberate or 

accidental tes1ng of the pla_orm’s affordances is therefore also limited, and therefore difficult 

under these condi1ons. But it is not impossible, and danmu represent one affordance provided 

by the pla_orm where cri1cal approaches to technologies by actors may occur. As Bucher and 

Helmond point out, “[…] affordances can best be observed in the course of agen1al ac1ons.” And 

these agen1al ac1ons that experiment with affordances can in themselves amount to cri1cal 

acts. Affordances, as the pla_orm’s realisa1on of its ideological norms, can be understood as 

restric1ons but they can be exposed—and poten1ally cri1qued—through use.275 

Cri<cisms of online agency 

In this discussion of danmu this research has paid close a+en1on to the ways in which such 

pla_orm affordances can relate to processes of a poten1ally democra1sing agency. From that 

point of view, the social condi1ons of live-streaming will be analysed further to understand 

whether and how affordances go towards cons1tu1ng a public sphere that in this research’s 

argument would suggest some form of democra1c process, or whether these affordances merely 

co-opt actors into predetermined and controlled avenues of ineffec1ve discourse. 

A number of writers have theorised forms of public sphere on the Internet, in which the rela1ons 

between online par1cipants are produc1ve of a new intersubjec1ve lifeworld.276 If the internet, 

as a space where networked communica1on takes place, creates spaces where discourses can be 

enacted and nego1a1ons undertaken, it can therefore also be understood as a form of public 
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sphere. While these public spheres and their democra1sing processes may be modest in form, 

they nevertheless reveal agency. 

Based on the historical examples of agency that I presented in Chapter 3, any assump1on of a 

democra1c poten1al for the public sphere was considered to be difficult to realise under the 

authoritarian condi1ons in China. This assump1on was therefore countered by the posi1ng of a 

“non-confronta1onal” agency that would enable DIY and grass-roots ac1vity to exist and make 

changes in authoritarian socio-cultural sezngs. This research affirms that actors’ 

nonconfronta1onal approaches, as revealed in their re1cent prac1ces, create forms of a public 

sphere in which the actors retain agency under condi1ons of domina1on. A cri1cal agency can 

also be retained under these circumstances, managing ul1mately to steer clear of both 

commercialisa1on and co-opta1on. At the end of Chapter 2 evidence for this was observed in 

instances of the non-mainstream public spheres that were described, and which emerged from 

DIY prac1ces. 

With regard to the emergence of public spheres under the online technologies that this research 

addresses, while the live-streaming form has a+racted claims that it encouraged a form of 

“digital democracy” through its expanded par1cipatory tools, there has also been li+le evidence 

that these necessarily lead to democra1c principles of equal par1cipa1on or representa1on. 

Ul1mately, experience has shown that rather than pla_orms making space for the actors and 

their prac1ces, it is more typical that they have been required to adapt to the pla_orms, 

compromising on their principles in the process. As Tessler and Flynn found in their research on 

online music pla_orms outside of China: 

“Long-held DIY ideals of democra1za1on and Internet freedom drove early pla_orm 
uptake. But once online, the community-spirited and self-styled entrepreneurialism and 
collabora1on between ar1sts and indie labels, was supplanted by ideologies that served 
the content agendas of the pla_orms.”277 

Therefore, the argument that the appearance of a public sphere is necessarily a sign of 

democra1za1on, or that it invariably creates spaces with such poten1al, again appears to be 

problema1c. An assump1on that democra1c processes are emergent in the public sphere is 1ed 

to Western norma1ve social forms and imaginaries rather than local condi1ons in China, with its 

authoritarian environment that restricts all but the most limited of such public spheres. 

The poten1al of live-streaming to create symbolic meanings that transcend hegemonic narra1ves 

has led some commentators to be op1mis1c about the emancipatory outcomes of a move to 

online broadcas1ng. Yuan comments that, “[…] the symbolic power of the Internet results both 

from its empowering features that enact con1ngent and contested spaces, and from forms of 
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engagement created by individuals and social groups who take advantage of the network 

features.”278 Such engagements are part of the ethos of DIY prac1ces which may wilfully assume 

stances of self-marginaliza1on and an1-commercialism, and which consequently place the actors 

in a cri1cal rela1onship to the dominant logics of the spaces they enter into, whether these are 

online or offline. This can subsequently (directly or indirectly) put the actors in cri1cal 

rela1onships with the governments or organisa1ons that establish such logics. 

Aside from the general u1lity of live-streaming as a means of facilita1ng public performances 

under the pandemic restric1ons, in some cases there has also been a “techno-utopian” 

expecta1on that online pla_orms for such “self-media” expressivity would equate to a 

development of democra1c structures. “Techno-utopianism” is a long-standing tendency to 

expect that new developments in technology will remedy broad social or environmental 

problems for the benefit of all humanity, and is most oMen associated with US technology start-

up culture. As Dai and Hao summarise in rela1on to the US experience, techno-utopianism 

means, “using current technologies to design and construct the future, using scien1fic 

ra1onalism to guide and regulate our society, in the belief that science and technology 

undoubtedly ensure humans affluence, order, jus1ce, and freedom.”279 Such a sen1ment can also 

be seen in the argument for the significance of the early live-streaming sites in the US: 

“Along with the hundreds of cam-sites in the 90s, Jennicam and Anna Voog were among 
the first wave of livestreaming video and ‘reality-as-entertainment’ that proclaimed to 
do be+er than television in its most regarded trait: liveness as democra1c truth.”280 

However, while live-streaming represents a form of democra1sa1on in the sense that its 

technologies broaden access to means of expression to those with the technological means 

available to them, the resul1ng broadcasts must be cri1cally assessed for any poten1al to express 

an open, transparent space of representa1on where democra1c processes might proliferate. As 

with any performance the socio-poli1cal underpinnings of the live-streams cannot be ignored, 

par1cularly if the ideologically-laden ideas of “reality” or “authen1city” are assumed for them. 

Live-streaming can take many forms, from professional broadcasts to amateur presenta1ons. 

Professional live-streaming can have high produc1on values, with many staff involved in the 

produc1on of the broadcasts and providing support for the presenters. They can be presented in 

dedicated studios, and the final broadcast can appear highly formalised and stylised. Individual 

live-streamers can a+empt to emulate such professional situa1ons, projec1ng manipulated 

images of themselves and their sezngs. However, if a sense of authen1city is desired by the 

broadcaster, then a lack of manipula1on of the images presented may be favoured, sugges1ng 

that the actor and sezng make efforts to appear more “real”, offering representa1ons of their 
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“everyday life” as a form of proof of this “realness”. Such “realness” is oMen evoked where the 

subject is seeking sympathy and support for some difficulty in their life. In these cases, any 

presenta1on of an “everyday life” will be deliberately or unknowingly instrumentalised in the 

process of the broadcast, being made to serve a symbolic func1on as a fantasy image of, for 

instance, plenitude or lack, depending on the aim of the broadcast. 

Al these accounts suggest that the Internet has been idealised and roman1cized as a space that 

fosters open access to informa1on and market forces that are related to supposedly democra1c 

processes. But it has become clear that the results are highly dependent on the systems that 

provide access. Such utopianism also ignores the power struggles taking place in the public 

spheres that these pla_orms create, struggles that are themselves inextricably linked to local 

condi1ons. Indeed, the major theorist of the public sphere in the West, Jürgen Habermas, was 

himself ambivalent about the democra1c poten1al of electronic communica1ve media: “There is 

considerable evidence a+es1ng to the ambivalent nature of the democra1c poten1al of a public 

sphere whose infrastructure is marked by the growing selec1ve constraints imposed by 

electronic mass communica1on.”281 

In the context of China, Yin and Fung follow Habermas in arguing that the affordances of the 

pla_orms themselves are not conducive to democra1za1on as they embody the inherent 

commodifica1on in their very structure, that we have men1oned in rela1on to their promo1on of 

giM economies: 

“[…] in the last instance, the ritualis1c celebra1ons, including the acts of uploading, 
discursive and emo1ve expressions and instant online ‘gathering,’ are not a direct 
pursuit of democracy. There is no evidence suggested that producers and members 
online are really commi+ed to higher principle such as democracy, nor to even be aware 
of the commodifica1on involved in it. This casts doubt on Bilibili or perhaps all similar 
online expression and crea1on are really genuine path for par1cipatory digital 
democracy or true poli1cal democracy. [sic]”282 

Another limita1on on the democra1c poten1al of live-streaming lies in the role of censorship. 

Early theoriza1ons of the public sphere made clear that the comprehensive removal of 

censorship was a sine qua non for its development, and that this should also apply to 

communica1ons more generally.283 Where censorship or self-censorship does take place, 

democra1za1on is said to be stymied. Larry Diamond, in his descrip1on of what he terms 

“libera1on technology” (“any form of informa1on and communica1on technology (ICT) that can 

expand poli1cal, social, and economic freedom”) bluntly announces that, “China’s ‘Great Firewall’ 
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of Internet filtering and control prevents the rise of an independent public sphere online”, 

although he sees the possibility of “modest forms of defiance”.284 

Considering the poten1al of sound to provide a form of LaBelle’s sonic agency online, prac1ces 

entering the online environments find that they must also combat those pla_orms’ bias towards 

ocularcentrism, which some have claimed leads to ideological obfusca1on of the reali1es of the 

experiences they mediate. As has been recognised by Internet commentators, even when music 

and sound are ostensibly the primary material being communicated via a live-stream, the image 

is the point of contact between actor and the audience because of the reliance on a camera. The 

image also marks the point of consump1on when considering the economies of these pla_orms, 

of which interac1ve op1ons also play a major part.285 Dyson proposes that a number of thinkers 

had expected developments in electronic culture to “counter the visualism of culture by 

revitalizing the sense of hearing”.286 However, in most cases those expecta1ons were not met. 

Dyson therefore cri1cised the con1nuing visual bias of subsequent developments in immersive 

technologies such as VR, while elsewhere Bucher complained of the “pervasive visuality” of 

“algorithmic representa1ons of the world”, for example in live-streaming. Bucher sees these 

forms of visuality as masking the technological means by which the visuals are created, and such 

infrastructural considera1ons must be a+ended to in order to understand the meaning and 

significance of the experiences that are being mediated for us in this way: 

“Especially in a state of pervasive visuality, we need to take a step back and ask not for 
the visual manifesta1ons and representa1ons of bodies in code, but rather of the actual 
configura1on of such manifesta1ons in and through the media, that is, of how visibility 
is constructed, and through which technical measures.”287 

Other internet scep1cs such as the writer Evgeny Morozov worry that a wide-eyed adop1on of 

online pla_orms ignores that fact that they can lead to new forms of totalitarian oversight and 

oppression that “would make dissent not just impossible but possibly unthinkable”.288 

However, as Yin and Fung also point out, based on their experience of live-streaming in China, 

this connec1on to democra1c principles would not necessarily reflect or correspond to a Western 

idea of a representa1ve democracy, but simply indicates an ac1vity that is par1cipatory and 

grass-roots in nature.289 In the discussion of everyday life in Chapter 2, change takes place 

through immanent change rather than rupture. Agency is always present, and not least under 

environments of hegemonic domina1on – whether it be a pla_orm or a state. Domina1on always 
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leaves spaces where forms of cri1cality may occur, where pragma1c choices based on their own 

experiences give actors the opportunity to probe the limits of what is acceptable. The 

nonconfronta1onal forms of “making sense” that are being proposed in this research mean that 

adop1ng Morozov’s focus on dissent as an aim of online ac1vism would be misplaced in this 

context, as there is no “dissent” understood as forms of direct ac1on. The experience of 

undertaking this research has led this researcher to the conclusion that Morozov’s conten1on is a 

simplifica1on of the situa1on, as it overstates the hegemony of “totalitarian oversight”. The 

spaces of poten1al that remain under condi1ons of hegemonic domina1on s1ll allow for agency. 

As these are spaces of agency, Tan proposes that meanings are never be fully exhausted under 

these condi1ons. Even where the actual realisa1ons of the poten1al of online pla_orms have 

generally proven to be disappoin1ng, there are s1ll possibili1es in these spaces: 

“Cri1cs, including myself290 have countered early digital op1mism by poin1ng out that 
the Internet’s image of free-for-all access has created a false sense of democracy. Like 
any other network, it remains subject to market forces, poli1cal manipula1on and – 
most basically – access. S1ll, digitality has created more backdoor entry points to global 
playing fields, allowing for roads towards smaller, safer spaces where opportuni1es are 
more equal.” 

Tan sees means to counter oppression and/or commodifica1on through their adop1on of Michel 

de Certeau’s no1on of tac1cs that were brought up in Chapter 2 and which this research 

proposes to be a part of the nonconfronta1onal approaches that are here considered to be 

effec1ve against condi1ons that exert forces of domina1on on the actors: 

“Channelling Michel de Certeau’s no1on of tac1cs, I argue that these de facto gamers of 
music find shortcuts in the very technological grids designed to marginalise their 
existence. They have ‘hacked’ the digital system.”291 

An example of an area where actors have turned an apparently dominant technological 

infrastructure to their advantage, is in the development of the live-streaming idol culture and the 

strategies fans have developed to exploit pla_orm logics to benefit their idols.292 Here, however, 

another note of cau1on must be raised, as while this might be seen posi1vely as turning the 

tables on dominant forces, ul1mately the degree of cri1cality exercised by the fans is ambiguous. 

The fans undertake enormous amounts of work to gain the benefits for their idols, but ul1mately 

remain within the parameters of the system, rather than working to change the system or use it 

to put a wider social benefit into effect. This research interprets this as the co-opta1on of the 

fans’ poten1al by the affordances provided by the pla_orm. 
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The adop1on of tac1cs is a means to nego1ate the various forms of domina1on that are 

encountered when actors a+empt to reflect their face-to-face experiences in the online 

environment. The nego1a1on between the actors’ expecta1ons and the pla_orms’ affordances is 

the point at which cri1que can occur, and this research argues that points where difficul1es 

emerge are poten1ally the most effec1ve demonstra1ons of cri1que. A tac1c that is successful in 

the sense that it establishes a means of working smoothly and effec1vely to fulfil the actors’ 

requirements within the affordances that the pla_orm provides (e.g., the idol fans men1oned 

above), can equally be understood as completely co-opted by the ideological standpoints from 

which those affordances have emerged. A corollary of this is that a prac1ce that finds the 

affordances to be troublesome and difficult to work with, may in fact demonstrate a cri1cal 

approach to the ideological environment that they are a+emp1ng to realise their requirements 

within, and this amounts to a form of ideological cri1que of that environment. As has been 

argued, such difficul1es need not necessarily be deliberately conflictual or catastrophic for the 

prac1ce or the pla_orm, but a nonconfronta1onal presence is argued to be enough to enact a 

tac1cal cri1cality, one which we argue may be more effec1ve under domina1ng condi1ons. In the 

following chapter, this research analyses the actors’ live-streaming prac1ces in detail and 

highlights where such co-opta1on to affordances or difficul1es may take place, but in which their 

difficul1es are argued to reveal the prac1ces’ cri1cal effec1veness. 
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Chapter 6: Difficul#es and re#cence under COVID-19 

Part 1: Tac7cs of re7cence 

At the end of Chapter 3, I highlighted the fact that with the onset of the COVID-19 restric1ons 

and lockdowns, few of the venues I was planning to address with my fieldwork had taken 

advantage of live-streaming to adapt their ac1vi1es to these new condi1ons and connect with 

remote audiences. This was understood as a rejec1on of live-streaming as a viable medium for 

them to carry on their ac1vi1es. However, the story is a li+le different for the performers 

themselves. In a small, but I argue, significant number of cases the actors whom I was focusing 

upon and who would perform in the venues I was addressing under the condi1ons prior to 

COVID-19, took up the opportuni1es promised by live-streaming to experiment with bringing 

their prac1ces to this new environment. These experiments reflect their pragma1c responses to 

their everyday environments, environments that now involved the media1on through online 

pla_orms, a means that emerges in the heuris1c prac1ces of experimental music that were 

discussed in the Introduc1on to this thesis. While the account of experimental music in the 

Introduc1on was originally developed from live performance situa1ons, as argued in Chapter 5 

online performance is profoundly different from live performance. As I have in many cases 

experienced these actors’ live, face-to-face performances, it was fascina1ng for me to study how 

they adapted these prac1ces to live-streaming. As discussed in Chapter 4, my research methods 

necessarily changed from those appropriate for in-person encounters with the actors and their 

performances, to methods appropriate for online encounters. Data gathering changed from the 

act of travelling to venues and nego1a1ng the social environment therein, and photography and 

audio recordings of the performances taking place in front of me, to a+ending online events, and 

saving screen captures of audio/video material. The resul1ng data was of a similar form, whether 

it came from live or online events, and in this way threatened to fla+en out the dis1nguishing 

aspects of the two. For this reason, the following accounts of the events necessarily embody my 

own subjec1ve experiences as a member of the audience, providing the point at which the 

comparison of the two realms of experience is expressed.  

Based on these experiences, a point of difference that I would highlight here lay in the social 

aspects of these events, i.e. the ways in which actor and audience related to each other through 

the phenomenal condi1ons of each event type. Inevitably, the social aspects of live events differ 

markedly from those of online events, and the accounts below begin to describe and analyse how 

the actors and audiences experienced and exploited these new forms in various ways. Beyond 

the events in February to May 2020 that this research is based upon, my involvement with this 

subject ma+er took on a performa1ve aspect through my organisa1on of addi1onal live-

streamed events with the original actors. These will be discussed where they contribute to this 

study. 
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Although the actors under considera1on had a+ended previous live-streaming events as 

audience members, few had chosen or felt the need to perform online themselves prior to the 

onset of COVID-19. COVID-19 changed many aspects of their lives including their ability to 

perform live – if they wished to appear in public, experimen1ng with live-streaming became 

almost a necessity. Their adop1on of this medium necessarily involved inves1ga1ng its 

parameters and limits and gauge its poten1al for their prac1ces. 

As has already been stated, even where condi1ons of domina1on precluded radical forms of 

change, agency was s1ll retained by the actors to make changes, to transform their working 

condi1ons and the meaning of those condi1ons, and these changes began on a sensory level. 

Despite the live-streaming environments puzng pressure on the actors to appear in certain 

ways, the end results of the actors’ struggles with those pressures can s1ll be considered 

effec1ve for themselves and as a mode of communica1on with an audience. This research has 

argued that this was because it was these same struggles that created the implicit connec1on 

with a poten1al audience, partly through the presenta1on of the struggle to appear and by 

making the everyday reali1es of the actors’ lives and prac1ces apparent as visual and sonic 

sensory material. 

The poten1al for the emergence of a public sphere lies in this awareness of a rela1on between 

audience and actor, however tenuous that awareness might be. The live-streaming pla_orms 

mediate that awareness through their affordances, but seem to inevitably obfuscate that 

rela1on, which this research understands as thereby thwar1ng or suppressing the emergence of 

a public sphere. Despite the coincidental and/or deliberate pressures that the environments put 

in place which had the effect of preven1ng a public sphere, through these difficult connec1ons 

with their audiences the actors nevertheless created the poten1al for such a thing to emerge. 

Tac1cs are important when these actors’ prac1ces enter the pla_orms’ environments in which 

the pla_orms have pre-established their own situa1ons of domina1on applied to all par1cipants. 

Through the mainstream ideological pressures exerted by society and technology, that come 

bundled up in the live-stream’s infrastructure, this domina1on results in prac1ces being coerced 

into mainstream forms of appearance. Under these condi1ons of domina1on, the actors’ urges to 

exist as autonomous prac1ces, and sustaining themselves in that way, come up against the socio-

technical reali1es that the pla_orms embody. 

This research argues that the tac1cal engagements allow the actors to retain cri1cal agency 

within such a mainstream(-ing) and domina1ng environment, and these tac1cal engagements 

employed methods of re1cence introduced in Chapter 2 and developed in Chapter 5.  

In Chapter 2, we explained that “re1cence becomes an instrument for a form of communica1on 

with audiences through the tac1cal use of a domina1ng environment’s own affordances.” We 
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proposed re1cence as an important factor in developing effec1ve forms of cri1cal engagement, 

both with the pla_orms as well as with the audiences through the pla_orms. As was argued, this 

research found that de Certeau’s “tac1cs” was a helpful way to understand the re1cence of the 

actors. This tac1cal re1cence is a form of withheld communica1on in which, ironically, a public 

sphere can emerge. Tac1cs involve the exploita1on of the various capitals described in Chapter 2. 

Economic and cultural capitals are the most common forms of power on pla_orms, as the 

pla_orms oMen reflect real-world values in these areas. Economic capital, for instance, allows 

actors to access higher quality technical means for broadcas1ng, poten1ally leading to higher 

technical quality and more elaborate forms of presenta1on. Cultural capital generates interest 

from the audience based on exis1ng status in other social spheres, such as those of academia or 

entertainment. The actors addressed in this research may only be modestly endowed with 

economic and cultural capitals, but this research has argued that they are be+er able to leverage 

the more intangible form of symbolic capital that non-mainstream ac1vi1es hold in general, and 

they themselves hold through their exis1ng reputa1ons as representa1ves of underground sonic 

culture in China. This tac1cal work is a nego1a1on of communica1on between the actor and 

audience, mediated by the pla_orm. The actors’ experiments with live-streaming can be 

understood as a+empts to nego1ate this environment that reflects and imposes mainstream 

norms on them, involving coercive systems that ac1vely or passively encourage the par1cipants 

to adapt to those norms by subsuming them to the pla_orm’s logics. 

The accounts of these actors’ experiences with society and technology, revealed through their 

engagements with the pla_orms and through those pla_orms with their audiences, become an 

embodiment of their nego1a1ons with these domina1ng condi1ons, and it is this nego1a1on 

that is the realisa1on of the actors’ agency. Such nego1a1ons are ongoing and not sta1c, and so 

any interpreta1on must be considered con1ngent, and likely to change. 

Re1cent tac1cs also emerge in the rela1on between the actors’ live presence and on-screen 

appearance. These include the visible aspects of the actor’s performances, i.e., their apparent 

loca1on and the details of their surroundings. In terms of sezngs represented, and as was 

outlined in the introduc1ons to the research subjects in Chapter 3 which will be analysed below, 

the live-stream videos under considera1on presented three main types: the home interior, the 

outdoor landscape sezng, and the digitally constructed image. The computer-generated visuals 

by Changcun Wang represented the third type, Chenchen Ding’s outdoor broadcasts represented 

the second, and Cong Zhao’s Prac1ces by and large represented the first.  

The analyses below also note the important role of various modes of 1me in the emergence of 

the presenta1ons, in terms of dura1on, recording, and delay, which are here considered as tools 

that perform cri1cal func1ons in the situa1ons these actors find themselves working within. 

These modes of presenta1on are understood to be cri1cal to the extent that they highlighted or 
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introduced contradic1ons—oMen appearing as difficul1es—into the rela1onships of actor to 

medium, and actor to audience via media. These difficul1es subverted the pla_orms’ norms and 

assump1ons that may go unques1oned in live-stream broadcasts that accede to the pla_orm’s 

affordances. 

In the sec1ons below Chenchen Ding’s live-streams are addressed first and are argued to be 

explicitly cri1cal of the pla_orm’s affordances and environment, shown through the social and 

technical difficul1es that Ding encountered – their prac1ces are therefore argued to demonstrate 

a developed cri1cal agency in rela1on to their technical and social contexts. This research found 

that Changcun Wang’s computer-generated music and visuals engaged most naturally with the 

technological means the pla_orm provided. Wang’s live-streams are interes1ng in their 

experimenta1on with the modes of technological appearance that the pla_orms make possible, 

and this would certainly be an expression of the actor’s agency under these condi1ons. However, 

based on the descrip1ons of agency in Chapter 2, this research concluded that Wang’s prac1ce in 

these cases was not a demonstra1on of a “cri1cal” agency, as it is interpreted to be the least 

cri1cal of the pla_orm itself, and the least re1cent in rela1on to the pla_orm’s affordances. 

Wang is then followed by the account of Cong Zhao’s series of Prac1ces. Comparing Wang with 

these Prac1ces, it will be argued that while the la+er are in most cases less technologically 

engaged with the pla_orm, they nevertheless take on a more cri1cal approach to the pla_orm’s 

affordances than Wang through their contradictory and re1cent modes of engagement with 

those them. 

Part 2: Chenchen Ding – Difficulty as a cri7que of pla\orm affordances 

Most of the live-streams considered here were produced by individuals without support from 

other people, and so their technical setup was usually kept simple for pragma1c reasons. 

Chenchen Ding’s 120min live-streams were no excep1on. As seen in fig. 21 – fig. 24, the visible 

landscape in Ding’s live-streams varied from outdoor fields for the live-stream held in week 2 and 

the second a+empt of week 4 (fig. 21); a wooden shack with graffi1-covered walls for week 3 and 

the first a+empt of week 4 (fig. 22); and, Ding’s apartment for weeks 5 and 6. For the final live-

stream Ding stood by Erhai, the lake next to Dali City where he lived. In terms of instruments, for 

weeks 2 and 7 Ding improvised on his clarinet, for weeks 3 and 4 he performed with guitar 

pedals, noise boxes, and a mixing desk. Due to internet connec1vity issues in the shack during the 

first a+empt for week 4, Ding ended this performance early and rescheduled a repeat 

performance the next day. On that occasion he moved his set-up to an outside loca1on. For week 

5 there were no instruments visible, as the screen simply showed the view from Ding’s upstairs 

apartment window over a courtyard and across Dali City, but the sounds were similar to those 

heard in week 4 (fig. 23). The following performance (week 6) took a different form as it was a 

networked duet between Ding in Dali and Song Li in London (who has already been men1oned a 
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number of 1mes in this research). Li is known for his work with live-coding—working with 

computer sound genera1on and composi1on programmes designed to be useable for live 

improvisa1on—and for this duet Li live-coded over the live-stream, appearing on a tablet screen 

sizng in Ding’s apartment while Ding performed on his own laptop in the background of the 

room (fig. 24). For the final performance, Ding stood outside again, against the Erhai lake 

backdrop playing an unamplified Melodica (a small wind instrument with keyboard). 

 
fig. 21: Screenshot from 120min week 2, by 
Chenchen Ding 

 
fig. 22: Screenshot from 120min week 3, by 
Chenchen Ding 

 

 
fig. 23: Screenshot from 120min week 5, by 
Chenchen Ding 

 
fig. 24: Screenshot from 120min week 6, by 
Chenchen Ding and Song Li 

These descrip1ons indicated that a fundamental choice for each actor was the loca1on from 

where they broadcasted their live-stream from. Many actors chose to invite their audience into 

their private, home environments, while others chose public spaces with passing traffic, or 

remote loca1ons where few other people would physically be present. Each of these types of 

loca1on established different networks between the actors, (some1mes inadvertent) face-to-face 

audiences at the loca1on, and the online audience, all of whom engaged in different ways and 

effec1vely experienced different events. Each loca1on also introduced par1cular technical 

demands whose nego1a1ons were also reflected in the poten1al performances. 

The content of Ding’s live-streams was focused on his own ac1vi1es and did not involve audience 

par1cipa1on (whether on site or online) in any way; he chose not to use the features of the live-

streaming app to interact with the online audience during the performances and once he had 

finished did not respond to any feedback that may have appeared in the chat window during the 

performance or aMerwards. 

The fact that most of these live-streams were managed by each actor without assistance led to a 

number of technical problems, and there was also a dissa1sfac1on from some actors with the 
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nature of the audience engagement that live-streaming provided. Some actors, being already 

familiar with the use of online spaces and technologies as part of their exis1ng ac1vi1es, were 

comfortable with adop1ng the live-stream pla_orms, this shiM having li+le effect upon their 

prac1ces (see Changcun Wang, below). On the other hand, some actors, like Ding, were new to 

performing online and while they were happy to temporarily shiM their prac1ces to live-

streaming, their experiences were not without prac1cal and technical problems. 

Ding’s live-streams were marked by their unpolished nature, and they did not strive for a 

“professional” appearance. Due to the recurring technical difficul1es Ding struggled to maintain 

his focus on his act of performance, which this researcher also experienced as a sympathe1c 

tension while watching him struggle. Following his experiences with his 120min series, Ding 

complained that the live-streaming format was unsa1sfactory for two major reasons. For one 

thing, because he usually worked alone, he would have to take care of all the technical aspects 

involved in sezng up the live stream, following which he would have to remain a+en1ve to any 

problems that may arise over the course of his performance. Ding noted: 

“There was a specific moment when I realised that perhaps livestream was not an ideal 
medium for live performance. It was perhaps the second or the third performance […] 
the Internet connec1on got really bad, and I got distracted because I was trying to figure 
out how to solve this problem.”293 

For Ding, this was too much of a distrac1on and prevented him from performing effec1vely on his 

own terms. He also expressed that due to the unpredictable technical condi1ons, for instance of 

the WiFi connec1on, the quality of sound that the audience heard was not the same as what he 

heard. Ding felt that this marked a disconnec1on between his own experience of the 

performance, which he wished to communicate, and what the audience experienced. Previously, 

his face-to-face noise music performances a+empted to physically make an impact on the 

audience, and this was a form of communica1on that was organically established more 

effec1vely in live face-to-face condi1ons under condi1ons in which the actor had more control. 

Ding found that the online media1on of the performance detracted from this ability to impact 

the audience, and therefore detracted from his apprecia1on of the quality of the performance 

experience. The frustra1on that Ding felt was interpreted by him as an interrup1on and 

distrac1on for his performances: 

“Because the bad signal and other technical problems had distracted me too much, 
basically I was mostly unsa1sfied with the outcome of the performances.”294 

Ding’s live-streams were examples in which the contradic1ons involved in the move from face-to-

face to online performance were being ac1vely worked out by the actor during their 

 
293 Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
294 Ding (zoom). 
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performances in front of the audience, albeit as mediated through the pla_orm. While Ding 

doubted the effec1veness of his performance to replicate the live experience of a noise music 

concert, in my opinion and comparing my experiences of Ding’s live noise concerts and these live-

streams, the tension communicated due to his technical difficul1es, and his subsequent struggles 

to remedy these difficul1es, held similari1es to the tensions experienced by an audience member 

during Ding’s face-to-face performances. In his live-streams, the forms of noise performance that 

Ding presented were therefore felt by this researcher to be complemented by the troubled 

media connec1ons of the live-streams. Here we have a case where an actor’s interpreta1on of 

the results of their ac1vi1es, and consequently of their self-understanding of the value of those 

ac1vi1es, did not necessarily align with the audience’s (or the researcher’s) interpreta1on – but 

nevertheless can s1ll be considered effec1ve and cri1cal in its way.  

Ding’s frustrated responses to their technical difficul1es were apparently moments when Ding’s 

basic agency to perform in the way he desired was being denied. Nevertheless, this research 

argues that Ding was able to exhibit a cri1cal agency through these very difficul1es. The 

presenta1on to the audience of an unstably-mediated appearance emerging through the 

vagaries of a pla_orm’s interface drew a+en1on to the prac1cal limits that the pla_orm imposed 

on the actor. 

Part 3: Changcun Wang – Formal prac7ces under co-op7ng condi7ons 

Changcun Wang’s first live-stream on the 18 February 2020 was shot from inside an unlit 

apartment at night, with the camera poin1ng towards a window (fig. 25). Inside the apartment 

and in front of the window the viewer could see the silhoue+e of a waist-height metal barrier 

frame, typical for rooms with full-height windows. Outside it was dark, but the audience could 

see that the broadcast was taking place on a high floor in the apartment block, looking towards a 

series of mid-height apartment blocks in the distance, stretching from one side of the framed 

view to the other. Some windows were lit up in those blocks, and clouds were driMing across the 

sky. The overall appearance of the live-stream was s1ll and calm, as the screen simply showed 

this view for the whole period, with no camera movement and without Wang being in view at 

any 1me. For the dura1on of the event Wang played algorithmically-generated electronic 

ambient music. 
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fig. 25: Screenshot from first live-stream by Changcun Wang (image courtesy of Changcun Wang) 

His final two live-streams took a different form from this: rather than simply presen1ng the 

unmanipulated view captured by the camera, on these later occasions Wang broadcast 

programmed, computer-generated visuals that ran automa1cally while he created the sounds. 

On the 5 April live-stream, the screen was progressively filled with a variety of text characters, 

appearing line-by-line from the top-leM of the window (fig. 26). For this anima1on Wang used, 

“live camera input [and] a python + ffmpeg script running in terminal”.295 As the characters filled 

the screen it became apparent that they were crea1ng a representa1on of Wang sizng in front 

of his computer from this live camera input. When the characters reached the bo+om of the 

screen, the whole image began to shiM up as new lines of characters appeared to displace them. 

Upon comple1ng the image, a new image was captured by the camera and began to be drawn 

line-by-line on screen. Over the period of the performance, therefore, a sequence of images was 

drawn crea1ng a disjointed anima1on of Wang performing. 

For the on-screen display during his final performance, Wang recreated the form of a screensaver 

commonly found on old DVD players in which the DVD logo would be displayed flying around the 

screen, bouncing off each edge and simultaneously changing colour (fig. 27). In Wang’s version a 

 
295 Python is a general-purpose programming language, while the FFmpeg software was designed for 
processing video and audio files or streams. Both of these were employed by Wang through the operating 
system command line interface. Wang to Sanderson, ‘Re: Recordings of 2020 Live-Streams’, 22 January 2022 
(email). 
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text box replaced this logo, into which he was able to type short messages during the 

performance which then endlessly bounced around the screen. For this visual Wang used Vuo 

soMware, a graphical programming environment for real-1me visuals. 

 
fig. 26: Screenshot from second live-stream by Changcun Wang 

 

 
fig. 27: Screenshot from third live-stream by Changcun Wang. The black box is the audience’s view (image 
courtesy of Changcun Wang) 

Wang’s live-streams allow us to consider various realisa1ons of 1me as a poten1ally cri1cal 

element in these broadcasts, par1cularly in the forms of dura1on, recording, and delay. While 

their exploita1on is not unique to live-streaming, dura1on, recording, and delay appear in a 

number of the performances under considera1on as ways for the actors to enact their agency by 

cri1cally addressing the affordances that the pla_orm provides for them. 
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In a face-to-face performance, the type of venue involved will place limita1ons on the length of a 

performance, as will the a+en1on-span of a live audience, while live-streaming enables this 

expecta1on to be subverted. The actors are also forced to ques1on whether and how to record a 

performance, this considera1on being prompted by the fact that the live-streaming pla_orm 

being used did not allow for a recording to be saved. While there were various workarounds to 

this limita1on, the ephemerality that this introduced into the performance was valued by some. 

The effects of signal delay also marked an expression of 1me as the actors’ broadcasts traversed 

the network infrastructure, and while delay prevented instantaneous communica1on with an 

audience, delay could be crea1vely reworked to open up less direct—and poten1ally 

subversive—forms of communica1on. 

Although the dura1ons of Wang’s three live-streams were not out of the ordinary, each las1ng 

no more than one hour, he expressed an interest in longer dura1on performances. Dura1on 

represents a space in which actors can act cri1cally by playing with the audience’s expecta1ons of 

a performance and poten1ally the pla_orms’ expecta1ons of the material they host. Wang felt 

that extended dura1on was appropriate because live-streaming did not depend on the 1me 

restric1ons demanded when performing in a tradi1onal venue in front of an audience. Wang 

remarked upon the libera1ng feeling of working without 1me constraints, a sense of freedom 

quite different from live performance: 

“For instance, you can do live sets over one hour or of whatever 1me dura1on you want, 
it can be very short, or very long – it’s all na1ve [to live-streaming]. So, you don’t have to 
make a typical, or ‘normal’, live set of 30 minutes or one hour. You can do everything in 
this live stream.”296 

This poten1al of extended dura1on has been straigh_orwardly exploited in several live-stream 

music events, most commonly where a series of individual performances are presented in 

sequence, which also can allow for geographically dispersed ar1sts to appear together under the 

umbrella of one event.  

As Wang suggested in the previous quote, although it is recognised that there are many 

situa1ons where such rela1onships are deliberately subverted, the choice of a par1cular dura1on 

oMen relates to norms and conven1ons of the venue where they appear, and also on the 

expecta1ons of the audience. Live venues establish a power rela1onship as part of the process of 

crea1ng the actor and audience as subjects within its constructed social space. In the live venue, 

the special rela1onship between the space of the actor (on a stage or not) and the space of the 

audience, places the audience under an implied obliga1on to grant their a+en1on to the actors 

for the dura1on of their performance – this is in part a social pressure created by the physical 

rela1on of the audience to the actors. Walking out during a performance is not impossible, but 

 
296 Wang, Interview with Changcun Wang by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
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socially awkward. By contrast, the audience for a live-stream is socially and affec1vely 

disconnected from the actors, sizng behind a screen, and understood to be in a sezng of their 

own choosing without the expecta1ons that live venues impose, and not under the social 

pressure to con1nuously pay a+en1on to the performance. In this way, live-streamed dura1onal 

performances can s1ll be demanding for the actors but become less demanding for the audience. 

An example of the poten1al of extended dura1on taken from this research was the five-hour live-

stream event in which Sin:Ned (Dennis Wong), KWC (Kin-Wai Chau), and Anthony Yeung 

performed (fig. 28 & fig. 29). In the ini1al discussions in prepara1on for this event, Wong 

proposed several ways in which he and his collaborators could perform in a way that would be 

relevant to a live-stream, before se+ling on extended dura1on as the appropriate form. The 

dura1on allowed the actors to take their 1me over performing, entering and leaving the space as 

they saw fit, and establishing mul1ple varie1es of solo or group collabora1on as the 1me 

progressed. 

 
fig. 28: Screenshot from Sin:Ned (Dennis Wong), KWC 
(Kin-Wai Chau), and Anthony Yeung live-stream, 
14:00, 9 January 2021. 

 
fig. 29: Screenshot from Sin:Ned (Dennis Wong), KWC 
(Kin-Wai Chau), and Anthony Yeung live-stream, 
17:45, 9 January 2021.  

In response to this expression of formal agency over dura1on that the live-streaming 

environment provided, this research found that perceived subversions of the norms of 

performance dura1ons could be understood more as cri1ques of audience’ expecta1ons but less 

of the pla_orm’s “expecta1ons” that are realised through its affordances. Wang’s previous 

comment that a long dura1on performance is “na1ve” to the live-streaming pla_orm suggests 

that if live-streaming pla_orms can poten1ally accommodate any dura1on, extended dura1on on 

its own can therefore not provide a cri1que of that aspect of the pla_orm as it merely reflects 

the affordances provided. Wong and his collaborators were also not cri1quing the pla_orm in 

their extended performance, but they were cri1quing their own and the audience’s endurance. 

Cri1cality is therefore seen in certain rela1ons and not in others. It should be pointed out that at 

no point did Wang and Wong and his collaborators claim cri1cal agency (as this research 

understands the term) in these performances, nor any poli1cal meaning beyond what might be 

imputed from the act of performance itself. This research therefore understands these 

performances as expressions of agency that remain within the pla_orms’ technological 
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infrastructures. Wang’s agency can be said to be in his cri1que of the sonic and graphic tools that 

he uses, as well as some general aspects of the live-streaming environment, such as in his toying 

with the nature of danmu. With these cri1ques Wang can create original and poten1ally 

subversive sounds and images, but his live-streams are not explicit expressions of cri1cal agency 

of the pla_orms themselves. For Wong and his collaborators, it is in their rela1on to their own 

prac1ces and their audience. This research therefore argues that, at least in terms of these 

aspects of their rela1onship to the pla_orm, they are co-opted by the pla_orms’ affordances. 

Another rela1onship between sound and 1me manifests itself through recording, an ac1vity that 

the live-stream format complicates. In any live, face-to-face performance the actors have the 

ability and choice to record (or not), this would be a formal agency under these circumstances, 

but not necessarily cri1cal of the live situa1on (unless it was a surrep11ous act). But the live-

streaming pla_orms enforce limita1ons on the ability to record; indeed, Bilibili, as the pla_orm of 

choice for all the actors in this research, does not provide a built-in op1on to record at all. This 

pla_orm affordance to prevent recording removes an actors’ ability to choose to record or not to 

record, and hence in this case this par1cular agency is apparently denied. The actors’ nego1a1on 

of this complica1on poten1ally opens the pla_orm up for a cri1que of its affordances. 

It has been argued that leaving no trace is a means to avoid co-opta1on, but how to interpret this 

enforced lack of a recording? Such a lack of a recording might seem to reflect the re1cence 

towards pla_orm affordances that this research argues for. However, as with the interpreta1on 

of the actors’ use of dura1on described above, re1cence is not just the acceptance of a 

pla_orms’ affordances, but the nego1a1on of that affordance. The adop1on of other means of 

recording can be understood as such an example of re1cence. It is the case that an act of 

recording outside of the pla_orm’s environment will place agency back into the hands of the 

actor, in which they regain the agency to choose whether to record or not, rather than accept the 

condi1ons presented to them. 

Some of the actors took advantage of this op1on to record the live-stream outside of the 

pla_orm, and in this way the act of recording, and the record that remains, become implicit 

cri1cisms of the pla_orms’ limita1ons. 

On the one hand, Wang stated that he saw the lack of a recording as crea1ng a special communal 

experience of the 1me of performance because of its ephemerality, and this being an important 

feature of the Bilibili live-stream experience for him: 

“On Bilibili all of the livestreams are really live, and there are no video files leM 
aMerwards. This doesn’t bother me, because I think that’s the beau1ful part of 
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livestreaming: it’s about the ar1st and the audience having to be there, at the same 
1me, in the same virtual space.”297 

Chenchen Ding, on the other hand, would have preferred to save a recording but was prevented 

from doing so by this limita1on of Bilibili and so there is li+le remaining documenta1on of Ding’s 

performances to look back on. Ul1mately, Ding came to terms with this lack of documenta1on of 

the live-stream itself and related this lack to the ephemerality of his spontaneous live 

performances. In any case, he made his own audio-only recordings of each event outside of the 

live-stream pla_orm on a portable audio recorder. He used these recordings to review the sound 

and learn from the experience, but—unlike the live-streams—these audio recordings were not 

for public consump1on298: 

“At the beginning of the project I wanted to keep a record of the live stream 
performance, but it turns out Bilibili doesn’t have that func1on or allow you to do this. 
But I s1ll wanted to save the performances in some way, so I made audio recordings of 
every performance. These were very helpful to me to improve things.”299 

On the other hand, Cong Zhao chose to concurrently mirror most of the Prac1ce live-streams that 

were originally being broadcast on Bilibili to YouTube where they were automa1cally recorded. 

Her mo1va1on for mirroring these live-streams was to also make it easier for audiences outside 

of China to watch: 

“We [used YouTube] because aMer the first two or three Prac1ce sessions, we found 
that our friends abroad couldn’t see the live-stream on Bilibili.”300 

For Zhao, recordings being available aMer the ending of the live-stream was important: “I think 

[the recording] is a memory, and a record of some things that happened in a special 1me. It’s 

important for me.” Her partner Zhu, however, had a more relaxed aztude: “For me, I don’t think 

[a recording] is very important. Like with our live [face-to-face] performances in the past, 

some1mes I recorded them, but some1mes not. In [the la+er] case I just have the memory. But 

that’s okay.”301 

Changcun Wang reflected further on this ephemerality recently: “I think something can be called 

‘live’ because it can ‘die’ :-)”. He recognised that it is in the nature of liveness to be ephemeral, 

and—for him—the live-stream should reflect this.302 

 
297 Wang (zoom). 
298 Although Ding recently (June 2022) had several of these audio recordings published. 
299 Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
300 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
301 Zhao and Zhu (zoom). 
302 Wang to Sanderson, ‘Re: Recordings of 2020 Live-Streams’, 22 January 2022 (email). 
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Part 4: Cong Zhao’s Prac7ces – Re7cence as a cri7que of pla\orm affordances 

I have argued that affordances that arise from the pla_orm’s impera1ves are an expression of 

ideology, which may be incompa1ble with the actors’ own impera1ves (and ideological 

standpoints). As was described in Chapter 5, pla_orm affordances are central to the ways in 

which the actors are able to present themselves and communicate with their audiences, and—as 

we have seen above—such affordance play an enabling as well as a limi1ng func1on. In the 

examples from Cong Zhao’s Prac1ce series, the performances can appear to be interes1ng, 

innova1ve, and/or produc1ve for the actors and audiences involved. But this research interprets 

the technologies’ poten1al to allow the actors cri1cal agency, and the subsequent emergence of 

public spheres that might trigger extended socio-poli1cal change as being under limi1ng 

condi1ons due to the prac1cal limits on social communica1on those technologies involve and the 

pla_orms themselves enforce. As was argued in Chapter 2, in the discussion of the poten1al of 

nonconfronta1on for the emergence of public spheres, the social features provided by the 

pla_orms are where such nonconfronta1on and emergence could take place. 

As with Chenchen Ding’s live-streams described above, those that made up Zhao’s Prac1ces 

typically presented a solo actor on screen who would perform while simultaneously managing 

the technical produc1on of their video. The video was usually captured from single camera 

viewpoint, with the actors symmetrically placed in view, and the sound was also from a single 

source of a freestanding microphone in the space of the performance, or in rare cases from a 

direct feed from a mixing desk or laptop. Mai Mai and his son, performing as Manlong Duo in 

Prac1ce #17 (fig. 40), departed from the usual symmetry by presen1ng themselves off-centre in 

their camera view, with Mai Mai par1ally cut off by the right-hand screen edge, although it was 

unclear if this was deliberate or due to an accidental movement of the camera. The only 

deliberate experimenta1on with the interac1on of sound and space in spa1al audio, was 

undertaken by Song Li who wore a set of binaural microphones as the broadcast sound source for 

his performance (Prac1ce #4; fig. 34). 

As much as online ac1vity can subvert geographical specificity, the performers’ actual loca1ons 

s1ll played an important role in the meaning and perceived value of the events. For many people 

linking actors from different parts of the world together is an important feature of live-streaming. 

For example, Zhao’s Prac1ce series exploited this by having actors appear from various parts of 

China and abroad and, as has already been described in the case of Prac1ce #18, Wenbo Zhu and 

Dong Xing performed together in different loca1ons in Beijing (fig. 36). 
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fig. 30: Screenshot from Practice #1: Wenbo Zhu 

 
fig. 31: Screenshot from Practice #2: Wenbo Zhu 

 

 
fig. 32: Screenshot from Practice #3: Yi Zhou 

 
fig. 33: Screenshot from Practice #3: Yi Zhou 

 

 
fig. 34: Screenshot from Practice #4: Song Li 

 
fig. 35: Screenshot from Practice #5: Cong Zhao 

 

 
fig. 36: Screenshot from Practice #8: Wenbo Zhu & 
Dong Xing 

 
fig. 37: Screenshot from Practice #9: Mai Mai 

 

 
fig. 38: Screenshot from Practice #10: Jun Yan 

 
fig. 39: Screenshot from Practice #16: Chenchen Ding 
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fig. 40: Screenshot from Practice #17:  
Manlong Duo (Mai Mai & LMT) 

 
fig. 41: Screenshot from Practice #18: Mind Fiber 
(VAVABOND & Jianhong Li) 

These physical distances became apparent in the actors’ management of signal delays. Signal 

delay is an unavoidable part of broadcas1ng and is oMen interpreted as a thwar1ng of fluid 

communica1on. But even such difficul1es can become their own form of communica1on. The 

perceptual apprecia1on of the signal traversing the distance from actor to audience is an 

experience of 1me in live-streaming. The experience of these signals becomes asynchronous as 

they are delayed to a greater or lesser extent, and various ways of incorpora1ng its effects or 

compensa1ng for them can be exploited by the actor. Such delay is also an example of a technical 

restric1on on the development of social connec1ons that could nevertheless lead to public 

spheres. 

As a prac1cal issue, delay creates problems for collabora1ons. For instance, actors improvising 

together expect to respond in a 1mely fashion to each other’s ac1ons, but the physically-

separated actors feel that even a small delay in the transmission and recep1on of their signals 

prevents them from responding to each other effec1vely. Delay can also introduce unwanted 

defects into the video/audio stream, degrading the audience’s experience of the performance. 

For Dennis Wong and his collaborators’ five-hour live-stream, all the actors were present in the 

same loca1on and so collabora1ve improvisa1on—understood as an immediately responsive 

playing—was possible. When actors were dispersed across different loca1ons, however, 

synchroniza1on became difficult to achieve across the live-stream network. This delay also 

manifested itself in the disconnec1on between the actor’s performance and its recep1on by the 

audience – in terms of delay as well as in terms of quality, and this change in quality was one of 

the major complaints made of live-streaming heard from the actors during this research. 

As Dong Xing and Wenbo Zhu’s performances were being broadcast from different parts of 

Beijing (Prac1ce #8; fig. 36) their live-stream required the composi1on of their individual video 

and audio feeds into a single output to be viewed by the audience (using the OBS soMware). 

Following this networked duet, Dong Xing expressed his disappointment with the feeling of 

disconnec1on between the two of them as they were performing together: 

“It (barely) worked, I reckon, if at all… I wasn’t par1cularly happy with the result […] 
Signal lag was the obvious problem, I thought; but [also] the lack of directness 
prevented me from … sensing/ recognising/feeling/iden1fying the other person’s 
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ac1ons, or ‘movement/sound’ dynamic, [and this] caused a huge disengagement and 
disconnec1on between my playing and [Zhu’s].”303 

However, delay also exposes normalised expecta1ons that an actor or audience have of a 

“typical” performance experience, as well as the usually hidden material condi1ons of the social 

and technical environment, and in this way can be exploited as a cri1cal reflec1on on those 

situa1ons. Where delay is consciously wielded by the actors, despite apparent difficul1es it can 

become a cri1cal tool and may paradoxically generate insights between the actor and audience 

that become a form of communica1on of a shared understanding of a situa1on.  

Shouwang Zhang’s Prac1ce (#14) exploited feedback by replaying the sounds that he had already 

broadcast on their delayed return to him via the live-stream network. This use of feedback could 

be understood as exploi1ng the delay introduced by the 1me taken for sound to travel across the 

network, directly incorpora1ng it into the realisa1on of a performance, and Zhang’s performance 

made this audible as the echo and feedback. AMerwards Zhu reflected on Zhang’s live-stream and 

pointed out that Zhang realised some performance techniques in the live-stream situa1on that 

deviated from their normal live performances: “[…] I think this was very special; he wouldn’t do it 

in his live performances, but it is nevertheless his style.”304 Another performer, Songjie Zhu, also 

pointed to Shouwang Zhang’s Prac1ce as an example of a performance that successfully 

exploited these aspects: “[…] the Prac1ce performance that Zhang Shouwang gave could only be 

realised through the delay and feedback happened in live streaming (I like that Prac1ce very 

much).”305 

Delay introduces unpredictability into these performances, as was also evident in the live-stream 

presented by [ _  _  _ ] (the group formed of Song Li, Jia Liu, and Shuoxin Tan). As each of the 

members of this group lived in separate ci1es—London, Karlsruhe, and Cologne respec1vely—

they were compelled to interact over the network using specialist soMware (OSCJunc1on) to 

synchronise their remote live collabora1on. For this performance their interac1ons were routed 

to a par1ally-underground concrete air-raid shelter on the HKBU Academy of Visual Arts campus 

in Hong Kong where their network signals were converted into audible sound. The sonic 

composite of all their signals was then played in the shelter and live-streamed out from there. 

Network delays affected the order in which their signals were received, and therefore the sound 

of the composite when sonified in the bunker. This unpredictable aspect was accepted by 

[ _  _  _ ] as part of the aesthe1c of their performance. As Song Li explained: 

 
303 Xing, Interview with Dong Xing by Edward Sanderson (email). 
304 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
305 Zhu, Interview with Songjie Zhu by Edward Sanderson (email). 
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“Because of the distance to Hong Kong the messages will take a longer 1me to travel 
there, and it will have a small impact on how it sounds. That’s one of the things about 
networked music: some1mes if the messages drop, the sound will change.” 306 

And Jia Liu commented: 

“When I re-listened to our performance, some1mes it’s clear that the connec1ons are 
also not always sta1c. Some1mes you can hear that there are four or five messages 
arriving at the same 1me and so you hear the sounds also come at the same 1me. That’s 
a totally different effect for this performance, and it’s part of the network. That’s why 
it’s very exci1ng.”307 

As Song Li commented aMer this performance: 

“What’s also very interes1ng is that what each of us hears is different. It’s down to our 
own percep1ons. We don’t hear the ambient sounds [in the shelter], and even if we 
heard the environmental sounds, it may s1ll be different because of the network delay. 
In fact, everyone is listening to a different thing.”308 

In the future they plan to incorporate this aspect of delay into the performance in a more pro-

ac1ve way. Liu says: 

“I’m also working on this idea [in] a study project with my colleagues at my university. 
This project will sonify this round-trip 1me into frequencies. If the internet is really slow, 
you can hear that everything is shiMing into a higher pitch.”309 

Such a proac1ve approach to technical problems demonstrates the realisa1on of the actors’ 

agency in response to difficul1es introduced by their performance environments. 

While delay is (usually) a circumstan1al limi1ng aspect of the network, there are other limi1ng 

affordances that are deliberately imposed by the pla_orms and for which re1cence can represent 

agency, as we have argued above. These limita1ons appear through the social media affordances 

of the pla_orms. 

If pla_orms ostensibly appear to provide social agency, in that they aim to establish connec1ons 

between the actor and audience, a re1cence in this situa1on might seem to be “an1-social” in 

that the actors choose not to engage with the pla_orms’ built-in social tools. How then can it be 

understood to be conducive to a public sphere? In fact, re1cence demonstrates a tac1c assumed 

by actors to be social on their own terms, rather than co-opted by the domina1ng pla_orm 

logics. Based on the arguments in Chapter 2 rela1ng to the development of public spheres, this 

tac1c signals an emergence of a public sphere that sits in parallel to the pla_orms’ a+empts to 

control the social space. 

 
306 Li, Liu, and Tan, INTERVIEW: [ _  _  _ ] (LI SONG, LIU JIA, TAN SHUOXIN) (zoom). 
307 Li, Liu, and Tan. 
308 Li, Liu, and Tan. 
309 Li, Liu, and Tan. 
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A raison d’etre for live-streaming pla_orms, towards which many of the pla_orm op1ons and 

tools are designed and configured, is precisely for audience engagement. We have already 

argued that in the process of sezng up these avenues for engagement, pla_orms make demands 

or ins1tute expecta1ons on both the actors and audiences to par1cipate, and to par1cipate in 

certain ways over others. Audience engagement and reten1on represent parts of the ideological 

affordances of the pla_orms. The actors’ re1cence to engage with such affordances can be 

understood as the expression of their agency and a cri1que of those affordances. 

The ostensible aims of the social media func1ons of the pla_orms’ chat and danmu features 

would be their ability to enable communica1on with an audience, and this would be understood 

as the provision of agency for actor and audience. However, in many of the live-streams under 

considera1on there was a lack of direct communica1on using these features between the actors 

and their audiences. This research found that these re1cent approach to the actors’ live-streams 

was in contradic1on to the built-in social media func1ons of the pla_orm, and consequently 

these approaches may be argued to contradict the ideological func1ons that are embodied in the 

pla_orms’ tools and op1ons. This re1cence contradicts the pla_orms’ built-in aims, which 

emphasise forms of spectacular self-presenta1on and con1nual engagement with the audience 

which is in part encouraged by the giM economy features prominently surfaced through the 

interface. 

To be re1cent in performance situa1ons is ironic, in that while these actors seek recogni1on for 

their work—if they did not, it is unlikely they would have chosen to live-stream—they did not 

take advantage of more than the bare minimum of publicity for their appearances, or of the 

social tools provided by the pla_orms. This contradictory approach to the pla_orm and to the 

performance is also expressed by the audience. For example, in no cases did this research 

witness an audience member sending giMs to the actors, despite the giM economy being such a 

domina1ng affordance of the pla_orms. This research has not been able to study the audiences’ 

mo1va1ons for this lack of interac1on, but from the point of view of the researcher in their role 

as a member of the audience, the act of giM giving was avoided as they felt it would represent an 

immodest and poten1ally unethical display of conspicuous consump1on on their part. This would 

reflect badly on this par1cular audience-member’s reputa1on as an independent researcher, and 

prac1cally introduce an interrup1on and distrac1on for the performances that were usually self-

absorbed rather than sociable. 

This display of self-absorbed re1cence also suggests that a link can be made to the forms of 

performance that these actors adopted in their offline situa1ons. Even before the COVID-19 

restric1ons, re1cence had already been observed by this researcher at many face-to-face 

performances. These performances oMen problema1sed the rela1on between performer and 

audience through a complica1on of straigh_orward communica1on. In some cases, this was in 
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the forms of introspec1on described above, or in the crea1on by the actors of barriers to 

recep1on. These barriers can be tac1le – as with confronta1onal behaviour with the audience or 

a rejec1on of physical interac1on with them; or sonic – with extremes of sound produc1on, 

whether in terms of loudness or quietness, that force the audience to pay close a+en1on to 

poten1al nuances within the noise or silence, respec1vely – or to withdraw en1rely from the 

performance space. For instance, such “barriers” appear in the harsh noise performances by 

Chenchen Ding, described earlier. 

While in the interviews for this research most actors revealed they were ambivalent about the 

level of engagement that they were willing to undertake during their live-streams, nevertheless 

some actors did make a+empts to communicate in a simple fashion with their viewers. This 

communica1on was typically characterised by the actor verbally explaining what they were 

doing, providing this feedback to the audience unprompted or when inspired by comments leM in 

the pla_orm’s chat func1on. These responses usually took place aMer the actor’s performance 

had been completed, which created a dis1nc1on between a 1me when the performance was 

taking place, and a 1me outside of it. It can be said that this maintained the typical and widely 

accepted format of a live, face-to-face performance, but this dis1nc1on also contrasted with 

mainstream live-streaming self-media presenta1ons in which the actor is typically felt to be 

“always on” and under the unspoken obliga1on to immediately respond to social interac1ons 

that the pla_orm makes possible, with the implica1on that such immediacy reflects the 

pla_orm’s norms of high audience engagement and prac1ces aimed at maximising audience 

reten1on.  

The performance by the band Kaoru Abe No Future (KANF) of which Cong Zhao is a member, in 

November 2020, and referred to as the “19th Prac1ce”, was another example of the way that a 

re1cence towards audience interac1on can be understood as a mode of agency for the actors. 

This live-stream performance worked to re-establish some of the phenomenological effects of a 

live event within the pla_orm’s affordances, without adap1ng to these affordances en1rely 

which would here be argued as becoming co-opted by them. KANF is an experimental indie-rock 

band comprised of Zhao, Wenbo Zhu, and Lu Liu. Their live-stream served to capture a rehearsal 

prior to going into the studio to record their new album. As Zhao described their plans for the 

live-stream: 

“Our songs are very short, and we plan to record our first album in late November, so 
we need to rehearse. It will be real rehearsal.”310 

During the live-stream (fig. 42) the camera was placed overlooking the band, with a birds-eye 

view of the three musicians. They appeared to ignore the camera and the audience, and they did 

 
310 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
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not interact with viewers at any point. This re1cence mirrored the experience of their live, face-

to-face performances in live venues, as witnessed by this researcher. KANF’s style of indie music 

and the performance style associated with it, expressed a lack of spectacle which communicated 

a feeling of discomfort that the researcher experienced socially and sonically in their role as a 

member of the audience. This discomfort was realised through Cong Zhao’s deliberate and 

plodding bass rhythms, Lu Liu’s short, stabbing snatches of guitar melody, and Wenbo Zhu’s 

intermi+ent drumming and strained vocaliza1ons. Although composed, their songs conform to 

only simple musical structures involving repeated bars with only minor varia1on and 

development, with few sec1ons providing contrast, that would evoke culmina1ng moments and 

emo1onal responses. The songs usually end pragma1cally at a convenient moment in the 

composi1on, without any build-up to an obvious climax or concluding musical mo1f. KANF are 

workmanlike in their presenta1on, and their playing—while proficient—appears inten1onally 

unpolished and seldom makes any a+empt to reach beyond the prosaic. 

 
fig. 42: Screenshot from Practice #19: Kaoru Abe No Future live-stream, 14 November 2020.  

Likewise, KANF’s live-stream made this researcher feel as if they were an interloper to the event, 

overhearing the band’s prac1ce, to which the audience was tolerated but not included. KANF 

communicated a sense of the actors’ introspec1on during their performance, for which 

interac1on with the audience was apparently felt to be unnecessary, and in which they 

deliberately chose not to provide cues for the audience as to how they should relate to the 

music. In their face-to-face performances—at least as experienced by this researcher—the 

audience was leM somewhat bemused as to their role in the event and how they should respond 

to what they witnessed. Clapping—the usual response in the context of a live music 

performance—almost seemed out of place in this context, as it would break a spell of poised 

tension that the band’s performance had established, however this re1cence to engage with 

their audience in their live performances ironically creates a form of communal feeling through a 

shared experience, and this carries through to the experience of the live-stream. To reiterate 

how Zhao jus1fied the Prac1ce live-streams: 
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“I think we need communica1on with our friends. This is the spirit that led us to do this. 
We also wanted to let our musician friends and the audience see what we were doing, 
and also what other musicians were doing, at that 1me. I think this is the ‘Prac1ce’ 
spirit; it’s a connec1on.”311 

For this research this amounts to an agency which remains within the actors’ control and is not 

en1rely co-opted by the pla_orm’s affordances. 

As has been noted above, few actors directly engaged with the par1cipatory tools that the live-

streaming pla_orms provided, in most cases these tools being ignored during performances. In 

cases where the par1cipatory tools were used, this ac1vity took place outside of the 1me of the 

performance, and usually as part of a Q&A session in which the actor would read out the 

comments and reply verbally. As Wenbo Zhu commented, 

“Most of the musicians checked the comments aMer their performances and replied to 
them – like I did. They enjoyed the chat and the responses from the audience.”312 

Notable excep1ons were the performances by Yi Zhou (Prac1ce #3; fig. 32 & fig. 33), and Jun Yan 

(Prac1ce #10; fig. 38). Yi Zhou was learning the upright bass at the 1me, and on a number of 

occasions he interrupted his performance to verbally explain the various exercises he was doing. 

He later described his approach in this way: 

“My idea was that since it was live-streaming, I intended to show people how the real 
prac1ce was: no fancy things, not too much fun, even not too much musical ideas, but 
the daily rou1ne. However, through daily rou1ne this ac1on connects people much 
closer, like if I had a daily rou1ne of taking a walk at night and this 1me we took that 
walk together.” 313 

He was aware that this was not only prac1cing for his own benefit, but that the feelings of the 

audience should also be considered for this par1cular Prac1ce, so he included a variety of 

ac1vi1es to maintain the audience’s interest: 

“Ini1ally I just intended to do my prac1ce rou1ne on upright bass, but later I was afraid 
it would bore people so I arranged some talking between each session, regarding fun 
knowledge, music related anecdotes, and such. I also played other people’s music on 
Bluetooth speakers and talked a li+le bit about it.” 314 

In Yan’s case, although he did not make it explicit before the performance, it soon became clear 

that he was vocalising the danmu as they appeared on screen (as seen in fig. 38). 

It is possible that a limited public sphere emerging through the appearance of text comments, 

could have been observed in the live-stream by the group [ _  _  _ ]. While not strictly danmu, 

 
311 Zhao and Zhu (zoom). 
312 Zhao and Zhu (zoom). 
313 Zhou, Interview with Yi Zhou by Edward Sanderson (email). 
314 Zhou (email). 
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their live-stream displayed an alterna1ve instance of a text-based communica1on. As each 

member of the group worked remotely, their custom soMware also included a chat interface that 

was displayed in the video stream (as seen in fig. 43 – fig. 45). This was a collage including a 

graphic representa1on of each tone their signals produced (which they referred to as a “braid”, 

as they expressed their performance as a weaving together of their sounds), and the chat that 

was a conversa1on between the group members. This was not par1cipatory outside of the group 

themselves, but nevertheless communicated insights into their ac1vi1es and the network 

environment they were working within. 

Another adapta1on of danmu can be seen in Changcun Wang’s crea1on of the mock-DVD logo 

for his second live-stream, described earlier, but in this Wang also created this logo/text to be 

dis1nct from the “public” danmu for the audience, and he described it as his own “VIP space” for 

comments. In this way he avoided direct interac1on with the audience and could not be 

considered to engage with a public sphere. 

 
fig. 43: Screenshot from [ _  _  _ ] live-stream, 
14 March 2021.  

 
fig. 44: Screenshot from [ _  _  _ ] live-stream, 
14 March 2021 
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fig. 45: Installation photo from [ _  _  _ ] live-stream, 14 March 2021. Bottom-left: text chat; top-right (large 
numbers): the signals each group member sends to the system to be sonified; top-right (three columns of 
text): the mathematical functions set by each group member, and applied to the signals; bottom: the 
“braid”, a graphical representation of the sounds produced, each line representing a group member, lines are 
drawn in real-time, moving from right to left. 

A consequence of the actors keeping their focus on their own performances rather than on 

interac1ons with their audience, was that they were generally uncertain of the number of 

viewers who joined their live-streams. The display of live audience numbers is a pla_orm 

affordance that is an important representa1on of a live-stream’s reach and success, par1cularly 

as these equate to the pla_orm’s commercial impera1ves. However, the impression of most of 

the live-streamers spoken to for this research was that the displayed live audience sta1s1cs were 

unreliable or poten1ally manipulated by the pla_orms. The actors therefore did not trust these 

numbers to be an accurate representa1on of their audience. The pla_orm affordance of 

audience numbers thereby provided the image of sociality, but this was known by the actors to 

be contrived. If sociality has the poten1al for the emergence of a public sphere, then this 

doub_ul sociality undermines this process. 

In the interviews for this research, various actors es1mated their audience figures from a high of 

several thousand to a low of twenty. Of those who were prepared to make an es1mate, Mai Mai 

reported 2,000 people were present, 100 were reported by Jun Yan, 50 by Songjie Zhu, 30 by 

dogCO3, 20 to 30 by Song Li, and 20 by Yi Zhou. The iden1ty of the audience members was in 

most cases unknown, but the actors guessed they were mainly their friends, friends-of-friends, 

rela1ves, and random people. Wang’s response was typical: 
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“People told me that at the peak there were maybe more than 1000 people. Some 
people are commen1ng, but most of them are my friends. Some of them I don’t 
recognise. Maybe they are random strangers, or friends-of-friends, maybe some friends’ 
parents, or parents’ colleagues.”315 

The impression amongst all the interviewees was that live-streaming pla_orms ar1ficially inflated 

audience numbers, and this was a known systemic problem encountered when a+emp1ng to 

assess the size of the viewing public. Although all the examples for this research were using the 

Bilibili pla_orm and all of the par1es involved commented upon this issue of audience infla1on, 

sociologist Ge Zhang has highlighted that this is also a problem with the live-streaming pla_orm, 

Douyu, which suggests that trust in these numbers is an issue common to many of these 

pla_orms: 

“Douyu viewer count metadata was systemically inflated according to several detailed 
analyses316—this was not just due to third party viewer bots but Douyu itself. […] From 
my interviews of streamers, I learnt that they cynically mistrusted metadata officially 
released by Douyu.”317 

Most of the actors that this research addressed confirmed that they felt the displayed audience 

numbers were unreliable. As Wenbo Zhu said following his Prac1ce performances: 

“It’s difficult to say [how many were in the audience] because Bilibili doesn’t give the 
real number of viewers. I saw that Hiroyuki Ura, our Japanese friend, did a livestream on 
YouTube, and there it shows the real audience numbers – he had maybe 10 or 15 
people. And although Bilibili won’t give you a true number, I also think we had 10 to 15 
in the audience each 1me.”318 

Whether or not the audience numbers reported by the pla_orms were reliable, it was possible 

for the actors and for this research to circumvent the pla_orm’s apparent decep1on and 

es1mate the numbers present based on the quan1ty of commen1ng ac1vity during the events 

(although it is also possible that the commenters included “bots” – accounts which posted 

automa1cally without human interven1on). Based on the anecdotal evidence provided by the 

actors it is also possible to say that although experimental performances such as these have a 

limited audience to begin with, some actors can a+ract larger audiences due to their rela1ve 

notoriety or fame. For instance, it was evident that Shouwang Zhang (Prac1ce #14; fig. 20) 

a+racted a larger audience than most of the other performers, and this can be a+ributed to the 

fact that the previous year he (along with his band, Carsick Cars) had taken part in a successful 

reality television programme in China focusing on underground rock groups.319 As Wenbo Zhu 

commented: 

 
315 Wang, Interview with Changcun Wang by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
316 ‘[How Serious Is Data Fabrication on Livestreaming Platforms?]’. 
317 Zhang, ‘Zhibo: An Ethnography of Ordinary, Boring, and Vulgar Livestreams’, 108. 
318 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
319 Anderson, ‘Beijing Calling’. 
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“Of course, it depends on the performer; some famous performers will have a bigger 
audience. When Zhang Shouwang performed, for instance, there were many bullet 
comments.”320 

As was raised above, this uncertainty about the audience led to an addi1onal feeling of 

separa1on between the actor and audience when live-streaming. Although Yizhou Sun was 

performing under the impression that there were about 200 people watching him, nevertheless 

he felt that there was no one there: 

“I feel that there is no one in the performance. But in fact they are all there, and they 
are talking, ‘whispering’ (barrage) [a reference to the bullet comments]. I don’t know 
what they are discussing. The mentality of [my] act will also change [because of this], 
much like [the presence of] a ‘ghost’!”321 

This reflected a feeling amongst many of the actors that live-streaming was unable to replicate 

the social experience of a live, face-to-face performance, but there was s1ll some kind of social 

awareness and this affected their agency in the live-stream. They understood face-to-face 

performance as a valuable, “authen1c” experience for both themselves and the audience, and 

were disappointed that live-streaming could not a+ain to that level of social authen1city. Many 

of the actors expressed this concern through the feeling that their performance was not for an 

audience that was present with them, but for the camera as a proxy for the audience. They felt 

this was very different from face-to-face performance, and evoked feelings of discomfort and 

awkwardness in them. For instance, Zhu relayed: “I remember many people said that it’s very 

weird: you know there is an audience, but you can’t see them.”322 

In any case, the majority of actors interviewed claimed they were unconcerned with a+rac1ng 

large audience numbers. In some cases, they recognised that a small audience reflected the 

stereotypical unpopularity of non-mainstream sonic culture, so they already expected such a 

result. Wang, for instance, was already aware of the limited poten1al of his performances to 

a+ract audiences, and he jus1fied this as a feature of experimental music performance. During 

Wang’s live-stream, this research did not observe him interac1ng through the chat func1on at 

any point. There were also few chat messages from the audience themselves appearing as 

danmu. Nevertheless, he would not deny that he wished for more a+en1on: 

“Talking about a+rac1ng [a] big audience: I’ve been making experimental music for 
years so… :-) [All the] same, it’s not [that] I don’t want to have [a] big audience haha.”323 

For most actors their performances were also felt to be introspec1ve and not involving or 

requiring interac1on. For instance, Ding described his performances as part of his “personal 

 
320 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
321 Sun, Interview with Yizhou Sun by Edward Sanderson (email). 
322 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (email). 
323 Wang to Sanderson, ‘Re: More PhD Research Questions’, 6 April 2022 (email). 
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prac1ce”, in the sense that he was doing it for himself, and this differed from his approach to 

face-to-face performances in which he would be presen1ng the ac1vity to other people: 

“I wasn’t paying a+en1on to the audience or interac1ng with them because the focus of 
this project was really about doing the performances as a personal prac1ce. The major 
goal was to sort out my life and to see whether I can find some new ideas or crea1ons 
through this process. Most of the 1me I wasn’t reading the danmu. I some1mes took a 
look aMer the performance had ended – but not always.”324 

As with their offline performances, in some cases actors pointed out that a re1cence towards 

interac1on reflected their offline level of sociability. For instance, Songjie Zhu in their live-stream 

was more comfortable interac1ng “asynchronously” via text chat, as he had an aversion to the 

directness of voice calls: 

“I think the difference between a chat message interac1on, and a phone call or a face-
to-face conversa1on, is that it is not synchronic, but asynchronous. It’s a more 
comfortable way to communicate with people like me who have a phobia of phone 
calls.”325 

However, although one can tenta1vely propose a rela1on between an actors’ character and their 

forms of performance, this research does not propose categorical conclusions regarding a 

determinis1c rela1on here, as this would remove the actors’ agency to make choices about their 

appearance or re1cence. 

Ding was also aware of another limita1on of the live-stream pla_orm’s chat func1on that would 

have necessitated his con1nual a+en1on if he had wished to judge the size of the audience and 

to interact with them. 

“Another problem with Bilibili is that the danmu are deleted once they reach the top of 
the screen. So overall I am not very sure how many people were there each 1me.326 

While it is possible for the audience to comment in real 1me on the performance, these 

comments are therefore ephemeral. When they are pushed up beyond the top border of the 

chat box by new comments (or fly off the edge of the screen as danmu) they are deleted. If a 

broadcaster wishes to interact with or respond to these comments, this ephemerality demands 

con1nual a+en1on on their part to catch them before they disappear. 

When dogCO3 (Di Xu) (Prac1ce #13) performs on his own he also considers his performances as 

aiming to a+ain a state of introspec1on rather than interac1on. In the case of his band 

performances, this entailed group improvisa1ons that nevertheless established an introspec1ve 

mood for each member and did not involve any gestures towards performing for the audience. 

 
324 Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
325 Zhu, Interview with Songjie Zhu by Edward Sanderson (email). 
326 Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
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Live-streaming was something dogCO3 was therefore happy to try out, but not something he felt 

comfortable con1nuing with due to the pla_orm’s ac1ve promo1on of engagement with the 

audience: 

“For me, live performance is a form that I’m not used to, and I don’t use live video tools, 
so I’m a li+le uneasy about it, but I wanted to try it out, hoping to develop a different 
feeling. The purpose of the stage performance is the same, slowly forgezng the 
audience and reaching a state of selflessness.” 327 

He tried to a+ain the same state in his Prac1ce: 

“Except for some [chat] at the beginning and end, I did not interact with the audience. 
During the performance, I basically pursued a state of selflessness, ignoring the 
audience.”328 

But when there was the opportunity to be aware of an audience, the actors were happy with the 

results. Songjie Zhu (Prac1ce #6) felt connected to his audience when he checked Bilibili on his 

phone aMerwards: “AMer the performance, I took my phone out to read [the comments] and 

answered some ques1ons. I cha+ed with my friends for a while. I was very happy and felt very 

close to them.”329 Changcun Wang stated that interac1ons from the audience were encouraging 

for him, as they made him aware of ac1ng in consort with a group of other people. As he said: 

“[…] since it was in pandemic [1mes], when you caught a glimpse of people who were 
watching the live-stream, you realized that these are (most likely) real people, together 
with you, focusing on the same thing.”330 

As has been raised several 1mes in this chapter, the modes of interac1on between the actor and 

audience observed in these online performances are in fact very similar to those in their offline 

performances. Except in some very specific situa1ons, these actors do not interact with their 

face-to-face audiences during performances. However, as the face-to-face events and venues are 

usually small-scale DIY venues with low audience numbers, this situa1on allows for—and 

poten1ally promotes—easy socializa1on between the actors and the audience before or aMer 

performances. Such interac1on has been witnessed by this research on many occasions, and 

indeed this research was able to exploit these informal and in-situ interac1ons to engage with 

the actors. A situa1on with this ease of informal interac1on can witness the emergent ways of 

life that we have made the case for. However, we have also seen that live-streaming affordances 

impose barriers and diversions to such interac1on under the name of their own interpreta1on of 

“interac1vity” and “success”, and hence this research would argue that these forms of sociality 

do not necessarily entail processes of democra1sa1on. For example, the apparent manipula1on 

of audience sta1s1cs by the pla_orms may be an uninten1onal consequence of the commercial 

 
327 Xu, Interview with dogCO3 (Di Xu) by Edward Sanderson (email). 
328 Xu (email). 
329 Zhu, Interview with Songjie Zhu by Edward Sanderson (email). 
330 Wang to Sanderson, ‘Re: More PhD Research Questions’, 6 April 2022 (email). 
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impera1ve embodied by the pla_orms, requiring them to project an image of “success” to their 

users, but it nevertheless has a wider ideological impera1ve in that it suppresses a transparent 

process of communica1on between the actor and the audience, and hence suppresses the 

emergence of a public sphere. 

Part 5: A future for live-streaming non-mainstream sonic culture? 

In the accounts above I have presented the actors’ experiences of and responses to the live-

streaming environment, framing them as expressions of various forms of agency – in some cases 

cri1cal agency. It remains to be asked, aMer the end of the first set of COVID-19 restric1ons in 

May 2020 in China, during which most of these events took place, what became of these 

experiences and agency? 

AMer the lockdowns ended the actors were leM with a variety of opinions as to whether they 

would con1nue live-streaming. To this day, Wang as well as the group [ _  _  _ ] have con1nued to 

live-stream. For Wang, the live-streams remain a viable op1on for his performances, saying: 

“I think I will carry on doing these livestreams. I was also talking with my friend Wu Wei, 
from the collec1ve RMbit,331 about doing a small-scale audio-visual fes1val over 
livestreaming. As I said, livestreaming is a na1ve space for computer music, so I think 
this kind of performance is very good for the livestream format.”332 

Wang found live-streaming to be an effec1ve medium to complement his live performances, and 

for [ _  _  _ ], the network materiality of live-streaming acted as a material component of their 

prac1ce, with which they have been able to cri1cally engage with. In both these cases the actors 

took an ac1ve role in rela1on to the media1ng environment of the live-streaming pla_orm. 

The performance which [ _  _  _ ] produced for this research was described above, and in the 

performance produced by Changcun Wang he con1nued his experiments with genera1ve sound 

and visuals. During that live-stream he displayed a CGI image of a rota1ng, translucent human 

skull against a flat orange background (see fig. 46). In one corner of the screen he also included a 

video feed showing him at work producing the live audio on his laptop, with the overlay of a 

digitally rendered image of a hamburger (a signature element for Wang appearing in several of 

his other performances) which used face-tracking soMware to obscure his features. For me the 

experience of Wang’s live-stream was visually and audibly impressive on a technical level, but 

socially was rela1vely passive, with only minimal interac1vity when one or two members of the 

audience sent messages, which appeared as danmu. I only observed one occasion on which a giM 

was sent through the pla_orm interface. Wang has ascribed his own lack of interac1on with the 

 
331 人民比特: a collective of musicians based in Hangzhou. 
332 Wang, Interview with Changcun Wang by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
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audience in this and his other live-streams to the fact that his technical setup requires his full 

a+en1on. 

 
fig. 46 “escdotdot presents Wang Changcun”, live-stream 28 October 2020 

However, the other actors described in this chapter were—unlike with Wang and [ _  _  _ ]—

generally doub_ul as to the long-term benefits of live-streaming, and this feeling has been borne 

out in their lack of ongoing engagement with the medium. The last of Cong Zhao’s Prac1ce live-

streams was on 5 April 2020 – a performance by Wei Wei and Jianhong Li from the courtyard of 

their home in the suburbs of Beijing (fig. 41). AMer this Zhao decided to end the series. Reflec1ng 

upon the essen1ally ephemeral nature of the condi1ons from which these events emerged, she 

explained her choice to end them as due to there being fewer and fewer people in the audience: 

“[…] at the end of March [2020] the weather began to get warmer, and people went out more. 

Prac1ce took place during the pandemic situa1on, but later the situa1on got be+er and maybe 

people don’t need the live-streams?”333 In terms of the other actors taking part in Zhao’s 

Prac1ces, Mai Mai considered the crea1on of a special live-stream performance in the future 

using heavy equipment he had collected that could not easily be taken to a live venue. In this 

case, live-streaming would allow the audience to experience situa1ons that would be difficult to 

realise in a public situa1on.334 Jun Yan felt he could con1nue live-streaming, but only given the 

right project. For him, the awareness of media1on during a networked performance, as well as 

the feeling of the audience’s absence, made strong addi1ons to his performance experience and 

could be built upon in the future: 

“I want to work as a filmmaker and/or a vlogger in [a minimal] sense. I want to 
emphasize that we are in a strange situa1on of isolated, unfamiliar and reflec1ve 

 
333 Zhao and Zhu, Interview with Cong Zhao & Wenbo Zhu by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
334 Mai, Interview with Mai Mai by Edward Sanderson (email). 
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everyday experience[s]. […] I’d show the absence of physical contact through these 
condi1ons. It could be very strong.”335 

Yan’s comments reflect the cri1cal direc1on that this work could take, in which the nature and 

limita1ons of the live-streaming medium would be exposed. Yan is also one of the few actors 

who says he has adapted some of his performances to the live-stream environment and its 

affordances. For this he has bought an extra phone to use as a video camera in order to include 

more video in his live-streaming: 

“The most significant effect is that I bought a 2nd-hand iPhone 11pro. I started to shoot 
some videos, not very oMen but it’s true that I now include video as part of my 
language.”336 

However, many actors expressed that they would not con1nue live-streaming at all. AMer his 

Prac1ce, Yizhou Sun commented that he did not take part in any more live-streams because of 

the disparity between his own and the audience’s experience: 

“Aside from Prac1ce, I haven’t performed online anymore. I regard the performer and 
the audience as a whole, a rela1onship. Face-to-face performance is a linear 
rela1onship, we are experiencing together. Online performance – perhaps it is a less 
linear rela1onship: what with network lag, sound quality… the air, atmosphere, sunshine 
– you can’t experience these [in the live-stream].”337 

Songjie Zhu was also scep1cal about con1nuing to live-stream unless the performance could be 

tailored to suit the nature and specificity of this medium: “Maybe when there are some ideas for 

the performance that can only be achieved through the Internet, I will organise a live 

performance […]”338 

Cong Zhao herself had a similar response, considering live-streaming as a convenient medium for 

performances, rather than an environment and set of tools to be exploited crea1vely in itself. 

When I approached Zhao later in 2020 to organise a new live-stream (described above as their 

“19th Prac1ce”), rather than replicate the solo (or duo) improvised performances seen in the 

original Prac1ces, she chose to present a performance with her band, Kaoru Abe No Future, and 

treated this live-stream as a presenta1on of one of their rehearsals from their home. Although 

this live-stream was a special event as the audience had the privilege of seeing the band 

performing in a non-standard sezng, and a rare opportunity to witness them in the rela1ve 

in1macy of the rehearsal format in a domes1c environment, the performance did not otherwise 

exploit the technological means available through the live-streaming pla_orm. My experience, as 

a member of the audience, was that I entered the live-stream at the s1pulated 1me and 

 
335 Yan, ‘Re: More Questions about Your Live-Streaming Experiences’, 7 April 2022 (email); Yan, Interview 
with Jun Yan by Edward Sanderson (email). 
336 Yan, ‘Re: More Questions about Your Live-Streaming Experiences’, 7 April 2022 (email). 
337 Sun, Interview with Yizhou Sun by Edward Sanderson (email). 
338 Zhu, Interview with Songjie Zhu by Edward Sanderson (email). 
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witnessed their playing, and then they turned the live-stream off when they had finished 

prac1cing at the end of an hour, without interac1ng with the audience. 

Chenchen Ding was adamant that he would not con1nue live-streaming given that group 

mee1ngs were once again possible: 

“I wouldn’t ini1ate any more live-streaming projects by myself. I just want to do the 
real-life performance, with face-to-face experiences.”339 

When Ding revisited live-streaming for the event which I organised with him in October 2020, he 

opted to follow the style of live-stream which from the fiMh week of his 120mins events – 

presen1ng a view of the landscape rather than performing in front of the camera. The technical 

requirements for this form of performance were simpler and easier for Ding to control than in his 

outdoor performances, as he only had to rely on his laptop and its soMware, and the indoors 

loca1on meant that the WIFI and internet connec1on were more stable. This new performance 

presented a view across the city of Dali towards the Erhai Lake, but from a different loca1on and 

higher posi1on than was seen in his earlier live-stream. Ding explained that the audio for this 

new performance was drawn from various transmission by internet radio sta1ons from around 

the world. The audio had the quality of the scanning of radio frequencies, in which snatches of 

music and speech surfaced, interspersing longer periods of interference and sta1c. For this 

listener, this experience had some similari1es to that of Ding’s face-to-face noise music 

performances, in which the sounds inten1onally avoided musicality and se+led meanings, driMing 

in and out of recognisability and changing their sources abruptly.  

As with Ding, this research found that the medium of live-streaming therefore held limited long-

term appeal for the other actors who treated it mainly as a means to broadcast tradi1onal forms 

of live performance. As has been described above, while in some cases these actors found ways 

to cri1cally engage with the pla_orm’s affordances, ul1mately these same affordances departed 

too far from the experiences of face-to-face performance for them to sa1sfactorily replace them, 

especially when other op1ons were available. 

I argue then, that the re1cence this thesis iden1fies in these actors’ engagements with live-

streaming, seen in their disinterest in direct a+empts to enact change in this environment, had 

the effect that they were leM uncommi+ed to this medium in the long-term. Outside of China, 

similar complaints about the limita1ons of live-streaming of experimental music have been 

voiced (for example, in Mouillot’s account from Hong Kong340). Although it must be recognised 

that live-streaming has established a seat at the table within the overall performance ecosystem, 

further research would be required to gauge the long-term significance and value of live-

 
339 Ding, Interview with Chenchen Ding by Edward Sanderson (zoom). 
340 Mouillot, ‘The Social and Cultural Dimension of “Platforming” Live Music’. 
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streaming for these par1cular prac1ces. I earlier proposed that the pre-exis1ng socio-poli1cal 

environment in China laid the groundwork for these actors to act with agency in response to 

these limi1ng affordances of the live-streaming pla_orms, and in certain cases the 

nonconfronta1onal and re1cent socio-poli1cal approaches that have been said to result from this 

groundwork are present in the work of some of these actors. In these cases, the actors work to 

conserve agency under the condi1ons of domina1on when live-streaming. Based on the evidence 

provided above, and given the live-streaming pla_orms’ current forms, live-streaming itself does 

not provide an agency without technical and social co-op1ng effects that the actors remain wary 

of. While the medium of live-streaming can serve a convenient func1on as an enabling medium 

for straigh_orward broadcas1ng of live events, this research has provided examples to show that 

the co-op1ng restric1ons that live-streaming pla_orms embody, coincidentally and ac1vely work 

to suppress sonic culture’s innate poten1al as a cri1cal medium. As we have tried to show, the 

pla_orms’ affordances in many cases subtly or overtly work against the desires of the actors 

addressed here. Nevertheless, the various examples of cri1cal agency demonstrated by the 

actors under these condi1ons, suggest their realisa1on of modes of communica1on with an 

audience that exist in parallel to the pla_orm’s dominant impera1ves. While these modes are 

subtle, they can be understood as spaces for the emergence of a public sphere, with the wider 

consequences for change that implies and which has been proposed here. 
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Conclusion 

This research has presented an argument that the cri1cal agen1c nego1a1ons of sonic culture 

with external pressures provide means for socio-poli1cal change. In this research, agency has 

been understood in a broad sense as a means to act in the world, with the addi1on of the 

concept of a cri1cal agency iden1fied as ac1ons which a+empt to ac1vely engage with the actor’s 

rela1onships to their world, and thereby poten1ally change that rela1onship. In this text, cri1cal 

agency has been said to involve not just adop1ng available affordances, but also involving 

re1cence in response to those affordances. 

In many parts of the world the various responses to the COVID-19 situa1on cast new light on 

actors’ performances of sonic culture and their appearances in public. Live-streaming provided 

these actors with a basic form of agency to appear in public and the examples described in this 

research demonstrated that the actors’ prac1ces were ini1ated through a combina1on of 

idealis1c and pragma1c choices based on the specific condi1ons provided by the live-streaming 

pla_orms. The literature providing accounts of the experiences outside of China suggested that in 

many cases actors have been cri1cal of the limita1ons that live-streaming imposed, with few 

examples of enthusias1c adop1ons of the technology and of its ongoing use aMer the COVID-19 

restric1ons were relaxed. It can therefore be seen that the lack of enthusiasm seen in the 

complaints by the Chinese actors described in this thesis, reflect a general response to live-

streaming beyond the borders of China. The actors in China voiced complaints about the ways 

that live-streaming pla_orms created contradic1ons between the actors’ pre-exis1ng 

expecta1ons brought over from offline modes of performance, and the affordances of these 

online environments. The findings of this research showed that the cri1cal nature of the sonic 

culture that these actors’ express, inevitably created difficul1es in the contexts in which they 

appeared. The experiments with live-streaming addressed by this research have therefore 

represented various forms of nego1a1on with the pla_orm affordances, and these affordances 

have been argued to be informed by and reflect upon wider socio-poli1cal condi1ons in China. 

Although the prac1ces under considera1on do not ac1vely seek change—informed by the 

historical examples provided, such ac1vity would likely be in vain or perilous to their con1nued 

existence—it is nevertheless in these sonic cultural difficul1es that this research found what it 

interpreted as instances of a socio-poli1cally meaningful cri1cal agency which could poten1ally 

develop into a cri1cal a+en1on to the wider socio-poli1cal concerns that the prac1ces exist 

within. 

In these prac1ces’ sensory experiments—and this research argues especially in the difficul1es 

encountered by sonic culture—are the points where a Rancière-ian aesthe1c and redistribu1on 

of the sensible takes place, which is argued to be poli1cal in ac1on. Whether in the wider socio-

poli1cal environment or the specific environment of the live-streaming pla_orms, the actors’ 
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expecta1ons were restricted in various ways and this research has argued that their pragma1c 

choices involved a “making do” and “making sense” which could be understood as a form of 

cri1que. Consequently, it has been argued that while the prac1ces are not expressly poli1cal but 

nevertheless express emerging democra1sing poten1al in their nego1a1ons with the constraints 

of their technological or socio-poli1cal structuring environments, of which nonconfronta1on and 

re1cence were proposed as examples of these nego1a1ons. 

It is in the enactment of these sonic cultural difficul1es through such re1cence, therefore, that 

this research sees the agency of these prac1ces and their poten1al for playing a part in future 

change. The long-term consequences of the COVID-19 restric1ons and the effects of the 

iden1fied re1cent prac1ces are s1ll emerging and will be addressed in future studies by this 

researcher. 
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Appendix 1: Online resource 

Supplemen1ng the three actors and their live-streams who form the core of this research, this 

researcher also arranged new live-streams from these actors, as well as from a number of other 

actors who were felt to be relevant to this research. In October 2020, Changcun Wang and 

Chenchen Ding both presented live-streams, from Shanghai and Dali respec1vely, while Cong 

Zhao live-streamed a rehearsal with her band Kaoru Abe No Future in November 2020. In January 

2021, a live-stream was presented by Sin:Ned (Dennis Wong), KWC (Kin-Wai Chau), and Anthony 

Yeung which took place in a bunker on the Hong Kong Bap1st University Academy of Visual Arts 

campus. In March 2021 this loca1on also hosted a networked performance by the group 

[ _  _  _ ], Song Li, Jia Liu, and Shuoxin Tan performing from London, Karlsruhe, and Cologne 

respec1vely. Fiona Lee Wing-shan live-streamed from another loca1on on the HKBU campus in 

June 2021, while the final event was the live-stream by ct1993 (Ting Chan) and Vunkwan Tam 

which returned to the bunker space in November 2021. 

An online resource, complemen1ng this text, has been created which focuses on the 

performances that were organised to support this research. This is available at: 

h+ps://phd.escdotdot.com 
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